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Abstract
The main goal of any object-oriented analysis (OOA) method is to produce a
model that aids in understanding and communicating knowledge about a modeled
domain. A higher degree of similarity among independently produced domain
models provides an indication of how well the domain was understood by the
different analysts, i.e., more similar models indicate a closer and a more common
understanding of a domain. A common understanding is of critical importance for
effective knowledge communication and sharing.
The core of any OOA method is discovering and understanding concepts and
their relationships in a domain. The main artifact produced by an OOA method is
a domain model of the domain. A domain model often serves as the main source
of design concepts during object-oriented design (OOD). This thesis evaluates
two OOA methods by comparing the degree of similarity of the resulting domain
models.
In particular, this work compares the semantic similarity of domain models
extracted from use cases by
1. specification of sequence diagrams and then domain models, and
iii
2. specification of unified use case statecharts and then domain models.
The thesis makes case studies out of the application of the first method to 31
instances of large Voice-over-IP (VoIP) system and its information management
system (IMS) and to 3 small elevator systems, and out of the application of the
second method to 46 instances of the same large VoIP system and its IMS and to
12 instances of a medium-sized elevator system.
From an analysis of data from these case studies, the thesis concludes that
there is an increase of 10% in the semantic similarity of domain models produced
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In 1967, Ole-Johan Dahl and Kristen Nygaard presented the first object-oriented
programming (OOP) language, Simula 67 [23]. In 1982, Grady Booch pub-
lished his paper on object-oriented design (OOD) [13]. In 1988, Sally Shlaer and
Stephen J. Mellor published their book on object-oriented analysis (OOA) [86].
These three events were major milestones in the development of the object-
oriented (OO) paradigm of software development. Today, object orientation is not
just one of the oldest software development paradigms, it is also one of the most
widespread. From OOP languages to different OO modeling standards and frame-
works, object orientation shapes the ways we think about business and software
systems, how we organize our development processes, and so on.
Why did this happen?
It appears that the eventual widespread adoption of object orientation was fu-
eled partially by the impact of Booch’s 1982 paper “Object-Oriented Design” [13],
1
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and in particular due to the two of his claims in that paper. His first claim, in Sec-
tion 4.3.1, “Identify Objects and Their Attributes”, is:
This step is a simple task; we will repeat our informal strategy in the
abstract world, underlying [sic, should be “underlining”] the appli-
cable nouns and adjectives....
The second claim, in Section 4.3.2, “Identify Operations on the Objects”, is:
This too is a simple task; we will repeat the above process, this time
underlining the applicable verbs and adverbs....
These two sections explain the main steps of an OOD method that Booch was
advocating. Today, we know that these two steps form the foundation of OOA. We
know also that these tasks are not that simple and, as stated, they are not sufficient
for the production of semantically similar, high-quality OOA models.
Hatton [48], Kaindl [54], and Kramer [59] have recently indicated an urgent
need for experimentation aimed at validating the effectiveness not just of object
orientation but of all software engineering abstraction techniques and methods.
One might argue that from the requirements engineering (RE) perspective,
consistency is one of the most important aspects of the high-quality analysis mod-
els [e.g., 65]. One particular form of consistency is across different groups of
analysts independently analyzing the same domain, i.e., how consistent are the
domain models (DMs) 1 of the same domain produced by independent groups of
analysts using the same OOA method?
1This thesis uses the term “domain model (DM)” for what is known as “OOA class model” or
“conceptual model” in OOA literature [e.g., 62].
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To avoid confusing this type of consistency with other types of consistency,
this thesis calls consistency of independently specified DMs semantic similarity of
the independently specified DMs. Semantic similarity of independently specified
DMs is a measure of the reproducibility and predictability of the results of the
OOA methods. Given the same domain, the same OOA method should ideally
produce the same DMs no matter who is performing the analysis.
1.1 Semantic Similarity
It is hard to define “semantic similarity” of DMs precisely. However, a domain
expert knows when two models are semantically similar and when they are not.
Therefore, this thesis defines semantic similarity through its operationalization in
the comparisons of DMs of the SRSs to determine the semantic similarity of these
DMs in the case studies presented in this thesis.
The semantic similarity definition and analysis process is discussed in three
sections: this section, Section 3.4.1, and Section 5.3. This section provides a
definition of semantic similarity of two DMs. Section 3.4.1 describes an opera-
tionalization to answer the question of the hypothesis directly, i.e., that the DMs
in one set of DMs are more semantically similar to each other than the DMs in
the other set of DMs. However this operationalization cannot be understood until
more background is given. So, for now a definition of semantic similarity of two
DMs is given that
1. is consistent with the later operationalization and
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2. provides enough understanding of semantic similarity that allows proceed-
ing to the operationalization.
Accordingly the definition of semantic similarity of two DMs is stated as an effect
of the operationalization.
Determining the semantic similarity of two DMs in a set of DMs requires some
preprocessing on the set of DMs:
1. form the union of all concept names from all the DMs,
2. eliminate syntactic duplicates in the union, and
3. eliminate semantic duplicates in the union and each DM,
to leave lists of unique concepts appearing (1) in the union of all models and (2,
... ) in each DM. The determination of semantic duplicates was performed by




• relationships with other concepts.
Note, in this work, the term “concept” refers to what is captured inside DMs,
i.e., UML OOA class diagrams or conceptual models [62]. Thus a concept can
have, among other things, an identifier, i.e., name, methods, attributes, and rela-
tionships with other concepts.
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The effect of the operationalization is that to evaluate the semantic similarity
between two DMs, the two DMs’ list of semantically unique concepts are com-
pared in the context of the list of semantically unique concepts appearing in the
union of all models. The more concepts the DMs share, the more semantically
similar the DMs, and the larger percentage these shared concepts are of the DMs
concepts, the more semantically similar are the DMs.
This thesis’ operational definition of semantic similarity is fairly close to a
generalized definition of semantic similarity [3]:
“Semantic similarity, variously also called semantic closeness/pro-
ximity/nearness, is a concept whereby a set of documents or terms
within term lists are assigned a metric based on the likeness of their
meaning/semantic content.”
The metric used in this work is domain expert opinion combined with manual
clustering.
For example, consider a simple domain description:
There are two baskets in a field. One has 666 oranges in it, and the
other one has 1000 oranges in it. I need to know how many oranges
there are all together.
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d3 = {Orange,Airplane}
d4 = {Integer}
Any pair of DMs from among d1, d2, and d3 are more semantically similar to
each other than any pair made of d4 and any other DM since d1, d2, and d3 share
one common concept. Assuming that for example, both Container and Basket
have one common attribute number of oranges, and that the analyst possesses
the domain knowledge that a basket is a container, the analyst can assume that a
Container is nothing but a Basket. Suppose that the domain expert cannot observe
any similarity between Airplane and Basket, or between Airplane and Field. Then
DMs d1 and d2 are more semantically similar to each other than are d1 and d3 and
than are d2 and d3. Suppose that the domain expert cannot see any link between
the Integer concept that belongs to the DM d4 and any concepts from DMs d1,
d2, and d3. Then, DM d4 would not be semantically similar to any of the other
DMs.
In summary, this section defines what it means for two DMs to be semantically
similar. Section 3.4.1 describes the semantic similarity analysis steps and Section
5.3 provides a formal framework that can be used to replicate the analysis.
1.2 Terminology
Before proceeding any further, it is necessary to establish some vocabulary for the
rest of this thesis2. The goal of an RE effort is to elicit and analyze requirements,
2The terminology used in this thesis is similar to that of the common OOA literature [e.g., 62],
and it was reviewed by at least one independent expert [e.g., 69].
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and eventually, to specify in a Software Requirements Specification (SRS) doc-
ument the requirements for the computer-based system (CBS) being built. The
portion of the real world that a CBS is supposed to automate is the CBS’s domain.
During RE analysis for a CBS, the analysts typically develop the domain model,
which is a model of the CBS’s domain. A UC of a CBS is one particular way
some user of the CBS uses the CBS to achieve stakeholders’ goals. The descrip-
tion of a UC is typically given at the shared-interface level, showing the CBS as
a monolithic black box. A popular notation for modeling behavior is statechart
[43], and among the artifacts that are suggested to be included in the SRS for a
CBS, are a UC statechart, a statechart representation of each UC of the CBS; and
a unified UC statechart, which is a statechart representation of the CBS’s domain.
Conceptual analysis is the activity of discovering and specifying concepts from a
domain.
1.3 Why Semantic Similarity of Domain Models is
Important
The original idea of OO is that the structure of the software of a CBS models the
part of the real world, i.e., the domain, in which the CBS operates, allowing eas-
ier validation of the correctness of the CBS and its Software [50, 77, 9, 68, 11].
That is, a flight reservation CBS should have an object for each passenger, flight,
aircraft, airport, etc. that is relevant to the functions performed by the flight reser-
vation CBS. As Meyer says, “When software design is understood as operational
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modeling, object-oriented design is a natural approach; the world being modeled
is made of objects — sensors, devices, airplanes, employees, paychecks, tax re-
turns — and it is appropriate to organize the model around computer representa-
tions of these objects.” [68, p. 51]
Indeed, it is this relation between a CBS and its domain that is the basis for
the advice that the objects and functions of the OO CBS are the nouns and verbs,
respectively, of the written description of the CBS and its domain [5, 11]. As
Meyer adds soon after the quote above, “... in the physical or abstract reality
being modeled, the objects are just there for the picking! The software objects
will simply reflect these external objects.” [68, p. 51]
Clearly, a DM should be correct and complete. “There are two semantic goals
[for DMs]: validity and completeness. Validity means that all statements made by
the model are correct and relevant to the problem. ... Completeness means that the
model contains all the statements about the domain that are correct and relevant.”
[65] “The semantic aspect of model quality ensures not only that the diagrams
produced are correct, but also that they faithfully represent the underlying reality
represented in the domain, ....” [91] If we have several models of a domain, and
each is correct, consistent, and faithfully representing reality, we would expect
that the models would be semantically similar.
Some researchers talk about a science of modeling [11]. If modeling is to be
a science, then we would expect that modeling be reproducible, i.e., that different
people would come up with semantically similar models, especially for an objec-
tive reality [79] that RE normally assumes [26, 93, 76]. An objective reality is
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a reality that is assumed to exist independently of any observer. If modeling is a
science then we would expect that models be reproducible, that different people
modeling the same objective system will build semantically similar models.
Roughly the same argument can be made from the fact that software engi-
neering is supposed to be a branch of engineering [11]. A goal of any engineering
method is to produce predictable results. Predictability for OOA as an engineering
method means that given the same domain, different analysts applying the same
OOA would be expected to produce semantically similar models of the same do-
main. Thus, observing the semantic similarity of the results of an OOA method
for a domain is a direct measure of the predictability of the OOA method.
As mentioned, a DM should be correct. The question to ask is “How is the
correctness of a model to be determined?” The answer is, “by comparison to
something that is known to be correct.” Is any one person’s model to be taken
as the correct model? Clearly, the notion of correctness of models is one of con-
sensus. A model’s is correct if enough people familiar with the modeled domain
say that the model is correct. Thus, observing the semantic similarity of indepen-
dently developed models of the same domain would be one way to validate the
correctness of all of the models.
Therefore, semantic similarity seems to be a useful property of a set of inde-
pendently developed models of a single domain and a fair means of determining
the correctness of each member of the set.
Semantic similarity is not new and has been used quite extensively in practice
and research. For example, an assumption of semantic similarity of implementa-
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tion architectures, which are often derived from DMs, is the basis for the concepts
of reference architectures and design patterns [e.g., 34, 17] in the sense that all
architectures matching a reference architecture and all design patterns matching a
particular design are semantically similar.
In practice, semantic similarity of models is hard to achieve. Grady Booch
observes that different observers will classify the same object in different ways
[11]. However, these differences in models come mainly from the differences in
the perceived purposes of the models. Ostensibly, all domain models built during
RE have the same purpose, to model the domain with which the CBS to be built
will interact, and to model in a way that allows focus on what is to be built as
opposed to how to build it[68]. Therefore, there is reason to expect semantic
similarity among domain models of the same CBS’s domain.
Finally, Guttorm Sindre, one of the authors of “Understanding Quality in Con-
ceptual Modeling” [65] and of other works dealing with the quality of RE model-
ing [60, 61], observes in private communication [87], that
• Semantic similarity of models does not prove quality, as the models could be
of similarly poor quality. There are many factors other than just pure mod-
eling that affect the similarity and the quality of models. However, it would
be reasonable to assume that the fact that two independently produced mod-
els are similar at least increases the confidence that both modeling efforts
have been performed well and that this confidence grows as the number of
independently produced models grows beyond two.
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• Semantic dissimilarity of models need not imply poor quality of any of the
models, as the models could be for different purposes and from different
view points. However, in a situation in which (1) all analysts start from
the same and very fixed source of information, and all are asked to pro-
duced model with the same and very fixed purpose—as is often done in
student exercises or experiments—and in which (2) the semantic quality of
the models is measured as the correspondence between the model and the
textual description, one might expect a more semantic similarity between
independently produced models than in other situations. In this case, it
might be possible to argue that semantic similarity of the models increases
the likelihood that all are of high quality. In this case, semantic similarity
might be seen as a sign of quality not only of the models and modelers but
also of the modeling language and modeling method; that is, the models are
more semantically similar because the modeling method is clear and easily
followed, supporting consistent application of modeling language concepts
by independent modelers.
Nevertheless not all agree that semantic similarity is possible or even desirable
[e.g., 21, 49, 69]. For such a person, the results of this Ph.D. thesis should be
understood as conditional. If one considers semantic similarity of independently
produced domain models of a CBS to be a desirable property, this thesis offers a
way to increase the chances of achieving it, a way whose effectiveness and costs
have been evaluated in an educational setting.
Ultimately the issue is quality, but as Robert Pirsig [78] as quoted by Bhuvan
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Unhelkar [91] says, “Quality—you know what it is, yet you don’t know what it is.
But that is self contradictory.... But some things are better than others, that is, they
have more quality... But if you can’t say what Quality is, how do you know what
it is, or how do you know that it even exists? If no one know what it is, then for
all practical purposes, it doesn’t exist at all. But for all practical purposes it really
does exist.... So round and round you go, spinning mental wheels and nowhere
finding any place to get traction. What the hell is Quality? What is it?”
1.4 Motivation
The motivation for this research project comes from the author’s observation of
students’ work on the requirements analysis and specification of a computer-based
system (CBS) composed of
1. a telephone exchange or a Voice-over-IP (VOIP) system and
2. its information management system (IMS).
Production of the specification, in the form of a Software Requirements Specifi-
cation (SRS) document, is the term-long project carried out in the first course of
a three-course sequence of software engineering courses that span the last three
terms of the undergraduate software engineering program at the University of Wa-
terloo [85]. In later courses, students design, implement, test, and enhance the
CBS specified in the SRS.
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From 2000 until 2005, the author played a wide variety of roles in this course,
serving as customer, group coordinator, UML and SDL instructor, and project
evaluator. The author had reviewed over 135 different SRSs, out of over 195
that were developed in this time interval by 3-or-4-student groups of over 740
software engineering, computer science, and electrical and computer engineering
students. This educational experience has given him the opportunity to observe
various software analysis and specification issues from different perspectives.
The project in the three-course sequence involves using
1. various techniques for developing software for real-time systems and
2. OO techniques for developing information systems.
The real-time components of the telephone CBS are specified using formal finite-
state modeling in Specification and Description Language (SDL) [14]. The information-
system components of the telephone CBS are specified using the notations of
Unified Modeling Language (UML) [83]. Use cases (UCs) [e.g., 62] are used for
capturing requirements, and OOA is used as a bridge towards the later OOD. In
addition, students are responsible for modeling user interfaces of the IMS and for
the overall management of the requirements specification process. The average
size of the resulting SRS document for the whole CBS is about 120 pages, with
actual sizes ranging anywhere from 80 to 250 pages.
Through specification reviews, interactions with students, and grading the
preliminary and final SRSs, the author has observed many difficulties that arise
throughout the specification process. The most frequently observed difficulty is
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that of performing OOA, i.e., of
1. identifying concepts of the CBS’s domain and
2. ascribing the CBS’s functionality to these concepts.
This thesis calls this difficulty of identifying concepts and ascribing the function-
ality, the concept identification difficulty (CID). The result of performing OOA is
most frequently captured through the use of DMs. Others have observed similar
difficulties [Slide 13 of 70, 48, 54, 59, 6, 32].
1.5 Thesis Overview
This thesis compares and evaluates two typical OOA methods by the degree of
semantic similarity of the resulting DMs.
In particular, this work compares the semantic similarity of DMs produced
from use cases by
1. specification of sequence diagrams and then DMs3, and
2. specification of unified UC statecharts and then DMs.
Figure 1.1 summarizes the difference between the traditional and new OOA method.
The evaluation is performed on four case studies. The traditional OOA method
was carried out for 31 instances of large Voice-over-IP (VoIP) with information
management system (IMS) system and for 3 small elevator systems. Data for
3In this thesis, OOA method with sequence diagrams is referred to as traditional OOA method
















Figure 1.1: Traditional vs. New OOA Method
these were gathered later in case studies CS O31VS and CS O3ES. The new OOA
method was carried out for 46 instances of the same large VoIP with IMS system
and 12 instances of a medium-sized elevator system. Data for these were gathered
later in case studies CS N46VS and CS N12ES.
The main contributions of this thesis are:
• Analysis and interpretation of data that helps us further our understanding
and knowledge about OOA methods and the results they produce.
• Evaluation of the impact that traditional functional analysis brings to the
OOA and the relationship between them.
• Specification of an OOA method based on the usage of statecharts.
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• Analysis of the semantic similarity of independently specified DMs as the
means for evaluating predictability of the results of OOA methods used to
produce these DMs.
1.6 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 presents the author’s experiences that motivated this work and a dis-
cussion of the three practices that helped formulation of the thesis hypothesis.
Chapter 3 presents the thesis hypothesis and research method. Chapter 4 de-
scribes the unified UC statecharts, a new OOA method, and a case study concerned
with the application of the new method to specifying a Turnstile CBS. Chapter 5
presents main case studies and an evaluation of the unified UC statecharts and the
new OOA method. Chapter 6 presents background and related work. Chapter 7
presents final conclusions and discusses future work.
Chapter 2
Further Motivation and Preliminary
Efforts
Through the observation and evaluation of the groups’ work, the author has ob-
served large semantic dissimilarities among DMs produced by the different groups.
This thesis calls the inability to achieve a high-degree of semantic similarity of in-
dependently specified DMs the semantic dissimilarity problem (SDP) of OOA.
The author found that the SDP is a result of the CID and is affected by the tech-
niques used to deal with the CID.
The SDP seems to occur during the analysis of all parts of the CBS, indepen-
dent of the CBS’s complexity level. A case study, described in Appendix A and
[90], shows that the SDP exists even in very small CBSs.
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2.1 Discussion of CS O3ES Results
The previously published case study [90] that is described in Appendix A and
is named “CS O3ES”1 suggests that the presence of the SDP in specifications
arising from OOA is independent of CBS’s size. Even in a small problem such
as an elevator CBS, there are many symptoms of the SDP, just as there are in the
larger student projects. Certainly, the students who specified VoIP system and its
IMS were inexperienced in OOA. However the authors of the SRSs in CS O3ES
were writing scientific or pedagogic exemplars of OOA. Therefore, the author
found that the cause of the CID is neither the size of the specified CBS nor the
specifier’s lack of OOA experience. Rather, the author observes that the CID
arises from two inherent properties of most concepts of complex business CBSs:
1. Each concept fulfills only a sub-activity of a larger activity by interacting
with other concepts, e.g., an elevator’s motor fulfills only a sub-activity of
the overall activity of moving passengers from a floor to another, in collab-
oration with other elevator’s devices, and
2. Each concept participates in many different activities, each for different pur-
poses, e.g., an elevator’s door participates in the activity of securing passen-
gers inside the elevator while moving and also in the activity of restricting
unauthorized access.
1The name of a case study is formed by concatenating: “CS”, followed by space, followed by
“O” for “Old” or “N” for “New”, followed by the number of SRSs evaluated in the case study,
followed by an abbreviation of the name of the system analyzed by the case study.
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These two properties of the concepts of complex business CBSs contradict
what most students learn in their study of OOD and OOP, that a DM should have
what is called for the purposes of this discussion “crispness”, i.e., well-defined
classes, each with a single purpose and a focused set of related responsibilities.
Trying to analyze a complex domain with OOA leads many students to discover
many of the concepts, responsibilities, and activities that are there but to bend
them so that they fit the first decomposition arrived at in an attempt to make a
crisp decomposition. In doing so, the typical group of students tends to perform
the following actions:
1. The group assigns responsibilities fulfilled through the collaboration of mul-
tiple concepts to only one concept. This assignment leads in turn to the
following difficulties, each exemplified in the SRSs of CS O3ES:
• assigning to a concept indirect responsibilities—those achieved by
collaboration with other concepts—that are larger in scope than the
responsibilities for which the concept is directly responsible, e.g., an
elevator cab being responsible for its own movement,
• missing true responsibilities of that concept; the missing responsibili-
ties are hidden within the larger responsibilities, e.g., an elevator cab
being responsible to act as a container for goods and passengers rather
than for the control of the overall movement of the elevator cab, and
• missing other concepts that participate in the overall responsibilities,
e.g., missing elevator motor as a crucial component for the overall
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activity of moving elevator cab.
2. The group does not capture concepts that are passive, i.e., that are produced
or consumed through interaction of other concepts, e.g., not capturing the
different time periods required for different timing constraints for the eleva-
tor cab movement.
These tendencies appear to be the main cause for the manifestations of the
CID and the SDP that the author observed with the typical group’s project:
• under-specified analysis models, because the typical group tends to capture
only a subset of the available concepts, although many are visible in the
requirement artifacts and can be discovered using even the relatively simple
noun-underlining technique [62];
• drastically different models of ostensibly the same system from different
groups; and
• a large number of software concepts at different abstraction levels.
Notwithstanding that many proponents of OO methods have advocated ob-
ject orientation as an excellent way of capturing domain concepts and bridging
the conceptual gap between computer-based systems (CBSs) and their domains
[58, 66, 67], the author’s examination of over 135 projects has shown that cap-
turing domain concepts remain difficult even when the practitioner has a good
understanding of OO principles and techniques.
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It is important to note that these preliminary findings concern OOA only. This
thesis makes no claims about OOD, OOP, or any other OO methods. The thesis
results arise from an analysis of only the specification artifacts produced as a
result of the groups’ OOAs of VoIP system and its IMS and from the author’s
observations of the groups’ and students’ behavior. There was no opportunity
to analyze the designs later produced by these groups. Nevertheless, it appears
that none of the students ever had any problems understanding OOP ideas and
techniques. However, whenever it came to discovery and analysis of concepts in
the domain, it seemed that this OOP background knowledge did not help much.
Therefore, the conclusion is that the CID lies neither in the students nor in an
apparent inability to understand object orientation, but rather in limitations of the
current OOA techniques, at least as applied in RE.
So, if the problem does not lie in analysts’ capabilities, but rather in the OOA
activity itself and the used techniques, what can we do to reduce the SDP of OOA?
This thesis attempts to answer this question and to improve OOA, by offering and
evaluating a new OOA method.
2.2 History of the New OOA Method
2.2.1 Early Observations
When carrying out the roles in teaching CS445 from 2000 to 2004, the author
had observed in the groups’ work that three recommended practices of typical OO
methods appear not to work well in practice:
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1. iterative analysis,
2. identifying concepts from UCs, and
3. separation of analysis and design.
Iterative Analysis
Occasionally, a group used a typical iterative UC-driven approach to discover do-
main knowledge and concepts [e.g., 62], while another used a waterfall-like ap-
proach [e.g., 82]. The author did not observe any correlation between the number
of iterations and the quality of the DMs. One possible explanation is that even
when a group uses an iterative approach, and it discovers new artifacts that do not
fit into the extant DM, it tends to be hesitant to change the DM. Instead, it tends
to try to adapt the new artifacts so that they conform to the existing DM, leading
to even more bloated and inconsistent artifacts. Thus, rather than expecting the
groups to incrementally improve their DMs over the course of several distinct it-
erations, the author has learned that it is more effective to encourage them to try
to get their DMs right immediately. The author’s impression is that when a group
knows that it has multiple iterations, it does not put as much effort into getting the
DM right the first time, figuring that they will always be able to fix any problems
later. However, the problems compound before they get fixed, making them even
harder to fix later on. This later problem fixing typically never happens.
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Identifying Concepts from UCs
A widely recommended practice that the groups followed is to identify concepts
from UCs [e.g., 62]. The purpose of the UCs is to show the interactions between
actors and the CBS, while treating the CBS’s domain as a black box that does not
show internals of the CBS’s domain. The UCs in this form capture a subset of the
interchange data between the CBS’s domain and the external actors, which in turn
becomes the main source of the concepts. A problem with this approach is that
often these concepts are used as if they represent all of the CBS’s domain concepts
and are used to model the internals of the CBS itself. The interchange data do not
reflect all of the domain concepts; they reflect only a subset of information that is
exchanged between domain and domain’s environment. The author has observed
that groups cannot rely on only UCs for the discovery of a complete DM. Rather,
it is necessary to search for additional sources, and these sources vary widely
from project to project. For the groups’ SRSs, the additional sources include proj-
ect-description documents [85] and interviews with the customers. Each of these
additional sources is usually less structured and less consistent than UCs, making
it even harder to verify the consistency and completeness of the DM. Thus, UCs
are quite limited in scope, and deriving them should be only one of many steps
taken to find or generate artifacts that can help in conceptual analysis.
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Separation of Analysis and Design
The impact of choosing the perspective from which analysts define the boundary
between CBS and its domain was present in each group’s work. The typical group
takes one of two evident perspectives. The first perspective treats the CBS and
its domain as one system together. A follower of this perspective tends to assume
that a domain concept, i.e., an analysis concept, is a CBS’s concept, i.e., a design
concept, and vice versa. The author observed that taking this perspective usually
results in a reduced ability to distinguish between analysis and design concepts;
compared to the second perspective, a smaller set of analysis concepts is captured
in the DM.
The second perspective treats the CBS and its domain as two different systems.
A follower of this perspective tends to consider analysis concepts and the design
concepts to be different kinds of concepts, and thus tends to capture more analysis
concepts in the DM than a follower of the first perspective.
The capture of more analysis concepts that results from following the second
perspective suggests that it is helpful to have a clear separation between a CBS
and its domain, i.e., to have a clear separation between the analysis and design
concepts. Thinking of a CBS as a direct simulation of its domain, i.e., that the
CBS and its domain are the same systems, results in a lower quality DM with
fewer discovered analysis concepts. Although they may appear highly similar, a
CBS and its underlying domain are different spaces; analysis concepts and design
concepts are not only different concepts, they are different kinds of concepts.
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2.2.2 The Origins of a New OOA Method
When working with some of the groups as a project teaching assistant (TA), the
author suggested a method that helped them increase the semantic similarity and
completeness of their DMs:
1. Clearly separate the domain from the CBS;
2. describe and explain domain processes in addition to the UCs;
3. describe the CBS in terms of logical software processes based on the domain
processes;
4. discover mappings between the domain processes and the CBS processes;
and then
5. break each of the domain and the CBS into concepts and structural compo-
nents.
That is, process analysis is performed before performing conceptual analysis for
both the domain and the CBS. This change of method helps an analyst move
away from the discrete superficial breakdown of the domain into actors and their
activities captured through UCs towards what the analyst actually has to analyze.
The analyst should understand two distinct systems:
1. the domain, and
2. the CBS.
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Completing process-based analysis of both CBS and its domain before at-
tempting the conceptual analysis of the domain is probably too radical a change,
taking into account that a standard approach is to perform conceptual analysis
immediately after UC specification. However, the author realized that the core
idea of attempting to derive some intermediate analysis artifacts that are more
constrained than DMs might be worth exploring.
The main problem is finding exactly which modeling paradigm and what arti-
facts should be produced before pursuing with OOA. The paradigm should
1. minimize the amount of the intermediate work,
2. be a commonly used analysis paradigm within the OO paradigm, and
3. provide a mechanism for a smooth transition to conceptual analysis.
There are several kinds of modeling that might satisfy these requirements:
1. architecture-driven modeling,
2. procedural modeling,
3. state-based modeling, and
4. goal-driven modeling.
Each of these modeling paradigms might be used as an intermediate tool for con-
straining conceptual analysis and OOA in general. Perhaps this method of using
different modeling paradigms rather than the same paradigm for moving from do-
main requirements to DMs will result in higher quality and more semantically
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similar DMs of the same domain. The same way of thinking might be beneficial
also for production of other types of development artifacts. For example, using
three different paradigms for analysis, design, and implementation might result in
more consistent, complete, and semantically similar artifacts at each stage than
what can be achieved using only the OO paradigm for all three.
2.2.3 Observations about the New OOA Method
The traditional non-UC-driven RE method focuses on eliciting and specifying
functional, data, and non-functional requirements as distinct entities, without re-
ally considering their context. Such a method often results in a SRS that is difficult
for both customers and CBS’s designers to understand. The failure to explicate
the connections among the different kinds of requirements makes it difficult to
determine if the SRS is complete, consistent, and correct. UCs [e.g., 22] have
helped solve some of these problems, at least for functional requirements.
The ability to integrate and present functional requirements from the users’
perspectives in UCs has made UCs particularly useful for customers. Because
UCs present functional requirements as observed by a user, it is easier to identify
missing functions, and makes it possible to write a more consistent and complete
SRS that is understood by both the customer and the analyst [e.g., 22].
Extending this reasoning, the author realized that maybe some new artifact
based on the UCs would allow analysts to produce even more complete, consis-
tent, and correct SRSs, and DMs in particular. Perhaps, the same way that UCs
help put functional requirements into context, this new artifact based on the UCs
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would help an analyst to
• detect and fix missing functionality,
• detect and fix functionality across multiple abstraction levels,
• detect and refine inconsistent amounts of detail, i.e., over and under speci-
fication,
• discover relationships, e.g., concurrency among UCs and functional require-
ments and concepts, and
• find the big picture behavioral domain model.
In the typical UC-driven requirements analysis method, UC discovery is fol-
lowed by drawing sequence diagrams for the UCs and breaking down the domain’s
side of the UCs into the domain’s components, to yield a DM of the CBS [e.g.,
62]. This kind of approach had been taught to the students for several years. A
less common alternative method is to follow UC discovery by drawing UC state-
charts [28, 62, 41]. Nevertheless, in each method, a UC is an artifact at the widest
scope. Scope refers to the number of functional requirements captured and spec-
ified using an artifact. A sequence diagram, a statechart, or any other description
of a UC is at a scope equal to or less than that of the UC, i.e., it captures at most
the same number of functional requirements and relationships among them as the
UC. To arrive at the big picture behavioral domain model, it was necessary to pro-
ceed in the opposite direction. Rather than decomposing the UCs, as suggested in
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many UC-driven requirements analysis methods, the author realized that it might
be better to unify the UCs into a behavioral domain model using statecharts, as
suggested in other methods [39, 97, 47].
So, the author decided to introduce a method based on performing detailed
behavioral analysis of domain through the unification of the behavior described
in UCs into an integrated behavioral domain model using statecharts. Once the
author decided to use statecharts as the notation in which to unify the UCs, the
author had to develop an unification method, to apply it in practice, and to evaluate
the results. The method, which builds on using statecharts to model UCs and then
unifying the UC statecharts into a unified UC statechart [39, 97, 47], is called
“UCUM (Use Case Unification Method)”.2
UCUM is derived from several sources. UCUM is primarily Larman’s UC-
driven iterative method [62]. The principles of constructing a unified UC state-
chart are based on Douglass’s and Gomaa’s principles of UC statechart construc-
tion [28, 41]. The underlying behavioral domain model semantics is based on
Glinz’s [38, 40]. The statechart syntax and semantics follows UML 2.0 standard
[83].
The idea of unifying UCs into a unified UC statechart is due to Glinz; Whittle
and Schumann; and Harel, Kugler, and Pnueli [39, 97, 47]. The students did not
follow any of these authors’ proposed methods in particular. Instead, the students
used the common ideas of all these methods to unify UCs into a unified UC stat-
2The method is named only to make it easier to distinguish it from the other methods mentioned
in this thesis.
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echart. Rather than having students follow a formal method, the idea was to have
students tackle building unified UC statecharts as an engineering problem that they
had to solve. The author used a small domain as an exercise during the tutorials to
have students work from scratch on applying and refining a simple and practical
method for unifying use cases into a unified UC statechart. This exercise ended
up being the first case study described in Chapter 4, which introduces UCUM and
provides results of this initial exercise of specifying a behavioral domain model
using statecharts.
So, UCUM was presented and refined during three tutorial sessions with al-
most 150 students in attendance over the three sessions. UCUM was tailored
through the practical work, on a concrete domain. The way UCUM was presented
allowed a student to observe the reasoning of other students and evaluate pitfalls
that would help her in her work on her main course project. Only after specifying
UCUM and only after completing all case studies, the author compared the stu-
dents’ results with those of the sources of UCUM. This comparison is presented
as part of the description of related work in Chapter 6.
Chapter 3
Research Method
The research method is an after-the-fact analysis of the work done by students
before and during an attempt by course instructors and the author to improve the
students internalization and performance of OOA in a course teaching OOA as a
RE method.
Section 3.1 reiterates the problem summary as defined in the Chapter 2. Sec-
tion 3.2 poses the research question and Section 3.3 states the thesis hypothesis
to be validated by the research. Section 3.4 outlines the after-the-fact case studies
performed to validate the hypothesis, research steps, and provides this thesis’ defi-
nition of semantic similarity. Finally, Section 3.5 analyzes the threats to accepting
the conclusions of the case studies.
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3.1 Problem Summary
As discussed in Chapter 2, the most frequently observed difficulty is that of per-
forming OOA, i.e., of
1. identifying concepts of the CBS’s domain and
2. ascribing the CBS’s functionality to these concepts.
This thesis calls this difficulty of identifying concepts and ascribing the function-
ality, the concept identification difficulty (CID). The result of performing OOA is
most frequently captured through the use of DMs.
Through the observation and evaluation of the groups’ work, the author has
observed large semantic dissimilarities among DMs produced by the different
groups. This thesis calls the inability to achieve a high-degree of semantic simi-
larity of independently specified DMs the semantic dissimilarity problem (SDP)
of OOA. The author observed that the SDP is a result of the CID and is affected
by the techniques used to deal with the CID.
The SDP seems to occur during the analysis of all parts of the CBS, indepen-
dent of the CBS’s complexity level. A case study, described in Appendix A and
[90], shows that the SDP exists even in very small CBSs.
3.2 Research Question
The thesis work asks:
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How can we reduce the SDP? That is, how can we achieve more
semantically similar DMs?
Why is this an important question? One can argue that there are three im-
portant roles of a DM. The first role is to help an analyst understand a domain.
The second role of a DM is to help communicate the important domain concepts
among the developers, i.e., to be used to share domain knowledge. The third role
of a DM is to help move from the domain’s requirements to CBS’s design arti-
facts. Each role is tightly linked to our understanding of the domain as captured
through the gathered requirements.
An impediment to communication of analysis models is the difference, i.e.,
the lack of semantic similarity, among even mental analysis models created by
different analysts. Sharing understanding of the system through analysis models
is tightly linked to the analysis models’ use for design purposes, and semantically
dissimilar analysis models can yield many different design models. As such, it is
useful to have the means that lead all analysts to a semantically similar analysis
model as early as possible; ideally, this convergence should occur even before they
start any communication.
Why is the DM so important? OO methods typically advocate mapping the
DM directly to the software design class and object models. Each of these models,
in turn, drives the generation of other OOA and OOD models. This strong influ-
ence causes any errors and misunderstandings captured in the DMs to be propa-
gated to all other OOA and OOD models. This propagation ultimately negatively
affects the CBS’s implementation.
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3.3 Thesis Hypothesis
The thesis hypothesis is:
The SDP can be reduced by performing a detailed behavioral
analysis before conceptual analysis.
The contribution of this thesis work is the analysis of the benefits, drawbacks,
and side effects of modifying the traditional OOA process by performing detailed
behavioral analysis before conceptual analysis.
3.4 The Research Method
This thesis research was carried out in two phases. The first phase is the devel-
opment of UCUM carried out in an effort to improve the teaching in the CS445
course, and the second phase is the evaluation of UCUM in an after-the-fact anal-
ysis of the work by students before and after the introduction of UCUM. This
analysis of the students’ work was manual and qualitative because an automated,
quantitative analysis would require taking some aspects of the CBSs specified out
of context. Also, until the analysis has been done many times, it is not even clear
what of the analysis can be automated. The analysis was carried out in four case
studies of previously written SRSs:
1. Preliminary semantic similarity analysis phase and small elevator sys-
tems case study — This case study involves analysis of 3 different specifi-
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cations of 3 different small elevator CBSs. This previously published [90]
case study is described in Appendix A and is named “CS O3ES”.
2. UCUM’s specification phase and turnstile system case study — This
case study involves three specifications of the Turnstile CBS [89], produced
collaboratively by the author and the students attending tutorial sessions of
the CS445 and the CS846 classes. This case study is named “CS N3TS”.
3. The individual elevator system case study — This case study involves 12
medium-sized specifications of the controller for a two-elevator CBS in a
low-rise building, produced as individual term-long projects in the CS846
class. This case study is named “CS N12ES”.
4. The group VoIP system case study — This case study involves 46 large-
sized specifications of a VoIP system and its IMS, produced as group term-
long projects in several offerings of CS445 class. This case study is named
“CS N46VS”. The DMs in the SRSs of CS N46VS are compared to the 31
DMs of the same system specified using traditional OOA.
3.4.1 Semantic Similarity Analysis
Answering the research question and testing the hypothesis requires comparing
the semantic similarities among the DMs in one set of DMs, produced by OOA
without UCUM, with the semantic similarities among the DMs in another set of
DMs, produced by OOA with UCUM to see in which set are the DMs more se-
mantically similar to each other. Rather than computing the semantic similarity of
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each DM in the two sets of DMs, rather than computing some aggregate semantic
similarity among the DMs in each set of DMs, the analysis attempts to directly
determine in which set are the member DMs more semantically similar to each
other, and then to estimate by how much.
This analysis requires some preprocessing on each set of DMs:
1. form the union of all concept names from all the DMs,
2. eliminate syntactic duplicates in the union, and
3. eliminate semantic duplicates, i.e., all names that represent the same con-
cept in the union and each DM are uniformly replaced in each DM by one
of the names, that is chosen as the representative name for the concept.
to leave lists of semantically unique concepts appearing (1) in the union of all
models in the set and (2, ...) in each DM in the set. The determination of semantic




• relationships with other concepts.
To decide in which set of DMs are the elements more semantically similar to each
other, a variety of measures are computed on the concepts that the two prepro-
cessed sets have in common. Each measure captures the intuition that
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• the more concepts the DMs in a set share, the more semantically similar to
each other are the DMs in the set, and
• the larger the percentage these shared concepts are of all the concepts in the
DMs, the more semantically similar to each other are the DMs in the set.
A more detailed description of this analysis is found in Section 5.3.
3.5 Threats to Validity
The research of this thesis is a retrospective, after-the-fact, analysis of work per-
formed during courses for which the author was a TA. Clearly, no experimental
controls were applied during the courses, and there were no restrictions on the stu-
dents’ behavior beyond the normal restrictions applied during in class exercises
and in long-term course projects. In particular, the course
1. did not require the use of strict method presented in tutorials upon the stu-
dents, beyond the basic core UCUM,
2. did not require any particular group organization or division of work,
3. did not limit the size of the CBS and its domain being specified.
Finally, each analyzed DM was just one part of a complete SRS produced in the
exercises. With respect to the first non-exercised control, not only was the exclu-
sive use of UCUM not enforced, but students were in fact encouraged to extend
and adapt UCUM as they progressed with their projects and obtained feedback on
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UCUM itself. Clearly, there is too much variability for these case studies to be
considered controlled experiments. Thus, the threats to validity of this case study
are exactly the same as in any other uncontrolled software engineering study.
Nevertheless, the large number of subjects and the high consistency of the
results of the case studies in spite of all the variability provides strong support for
accepting the finding of the case studies.
Chapter 4
Domain System Statecharts
In many a UC-driven requirements analysis method [e.g., 62], the first task an
analyst performs in modeling the behavior of the CBS being built is to write UCs
that describe the CBS’s intended behavior. From these UCs, the analyst begins to
model the entire CBS with the goal of writing a SRS describing the CBS. One of
the specification artifacts is the DM of the CBS’s domain.
A UC describes a use of a CBS from at least one user’s perspective. Domain
experts and analysts together typically capture UCs during and after requirements
elicitation from many stakeholders, each with a different perspective. The author
has observed that the typical result of this initial UC capture is a set of UCs with
missing functionality, unrelated functionality across multiple abstraction levels,
inconsistent amounts of detail in the form of over and under specification, and
problems arising due to the difficulty of abstracting from multiple UCs to the
big picture of the domain. These observations are consistent with those of other
39
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authors [e.g., 64]. In short, the set of UCs is not good. Thus, specifying good UCs
is hard.
Specifying good UCs is also necessary because of their central role in UC-
driven requirements analysis methods. In these methods, UCs drive subsequent
analysis, design, and coding. Any problem with the UCs propagates through the
analysis, design, and code. Therefore, it is essential to expose problems with UCs
as early as possible. Also, the use of UCs in the preliminary case study and their
widespread use in practice has led to the constraining of UCUM to be based on
UCs too.
UCUM is based on a very simple idea inspired by observing practice: an ef-
fective way to unify a complete set of UCs into a behavioral domain model for
the CBS is to perform the unification in the statechart notation. That is, if each
UC in the set can described with a UC statechart [e.g., 28, 41], then it should be
possible to unify these UC statecharts into a unified UC statechart that describes
a high quality behavioral domain model1 [39, 97, 47]. The method depends on
the analysts’ having specified the UCs’ behaviors in UC statecharts. However,
after practice, an analyst can learn to proceed directly from UCs to a unified UC
statechart without having given UC statecharts for the UCs. Indeed, the author
found many a student skipping the production of UC statecharts and still produc-
ing a good unified UC statechart. Douglass [28] summarizes the advantages of
specifying a UC’s behavior using a UC statechart in a single paragraph:
1Note, this model should not be confused with any high-level business model. The difference
is in the abstraction and decomposition levels.
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Another means by which UC behavior can be captured is via stat-
echarts. These have the advantage of being more formal and rig-
orous. However, they are beyond the ken of many, if not most, do-
main experts. Statecharts also have the advantage that they are fully
constructive—a single statechart represents the full scope of the UC
behavior.
Statecharts have an additional advantage of being able to help an analyst to
unify a set of UC statecharts into a single unified UC statechart. Unifying UCs
using statecharts widens rather than narrows scope, in terms of the number of
functional requirements taken into consideration. Widening the scope leads to
exposing problems that might still exist in the individual UCs in the same way
that widening the scope during the unification of functional requirements leads
to exposing problems that exist in the individual functional requirements. This
integration method produces a model of increased complexity since it captures
a larger number of functional requirements and their relationships than without
the method. Producing this model and managing its larger complexity facilitates
detecting missing requirements and inconsistencies.
This integration method and the increased complexity of the resulting model,
due to the number of functional requirements and their inter-relationships, helps
detecting missing requirements and discovering inconsistencies.
The rest of this chapter discusses the semantics of unified UC statecharts and
then describes the process of UCUM and describes the case study, CS N3TS. Note
that the author defined the semantics of unified UC statecharts only after the case
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studies were finished. The author started with a simple semantics in which a state
is either
• any configuration of variable values, or
• an activity of interest,
but this definition was not sufficient even for the specification of the unified UC
statecharts in the SRSs of CS N3TS due to the amount of additional information
that needed to be captured as part of unified UC statecharts.
4.1 Unified UC Statechart Model Semantics
A statechart is a higraph, a general kind of diagramming object based on graphs
and sets [44], that can be used to model different aspects of a software system.
Thus the first, and most important, step in using statecharts is to clearly state what
is being modeled. An explicit agreement is needed on what a state represents.
There are various definitions of “state”. The most common is something like “A
state is an ontological condition that persists for a significant period of time.”
[28] In practice, states are used to capture, for example, any configuration of the
object’s variables or any activity occurring within the system [e.g., 28].
For the purposes of behavioral domain modeling, the most appropriate seman-
tics for unified UC statecharts can be described in terms of postconditions as a
particular kind of goals.
Goal-driven RE [e.g., 72, 94] is a method that focuses on identification of the
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goals, as a prerequisite for requirements specification. Goal-driven RE focuses on
ensuring that the CBS being built actually fulfills users’ goals. This focus requires
shifting away from considering what a CBS should do to considering why the
CBS should do what it does. In other words, the main focus is on requirements
rationale.
Although goal-driven RE method focuses on determining CBS requirements
through analysis of users’ personal and business goals, the goal-driven RE has
been used to enhance traditional RE methods, among which are UC-driven re-
quirements analysis methods [e.g., 22]. In the case of UCUM, it was natural to
start by determining the UCs for a CBS being built by considering the goals for
the CBS. The preservation of the goals, and postconditions in particular, as part of
the unified UC statechart followed.
Postconditions capture the intention and the target condition for the entity
under analysis. For example, in the case of an elevator system, a postcondition for
an elevator is to deliver passengers to their requested floors. This postcondition
captures both the intention of delivering passengers and the target condition of
arriving at the passengers’ requested floors. This particular postcondition captures
the rationale for an elevator’s responsibility for carrying each passenger from a
floor to a floor.
In other words, a UC’s goals are achieved through a sequence of activities
each of which is described by a functional requirement. Each goal can exist at
an abstraction level different from those of other goals. For example, continuing
with the elevator CBS example, the decomposition of the goal deliver passengers
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to their requested floors might include such lower-level goals as move elevator
cab, stop elevator cab, pick up a passenger, etc. That is, the higher-level goal of
delivering passengers to their requested floors becomes a functional requirement
for the lower-level goals in its goal decomposition. Thus, the goal decomposition
hierarchy provides traceability among the goals.
Therefore, a state in a unified UC statechart for a CBS’s domain is more gen-
eral than a traditional state, which is only a configuration of values of CBS vari-
ables and which can be very tedious to specify when there are many variables in
a CBS. A state in a unified UC statechart can be either
• an activity in the CBS, or
• a goal that captures the target condition of a part of or of the entire CBS.
In the latter case, the goal represents the postcondition that describes the impact
that the activity in the previous node or on the incoming transition of the unified
UC statechart has on the CBS. While the semantics of unified UC statechart nodes
is different from that in traditional statechart semantics, the semantics of unified
UC statechart transitions is consistent with that in traditional statechart semantics;
and, in particular, in all presented case studies, statecharts conformed to UML 1.x
or UML 2.0 statechart syntax and semantics.
“Why not use UML activity diagrams [83] instead of statecharts?” was asked
many times because of the presence of states representing activities in the unified
UC statecharts. There are several reasons:
• The activity diagram notation is harder to use because of its different inter-
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pretations; e.g., an activity diagram can be viewed as a statechart, as a Petri
net, or as a flowchart [28].
• Laying out and managing a large activity diagram is more difficult, in the
author’s experience, than laying out and managing a large statechart.
• By definition, it is harder to show, using activity nodes, anything but activ-
ities in an activity diagram [28]. This also implies that it is harder to show
different abstraction levels in an activity diagram for anything but activities.
• For any interactive system, there can be many external asynchronous and
internal synchronous events, in addition to the implicit activity-completion
events that an activity diagram is tailored for, and these are all easier to
represent using statecharts.
Moreover, the author did not find any features provided by activity diagrams that
are not provided by statecharts.
4.2 Process
UCUM emerged from the author’s literature review, practice on the author’s own
examples, and the preliminary work with students in CS N3TS. The author recom-
mended UCUM to the students for their projects, and encouraged them to modify
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UCUM based on the experiences gained through their work. The sequential or-
dering of steps is for only the exposition here. The students were taught both
sequential and iterative processes, and each unit, individual or group, was allowed
to use whatever it thought would be more effective.
4.2.1 Process Steps
For the CBS S to be built:2
Step 1: Specify UCs:
• Identify S’s main goals and UCs.
• For each of S’s UCs, U , write a clear description of U with indications of
U’s actors; the data exchanged in U between S and S’s environment; and
U’s preconditions, postconditions, and invariants.
• Draw a UML UC diagram showing all of S’s UCs, to emphasize the rela-
tionships that exist among the UCs.
Step 2: Group UCs into domain subsystem.
• Group the UCs into domain subsystems according to the UCs’ business
concerns. This grouping yields the first level of the decomposition of S’s
2In the list below, the text following “Step n:” is a summary of the process described in the
bulleted list headed by “Step n”.
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domain D into groups of related business concerns, i.e., the first-level do-
main subsystems of D.
• Show the decomposition of the UC diagram using UML package notation.
• Repeat Step 2 for any domain subsystems of any level of D that can be fur-
ther decomposed.
Step 3: Draw UML system sequence diagrams [62] for the UCs of S, in order to be
able to identify D’s external interface. In each of these system sequence diagrams,
S is considered as a black box.
• For each UC U , draw U’s UML system sequence diagram, in order to be
able to identify U’s contributions to D’s external interface.
Step 4: Specify the unified UC statechart.
• Merge the activities of all UCs of S to build a unified UC statechart for S’s
domain, D, either (1) directly or (2) by drawing a UC statechart for each
UC of S and then merging all these UC statecharts into a single unified UC
statechart.
• If any problem is detected in any UC during the building of the unified UC
statechart for D, then fix the UC. These problems can include, but are not
limited to, abstraction level clashes, missing steps, redundant steps, incon-
sistent terminology and improper ordering of steps.
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• Simplify the unified UC statechart using concurrent and sub-machine states.
To reduce unified UC statechart rework due to activity refinements: If an activ-
ity clearly needs no further decomposition then model it as a transition action, a
state’s internal action, or a state’s internal activity; otherwise model it as a sub-
machine state.
Step 5: Perform conceptual analysis of the unified UC statechart.
• Map domain subsystem from the UC diagram to the unified UC statechart.
• Perform conceptual analysis of the unified UC statechart.
The goal of the Step 5 is to assign each activity in the unified UC statechart
to a concept and to capture each data appearing in the unified UC statechart as
concept. The main and most important difference between UCUM and traditional
OOA is that conceptual analysis is performed on unified UC statechart rather than
on UCs as in traditional OOA.
4.3 Turnstile Case Study: CS N3TS
The case study CS N3TS is about the collaborative production of 3 unified UC
statecharts and 3 DMs during 3 tutorial sessions of the CS445 and CS846 courses3.
The 3 unified UC statecharts and DMs were of the same CBS, the Turnstile CBS,
3Note, the process description includes all steps as recommended to the students for their
projects. Some of the steps in this case study are simplified and do not fully conform to the steps
of the process either due to the way initial UCs were specified, e.g., there are no specified goals in
Step 1, or due to the simplifications made due to the simplicity of the problem itself.
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described in an example SRS at the course Website [4]. The starting point for
building unified UC statecharts was the set of UCs identified in the example SRS.
The first unified UC statechart and DM were produced by 12 CS846 students,
the second unified UC statechart and DM were produced by about 80 CS445 stu-
dents, and the third unified UC statechart and DM were produced by about 50
CS445 students.
The primary value of the exercise was observing:
• three different groups of about 150 students altogether thoroughly analyzing
a small CBS’s domain to produce unified UC statecharts and DMs, and
• the feedback the production of these unified UC statecharts had on the UCs
in the earlier, Website-published, and supposedly polished UCs [4], and the
impact of the conceptual analysis of unified UC statecharts on the resulting
DM.
The goal of each session was to help the students learn UCUM by a process of
facilitated collaborative self-discovery of the steps necessary to produce a unified
UC statechart and a DM. While the author tried his best to let the students go
where they wanted, the author did step in to prevent them from going too far
astray, and the author did ask questions that helped them notice things that the
author could see they were overlooking. The case study, CS N3TS, is a look back
at what happened for the purpose of arriving at the description of UCUM given in
this thesis. This case study does not include the analysis of the semantic similarity
because the facilitated way the unified UC statecharts and DMs were produced
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practically guarantees their semantic similarity. However, it does compare the
UCUM produced DM to that in the published SRS whose UCs were the starting
point of the exercise.
It was valuable also to see the quality of unified UC statecharts produced by
undergraduate students who were novices at statechart modeling. The case study
showed the amount of improvement in the quality of modeling that can be ex-
pected when a lot of people are attacking a small problem, allowing us to estimate
the improvement that could be expected when a normal-sized workforce attacks a
larger, industrial-sized problem.
The diagrams in the rest of this section are cleaned up from those produced
during the third and final tutorial session.
4.3.1 Step 1
The first step is to specify UCs. Figure 4.1 shows the three main UCs from the
original Turnstile CBS SRS [4] and the context diagram with domain boundary
definition, based on UC descriptions. There are two identified actors: Visitor and
Operator. Operator is the initiator of the UC2 and UC1, and Visitor is the initiator
of the UC3. The Turnstile CBS consists of both Turnstile hardware and control
software. The Turnstile hardware consists of three units, the Paybox, Housing,
and Barrier.





UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external events
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
4. System unlocks barrier
5. Visitor pushes barrier
6. System rotates barrier
7. System notes visit, increments visitor count
8. System locks barrier
UC1: Turn Off System
1. Operator turns off Turnstile
2. System resets counters for available 
entries and visitors
3. System locks barrier
4. System stops responding to events 
except “turn on”, shall return payment 
immediately if it was made at this point
These use case descriptions are produced by another author and taken from the 
original specification: Turnstile System example http://swag.uwaterloo.ca/~dsvetinovic/
turnstilesystem.pdf
Preliminary Requirements Modeling
Object-Oriented Domain Analysis (OODA) Example: a Turnstile System
By Davor Svetinovic
Note, this example includes a number of simplifications and illustrates in a 
step-by-step fashion how to perform OODA. The description of the OODA 
approach that we follow can be found at http://www.reqs.org/ooda/ooda-
tutorial.pdf.
Figure 4.1: Use Cases
4.3.2 Step 2
The second step is to group UCs into domain subsystems according to their
business concerns in order to produce a more refined decomposition of the CBS’s
domain into domain subsystems. An effective way to document these domain
subsystems is with UML packages superimposed on the UC diagrams. One can
decompose domain subsystems into lower-level domain subsystems that corre-
spond to more refined groupings of UCs into business concerns.
Figure 4.2 shows the main UC diagram with the CBS’s domain boundary de-
fined. During the tutorials, students attempted to group UCs according to their
business concerns, but they were not able to agree on how to do it. Therefore,
they decided to proceed on without grouping UCs, with the understanding that
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the grouping could be done later if it proved necessary or helpful. The only pro-
posed grouping, suggested during one of the tutorials, was to group UC2 and UC1
into one subsystem and to put UC3 into another. This breakdown made sense be-
cause the common business concern of UC2 and UC1 is managing systems status,
while the business concern of UC3 is controlling access to restricted area. Yet,
many students did not agree to this grouping since they perceived UC2 and UC1
as supporting UC3 and thus having the same business concern as the UC3. In ad-
dition, the students who were for proposed grouping had difficulty in naming the
resulting domain subsystems properly.
Grouping UCs into domain subsystems is neither required nor crucial because
this grouping only facilitates further decomposition of the domain into concepts
during conceptual analysis, i.e., conceptual analysis can be done even without
grouping of UCs into domain subsystems. Therefore, given that time was limited,
the students decided to proceed with following steps and come back to this step
later if necessary. Also, the small size of the CBS of CS N3TS played a role
in the difficulty of grouping UCs into meaningful domain subsystems, i.e., the
decomposition of domain into domain subsystems did not seem essential due to
the CBS’s small size. This CBS was perfectly clear without the help of the domain
subsystems.












UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external events
UC1: Turn Off System
1. Operator turns off Turnstile
2. System resets counters for available 
entries and visitors
3. System locks barrier
4. System stops responding to events 
except “turn on”, shall return payment 






1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
4. System unlocks barrier
5. Visitor pushes barrier
6. System rotates barrier
7. System notes visit, increments visitor count






Step 1: Group use cases into functional subsystems
Comment: No further decomposition was deemed necessary. 
Step 2: Define use case system sequence diagrams
Figure 4.2: Use-Case Diagram
4.3.3 Step 3
The third step is to define UC system sequence diagrams. The goal of this step
is to define the domain’s external interface. It is important to clearly identify input
and output events for the specification of the unified UC statechart in the next step.
Figure 4.3 shows the UC system sequence diagrams for the three identified
UCs. The students detected only external interfaces that capture input to the sys-
tem. There were several indications of possible output from the system, in steps
2 and 3 of UC1, and steps 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of UC3. These were not included
in the diagrams because a majority of the students considered them to be inter-
nal communication rather than communication between the domain and domain’s
environment.












UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external events
UC1: Turn Off System
1. Operator turns off Turnstile
2. System resets counters for available 
entries and visitors
3. System locks barrier
4. System stops responding to events 
except “turn on”, shall return payment 






1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
4. System unlocks barrier
5. Visitor pushes barrier
6. System rotates barrier
7. System notes visit, increments visitor count






Step 1: Group use cases into functional subsystems
Comment: No further decomposition was deemed necessary. 
Step 2: Define use case system sequence diagrams
Figure 4.3: System Sequence Diagrams
4.3.4 Step 4
The fourth step is to specify the unified UC statechart. This was the main and
most difficult step. For each UC, the students had to merge UC with the unified
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UC statechart built so far. Optionally, the students may have chosen to explicitly
specify the UC statechart before merging it with unified UC statechart.
If the students detected any problems with UCs, system sequence diagrams,
or system boundary definition, they were supposed to fix them. Most often these
are problems that can be found in the UC being currently merged with unified
UC statechart — problems such as inconsistent abstraction levels, missing steps,
redundant steps, improper step order, and any other problems detected while at-
tempting to merge UC activities with the unified UC statechart. After each UC
was merged, the students were suggested to attempt to simplify unified UC state-
chart using concurrent and sub-machine states.
In addition, the students were recommended to:
• Use a statechart action to capture an activity only if it is certain that there
is no need for further decomposition of that activity. Otherwise the activ-
ity should be modeled as sub-machine state. The recommendation was to
minimize required rework if some activity needs further decomposition.
• Use a statechart internal action or a statechart internal activity to capture
an activity only if it is certain that there is no need for further decomposition
of that activity. Otherwise the activity should be modeled as sub-machine
state. The recommendation was to minimize required rework if some activ-
ity needs further decomposition.
Figures 4.4 through 4.23 show the step-by-step construction of the unified UC
statechart for the Turnstile CBS. The description of each step discusses all choices
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for the step and the impact of the step on other artifacts.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show that students decided to start building the unified UC
statechart by merging UC2 first since it is the UC that logically and temporally
precedes the other two UCs. Some students wanted to start with UC3, as the main
UC from the primary actor perspective, but the number of students wanting to start
with UC2 was larger. It appears in retrospect that the students could have started
with either UC. In general, one should be able to start with any UC.
Figure 4.4 shows the system sequence diagram for the Turn On System with
the identified turn on external event that initiates the UC. Figure 4.5 shows the
turn on event as the first step of UC2 and as the initial event in the partial unified
UC statechart built so far. Figure 4.5 shows also capturing the second step of UC2
as the accepting events state.
The second step of UC2 was judged by a number of students to be poorly
written because:
• it is written in a very generic fashion, i.e., it says that the “System (again)
excepts external events”, which is not domain-specific functionality, i.e.,
almost every CBS is accepting external events, and
• the term “again” was indicating tight coupling with some other UC.
Nevertheless, the students decided not to tackle these problems until they explored
and integrated the other UCs.








UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external events
Step 3: Define system state diagram
Comment: We have decided to start building system state diagram by analyzing UC2 since it is the use case 
that logically and temporally precedes the other two use cases. In the case of multiple possibilities for a starting 
use case just pick up any. 








UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external events
Step 3: Define system state diagram
Comment: We have decided to start building system state diagram by analyzing UC2 since it is the use case 
that logically and temporally precedes the other two use cases. In the case of multiple possibilities for a starting 
use case just pick up any. 
Figure 4.5: Building Unified UC Statechart (1)
The next UC that students decided to tackle is UC3. Figure 4.6 shows the
system sequence diagram for UC3 with two discovered external events, insert
payment and push.
Figure 4.7 shows how the first external event, insert payment, was integrated
into the partial unified UC statechart. The students observed that the state accept-
ing events of UC2 does not capture the intent of the event of the Step 2 of UC3 and
cannot be merged to the unified UC statechart due to a difference of abstraction
levels and concerns, i.e., the first part of the Step 2 is a general observation about
accepting events while the second part of the Step 2 captures the domain-specific
functionality of processing a payment.
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The students judged that the Step 2 of UC3 did not capture the CBS’s activity
properly. It captured not the CBS’s activity but its postcondition. In addition, this
postcondition was judged as too specific due to its specification of exactly one
entry. Therefore, the students proceeded by replacing accepting external events









Comment: The state “accepting events” from UC2 does not capture well the intent of the 
event from the step 2 of UC3 and cannot be merged due to the different abstraction levels and 
concerns. Also, step 2 of UC3 in its current form does not capture system’s activity properly. 
We proceeded with “waiting for payment” modification and merging step 2 and 3 of the UC3. 
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
4. System unlocks barrier
5. Visitor pushes barrier
6. System rotates barrier
7. System notes visit, increments visitor count
8. System locks barrier
UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external events
2. System waits for payment
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
4. Visitor pushes barrier
5. System rotates barrier
6. System notes visit, increments visitor count







Comment: We modified step 2 of UC2. We have captured next logical step of 
“processing payment”, which was judged to be at higher abstraction level than current 
step 2 and 3 of UC3 – and thus appeared as sub-machine which will be decomposed 
later at the lower abstraction level.
?
insert payment(payment)









Comment: The state “accepting events” from UC2 does not capture well the intent of the 
event from the step 2 of UC3 and cannot be merged due to the different abstraction levels and 
concerns. Also, step 2 of UC3 in its current form does not capture system’s activity properly. 
We proceeded with “waiting for payment” modification and merging step 2 and 3 of the UC3. 
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of availabl  
entries
4. System unlocks barrier
5. Visitor pushes barrier
6. System rotates barrier
7. System notes visit, increments visitor count
8. System locks barrier
UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external events
2. System waits for payment
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
4. Visitor pushes barrier
5. System rotates barrier
6. System notes visit, increments visitor count







Comment: We modified step 2 of UC2. We have captured next logical step of 
“processing payment”, which wa  judged to be at hig er abstraction level than current 
step 2 and 3 of UC3 – and thus appeared as sub-machine which will be decomposed 
later at the lower abstraction level.
?
insert payment(payment)
Figure 4.7: Building Unified UC Statechart (2)
Figure 4.8 shows the modifications of Step 2 of both UCs. Figure 4.8 shows
also the modification to Step 3 of UC3. The students realized that Step 3 of UC3
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was written at the same abstraction level as Step 2 and a part of the same activity.
Therefore, Step 3 of UC3 should be merged with the new Step 2. The students
captured the next activity of processing payment as the new Step 2 of UC3, thus
unifying the old Steps 2 and 3 of UC3. The new processing payment activity
was captured as a sub-machine state. The sub-machine state was expected to be
decomposed later and was expected to include the old Steps 2 and 3 among other









Comment: The state “accepting events” from UC2 does not capture well the intent of the 
event from the step 2 of UC3 and cannot be merged due to the different abstraction levels and 
concerns. Also, step 2 of UC3 in its current form does not capture system’s activity properly. 
We proceeded with “waiting for payment” modification and merging step 2 and 3 of the UC3. 
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
4. System unlocks barrier
5. Visitor pushes barrier
6. System rotates barrier
7. System notes visit, increments visitor count
8. Sys em locks barrier
UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external events
2. System waits for payment
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
4. Visitor pushes barrier
5. System rotates barrier
6. System notes visit, increments visitor count







Comment: We modified step 2 of UC2. We have captured next logical step of 
“processing payment”, which was judged to be at higher abstraction level than current 
step 2 and 3 of UC3 – and thus appeared as sub-machine which will be decomposed 
later at the lower abstraction level.
?
insert payment(payment)
Figure 4.8: Building Unified UC Statechart (3)
Figure 4.9 shows the step of refining unified UC statechart using a composite
state. The students judged the previous modification to Step 2 of UC2 UC to
be at an abstraction level lower than the originally intended for UC2 and of a
different business concern. Therefore, the students decided to introduce a new
higher level state controlling access and to modify UC2 and unified UC statechart
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appropriately. From that point on, UC2 was considered to be written at a higher
abstraction level than UC3. That is, the activities of UC3 became part of the
composite activity captured as Step 2 of UC2.
controlling access
Comment: The new modification 
to step 2 of UC2 was judged to 
be at an abstraction level lower 
than the original intent of UC2 
and of different concern. 
Therefore we have decided to 
introduce a new higher level 
state “controlling access” and 
modify appropriately UC2 and 
statemachine.
UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external events
2. System waits for payment







Comment:We proceeded with step 3 of UC3… Statement “unlocks barrier” immediately after “processing payment” was 
immediately recognized as a big logical gap in the context of the state machine. What was lacking was concluding 
successful payment that deserves unlocking of barrier and notifying Visitor of barrier being unlocked. Change was 
carried to step 3 of UC3. We have also updated system sequence diagram for UC3 to show notification to Visitor.
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor
4. Visitor pushes barrier
5. System rotates barrier
6. System notes visit, increments visitor count



















Figure 4.9: Building Unified UC Statechart (4)
Figure 4.10 shows how the students proceeded with the integration of Step 3
of UC3 into the unified UC statechart. The statement unlocks barrier immediately
after processing payment was recognized as a big logical gap within the context
of the state machine. What was missing was the conclusion of a successful pay-
ment that deserves unlocking of the barrier and the notification of Visitor of the
barrier being unlocked. Modification was made to Step 3 of UC3. The students
also updated the system sequence diagram (SSD) for UC3 to show notification to
Visitor, as shown in Figure 4.11.
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controlling access
Comment: The new modification 
to step 2 of UC2 was judged to 
be at an abstraction level lower 
than the original intent of UC2 
and of different concern. 
Therefore we have decided to 
introduce a new higher level 
state “controlling access” and 
modify appropriately UC2 and 
statemachine.
UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external events
2. System waits for payment







Comment:We proceeded with step 3 of UC3… Statement “unlocks barrier” immediately after “processing payment” was 
immediately recognized as a big logical gap in the context of the state machine. What was lacking was concluding 
successful payment that deserves unlocking of barrier and notifying Visitor of barrier being unlocked. Change was 
carried to step 3 of UC3. We have also updated system sequence diagram for UC3 to show notification to Visitor.
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor
4. Visitor pushes barrier
5. System rotates barrier
6. System notes visit, increments visitor count



















Figu 4.10: Build ng Un fied UC Stat chart (5)
controlling access
Comment: The new modification 
to step 2 of UC2 was judged to 
be at an abstraction level lower 
than the original intent of UC2 
and of different concern. 
Therefore we have decided to 
introduce a new higher level 
state “controlling access” and 
modify appropriately UC2 and 
statemachine.
UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external events
2. System waits for payment







Comment:We proceeded with step 3 of UC3… Statement “unlocks barrier” immediately after “processing payment” was 
immediately recognized as a big logical gap in the context of the state machine. What was lacking was concluding 
successful payme t that d serv s unlocking of barrier and notifying Visitor of barrier being unlocked. Change was 
carried to step 3 of UC3. We have also updated system sequence diagram for UC3 to show notification to Visitor.
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor
4. Visitor pushes ba rier
5. System rotates barrier
6. System notes visit, increments visitor count



















Figure 4.11: UC3 System Sequence Diagram
Figure 4.12 shows the refinement of Step 3 of UC3. Dealing with the success-
ful payment option raised the issue of dealing with an alternative when payment
is not sufficient and money should be returned. The change was incorporated into
Step 3 of UC3. Students initially captured this alternative as an activity shown
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with transition and state drawn in red4 color in Figure 4.12. Since this unified UC
statechart specification was done as primarily an educational exercise, for peda-
gogical expediency, the author decided to consider returning payment to Visitor
as a non-decomposable and uninterruptible activity, and thus the author indicated
return money as an action rather than as an activity.
Comment: Dealing with successful payment option raised the issue of dealing with the alternative, which was judged 
as the one when payment is not sufficient and money is returned. Change was carried to step 3 of UC3. We have 
indicated “return payment” as an action as we assumed it is a non-decomposable and uninterruptible activity –
otherwise, we would have captured it as a state indicated in red color, with introduction of additional transitions in red.
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor, else system returns money to 
the Visitor
4. Visitor pushes barrier
5. System rotates barrier
6. System notes visit, increments visitor count














1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
4. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor, else system returns money to 
the Visitor
4. Visitor pushes barrier
5. System rotates barrier
6. System notes visit, increments visitor count



















Figure 4.12: Building Unified UC Statechart (6)
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the modifications to Steps 4 and 5 of UC3 and
their integration into the unified UC statechart. At first, it appeared that Steps 4
and 5 could be integrated in a straightforward fashion as depicted in Figure 4.13,
but a alysis of both UC3 and the unified UC statechart pointed out the logical
problem of th Syst m instead of Visitor rotating the Barrier. The students noticed
that the Barrier is an external entity. Therefore, it should be outside of the system
boundary. The students modified Steps 4 and 5 as depicted in Fig re 4.14.
4If you are looking at a black and white copy, what is described as red appears as gray.
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Comment: Dealing with successful payment option raised the issue of dealing with the alternative, which was judged 
as the one when payment is not sufficient and money is returned. Change was carried to step 3 of UC3. We have 
indicated “return payment” as an action as we assumed it is a non-decomposable and uninterruptible activity –
otherwise, we would have captured it as a state indicated in red color, with introduction of additional transitions in red.
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor, else system returns money to 
the Visitor
4. Visitor pushes barrier
5. System rotates barrier
6. System notes visit, increments visitor count














1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
4. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor, else system returns money to 
the Visitor
4. Visitor pushes barrier
5. System rotates barrier
6. System notes visit, increments visitor count



















Figure 4.13: Building Unified UC Statechart (7)
Comment: Going through steps 4 and 5 in state diagram has indicated the logical issue of system rotating barrier 
instead of Visitor which was implied by the fact that Barrier is indeed an external entity and that we were specifying 
barrier controller… We have realized a need for updating context diagram and SSD for UC3, and through a further 
discussion realized that even through we had wrong actors – the change can be ignored and rest of system state 
diagram is OK, but we have to indicate additional system outputs with respect to new actors...
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor, else system returns money to 
the Visitor
4. Visitor pushes barrier
4. Visitor rotates barrier
5. System rotates barrier
5. System tracks barrier rotation
6. System notes visit, increments visitor count









































Figure 4.14: Building Unified UC Statechart (8)
Since the analysis of Steps 4 and 5 and their integration into unified UC stat-
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echart raised the issue of Barrier being external to the system’s boundary, the stu-
dents decided that they should exclude Barrier from the system boundary defi-
nition. The students updated the context diagram as shown in Figure 4.15, and
system sequence diagram for UC2 and UC3 as shown in Figure 4.16.
Now, since the students had excluded Barrier from the system boundary defi-
nition, Barrier became an actor. After some discussion, the students realized that
although they had wrong actor for this particular UC, i.e., Visitor instead of miss-
ing Barrier, the change could be ignored at the level of the UC and the rest of the
unified UC statechart was deemed correct. The reason for this ignoring was that
the only responsibility of Barrier was to act as a user interface without provid-
ing additional complex functionality. The only required change was to indicate
additional system outputs to new actors as shown in Figure 4.16.
So, the students defined a new system boundary definition, in which the CBS
under specification is Turnstile Controller. They realized that the old system def-
inition was in fact a business system that included Barrier, Paybox, and Switch,
as shown in Figure 4.15. Again, the students decided that there was no need to
change the UCs since the new actors, Barrier, Paybox, and Switch, merely acted
as user interfaces between the system and the old actors, Visitor and Operator,
without providing any additional functionality.
Thus, the students moved away from the traditional recommendation of what
a UC should capture and what the actors and system boundary really are. This
movement is not surprising, as for example, we can observe the same tendency of
ignoring actual actors in many other cases such as using a writer as an actor rather
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than a keyboard as an actor in a specification of a word processing system.
Comment: Going through steps 4 and 5 in state diagram has indicated the logical issue of system rotating barrier 
instead of Visitor which was implied by the fact that Barrier is indeed an external entity and that we were specifying 
barrier controller… We have realized a need for updating context diagram and SSD for UC3, and through a further 
discussion realized that even through we had wrong actors – the change can be ignored and rest of system state 
diagram is OK, but we have to indicate additional system outputs with respect to new actors...
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor, else system returns money to 
the Visitor
4. Visitor pushes barrier
4. Visitor rotates barrier
5. System rotates barrier
5. System tracks barrier rotation
6. System notes visit, increments visitor count









































Figure 4.15: Redefined System Boundary
Comment: Going through steps 4 and 5 in state diagram has indicated the logical issue of system rotating barrier 
instead of Visitor which was implied by the fact that B rrier is indeed an external entity and that we were specifying 
barrie  controller… We have re lized a need for updating context di gram and SSD for UC3, and through a further 
discussion realized that even through we had wrong actors – the change can be ignored and rest of system state 
diagram is OK, but we have to indicate additional system outputs with respect to new actors...
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can purchase 
one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks arrier
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK and 
notifies Visitor, else system returns money to 
th  Visitor
4. Visitor pushes barrier
4. Visitor rotates barrier
5. System rotates barrier
5. System tr cks barrier rotation
6. System notes visit, increments visitor count









































Figure 4.16: UC2 and UC3 System Sequence Diagrams
Figure 4.17 shows the simplification of the second part of Step 6 of UC3. The
students judged the second part as redundant since it was at a lower abstraction
level than the first part of the same step, noting visit activity. Some students judged
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incrementing visitors count as a part of the noting visit activity. Therefore, noting
visit activity needed to be decomposed further during the later refinement of the
unified UC statechart.
Comment: Second part of the step 6 was judged as redundant since it is at a lower abstraction level than “noting 
visit” activity, and has to be indicated at further decomposition of the “noting visit” submachine.
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can 
purchase one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK 
and notifies Visitor
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK 
and notifies Visitor, else system returns 
money to the Visitor
4. Visitor pushes barrier
4. Visitor rotates barrier
5. System rotates barrier
5. System tracks barrier rotation
6. System notes visit, increments visitor 
count
6. System notes visit



















1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can 
purchase one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK 
and notifies Visitor
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK 
and notifies Visitor, else system returns 
money to the Visitor
4. Visitor pushes barrier
4. Visitor rotates barrier
5. System rotates barrier
5. System tracks barrier rotation
6. System notes visit, increments visitor 
count
6. System notes visit





















Figure 4.17: Building Unified UC Statechart (9)
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Comment: Second part of the step 6 was judged as redundant since it is at a lower abstraction level than “noting 
visit” activity, and has to be indicated at further decomposition of the “noting visit” submachine.
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can 
purchase one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK 
and notifies Visitor
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK 
and notifies Visitor, else system returns 
money to the Visitor
4. Visitor pushes barrier
4. Visitor rotates barrier
5. System rotates barrier
5. System tracks barrier rotation
6. System notes visit, increments visitor 
count
6. System notes visit



















1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can 
purchase one entry
3. System updates the number of available 
entries
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK 
and notifies Visitor
3. System unlocks barrier if payment OK 
and notifies Visitor, else system returns 
money to the Visitor
4. Visitor pushes barrier
4. Visitor rotates barrier
5. System rotates barrier
5. System tracks barrier rotation
6. System notes visit, increments visitor 
count
6. System notes visit





















Figure 4.18: Building Unified UC Statechart (10)
At this point, the students were ready to tackle the last UC, UC1. Figure 4.19
shows integration of Step 1 of UC1 into the unified UC statechart. Deciding from
which state to send the turn off event indicated that the earlier decision of treating
UC2 to be at a higher abstraction level than UC3 and of introducing the composite
controlling access state was very useful. The introduction of the composite state
would have been required at this stage any way since turn off event has to be
handled from any state in unified UC statechart. Therefore, the students captured
the turn off event on a transition originating from the envelope of the composite
controlling access state.
The students judged Step 2 of UC1 to contain information at a lower abstrac-
tion level than what is captured in the UC2, whose functionality is opposite of that
of UC1. Some of the students pointed out also that it was not clear at all from the
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context what resetting counters for available entries and visitors meant. Therefore,
the students decided to move this step to a higher abstraction level and to post-
pone its decomposition into details. They captured Step 2 as the resetting activity,





Comment: Step 1 of UC1 – deciding from which state to send event “turn off” 
has indicated that the early decision on higher abstraction level of UC2 than 
UC3 was very useful as it would have been required to be introduced at this 
stage since “turn off” event has to be handled from any state in UC3. Step 2 of 
UC2 – was judged to contain information at lower abstraction level than 



















locking barrierUC1: Turn Off System
1. Operator turns off Turnstile
2. System resets counters for available 
entries and visitors
2. System resets itself
3. System locks barrier
4. System stops responding to events 
except “turn on”, shall return payment 




Figure 4.19: Building Unified UC Statechart (11)
Figure 4.20 shows that the students judged also Step 3 to be a part of the
resetting activity, and the Step 4 became the new Step 3 in the modified UC1.
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UC1: Turn Off System
1. Operator turns off Turnstile
2. System resets counters for available 
entries and visitors
2. System resets itself
3. System locks barrier
3. System stops responding to events 
except “turn on”, shall return payment 






Comment: Step 3 was judged to be a part 
of “resetting” activity.
UC1: Turn Off System
1. Operator turns off Turnstile
2. System resets counters for available 
entries and visitors
2. System resets itself
3. System locks barrier
3. System stops responding to events 
except “turn on”, shall return payment 
immediately if it was made at this point




Comment: First part of the 
new step 3 introduced a 
need for a new state “off”, 
and second part was 
judged as redundant and 








Comment: It was remarked that there is a need for a corresponding “setting up” activity in UC2. This was rather conflicting issue 
as some group members were not sure that there is anything to be set up from a requirements perspective – we have decided to 




UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external events
2. System waits for payment
2. System controls access to restricted area
2. System sets up
3. System controls access to restricted area
setting up
Figure 4.20: Building Unified UC Statechart (12)
Figure 4.21 shows that the first part of the new Step 3 introduced the need for
a new state off, while the second part of the new Step 3 was judged as redundant
and possibly a part of the previous resetting activity that was to be decomposed
later.
UC1: Turn Off System
1. Operator turns off Turnstile
2. System resets counters for available 
entries and visitors
2. System resets itself
3. System locks barrier
3. System stops responding to events 
except “turn on”, shall return payment 






Comment: Step 3 was judged to be a part 
of “resetting” activity.
UC1: Turn Off System
1. Operator turns off Turnstile
2. System resets counters for available 
entries and visitors
2. System resets itself
3. System locks barrier
3. System stops responding to events 
except “turn on”, shall return payment 
immediately if it was made at this point




Comment: First part of the 
new step 3 introduced a 
need for a new state “off”, 
and second part was 
judged as redundant and 








Comment: It was remarked that there is a need for a corresponding “setting up” activity in UC2. This was rather conflicting issue 
as some group members were not sure that there is anything to be set up from a requirements perspective – we have decided to 




UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external events
2. System waits for payment
2. System controls access to restricted area
2. System sets up
3. System controls access to restricted area
setting up
Figure 4.21: Building Unified UC Statechart (13)
Finally, the resetting activity in the UC1 exposed the need for the introduction
of a corresponding setting up activity in UC2, as shown in Figure 4.22.
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UC1: Turn Off System
1. Operator turns off Turnstile
2. System resets counters for available 
entries and visitors
2. System resets itself
3. System locks barrier
3. System stops responding to events 
except “turn on”, shall return payment 






Comment: Step 3 was judged to be a part 
of “resetting” activity.
UC1: Turn Off System
1. Operator turns off Turnstile
2. System resets counters for available 
entries and visitors
2. System resets itself
3. System locks barrier
3. System stops responding to events 
except “turn on”, shall return payment 
immediately if it was made at this point




Comment: First part of the 
new step 3 introduced a 
need for a new state “off”, 
and second part was 
judged as redundant and 








Comment: It was remarked that there is a need for a corresponding “setting up” activity in UC2. This was rather conflicting issue 
as some group members were not sure that there is anything to be set up from a requirements perspective – we have decided to 




UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external events
2. System waits for payment
2. System controls access to restricted area
2. System sets up
3. System controls access to restricted area
setting up
Figure 4.22: Building Unified UC Statechart (14)

































































Step 4: Conceptual analysis and functional refinement
Comment:We have performed initial conceptual analysis and captured discovered concepts by specifying them as part of 
state nodes and emphasized them in red font. We have also indicated some possible concepts occurring on state 
transitions. For the purposes of this example we did not perform further functional decomposition. Further functional 
decomposition can be performed at this stage, or iteratively later, after we specify collaboration diagram and conceptual 
diagram at this use case abstraction level.
[payment NOK]/return money




Diagram 1 Figure 4.23: Final Unified UC Statechart
4.3.5 Step 5
The fifth step is to perform conceptual analysis of the unified UC statechart,
i.e., assign activities and data from the unified UC statechart to different concepts.
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This step can that can be done in many ways, and the way the students completed
their exercise is described in [89]. Figure 4.24 shows the final DM the students























































Figure 4.24: Final Turnstile DM
Appendix B shows other diagrams that were specified during the tutorial.
4.4 Comparison of Old and New DMs for the Turn-
stile CBS
The crucial part of and the novelty in UCUM is the building of a unified UC
statechart for a CBS’s domain prior to beginning conceptual analysis. The unified
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UC statechart is constructed by analyzing and integration into a growing unified
UC statechart each of the UCs of the CBS. The DM is then constructed primarily
by analyzing the activities and data captured in the unified UC statechart rather
than working from UCs. The DM constructed from a unified UC statechart is
significantly different from that constructed from UCs.
Figure 4.25 shows the DM called the “original DM” that appears in the exam-
ple SRS at the course website [4]. This DM is compared to that of Figure 4.24,
called the “new DM”. The original DM has 5 concepts, while the new DM has 7
concepts. The difference in the number of concepts is probably not significant for
this small CBS. In particular, System Status Controller in the new DM is ques-
tionable and its removal would leave the new DM with only 6 concepts. However,
the qualitative difference between these two DMs is significant.
The main difference between the two DMs is that they have no single concept
in common! The closest there is to a common concept is that the Turnstile from the
original DM corresponds to the Turnstile Controller from the new DM. However,
the Turnstile Controller represents the CBS as a whole and is not itself a concept.
Why is there such a large difference between these diagrams?






PayBox::Cost is some 
constant amount that the 
users is supposed to pay 












Figure 4.25: Original Turnstile DM [4]
The original DM has three main concepts: Turnstile, Barrier, and PayBox. In
fact, the author of the original DM provided an even better diagram, that shown
in Figure 4.26, that helps analyze these concepts. The main problem with the
concepts in the original DM is that they add nothing to what is shown in even
more detail in the physical Turnstile diagram shown in Figure 4.26. In fact, the
original DM shows even less detail since the Housing was not captured. Since the
original DM was produced through conceptual analysis of UCs, it is not clear if
this conceptual analysis of UCs added anything because the original DM shows
even less information than what was known about concepts even before writing
these UCs!
Perhaps, one could blame the author of the original DM for not being able to
perform a proper conceptual analysis of UCs. However, then one must blame also
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the author of this thesis, numerous teaching assistants, the professors who teach
the course, and hundreds of students who took the course who were not able to
spot the problem with this DM! In fact, even today, when the author attempts to
construct a DM by doing conceptual analysis of the original UCs, the author is
not able to come up with a DM different from the original DM.
An understanding of the weaknesses of the original DM led the author to ques-
tion the very idea of conceptual analysis of UCs and whether it brings any benefit.
Of course, the original DM has two additional concepts, which represent two
different kinds of PayBox: TokenPayBox and CashPayBox, but they do not add any
functional information to the DM. Also the students were unable to trace to their
origins. The students therefore deduced that, probably, the original author added
them for some secondary reason, such as to demonstrate the use of inheritance —
the original Turnstile SRS was produced for educational purposes.
Figure 4.26: Turnstile [4]
On the other hand, following UCUM produces a context diagram, shown in
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Figure 4.27, that contains all the concepts shown in the original DM. The students
started with the context diagram from the original SRS, but it evolved into a new
context diagram that includes the Turnstile’s physical components that appeared
in the original DM. The new context diagram has captured also the Switch device
that was missing in the original DM.
Therefore, this simple case study has shown again the difficulty of trying to
identify concepts from UCs, as discussed in Section 2.2. Rather than describing
what is inside of the CBS’s domain, the original DM had the CBS itself represented
as a concept inside a DM of the CBS’s domain. The reason that the original DM’s
author was not able to specify what is inside this CBS was most likely the basic
property that UCs hide what is inside the CBS’s domain, because they show the
CBS’s domain as a black box.
In UCUM, integrating UCs to build a unified UC statechart forces finding
and defining the CBS’s boundary. Finding Turnstile CBS’s boundary resulted in
Turnstile Controller being clearly identified as the CBS under consideration and
being included in the context diagram rather than in the DM.
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UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System processes payment
3. System unlocks barrier if payment 
OK and notifies Visitor, else system
returns money to the Visitor
4. Visitor rotates barrier
5. System tracks barrier rotation
6. System notes visit
7. System locks barrier
UC1: Turn Off System
1. Operator turns off Turnstile
2. System resets itself
3. System turns off
UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System sets up
















UC2: Turn On System
1. Operator turns on Turnstile
2. System (again) accepts external 
events
UC3: Enter Area
1. Visitor inserts payment
2. System concludes payment can 
purchase one entry
3. System updates the number of 
available entries
4. System unlocks barrier
5. Visitor pushes barrier
6. System rotates barrier
7. System notes visit, increments visitor 
count
8. System locks barrier
UC1: Turn Off System
1. Operator turns off Turnstile
2. System resets counters for 
available entries and visitors
3. System locks barrier
4. System stops responding to 
events except “turn on”, shall 
return payment immediately if it 


















Use Cases and System Sequence Diagrams
Context Diagram
Figure 4.27: System Boundary Redefinition
While the original DM consists of concepts representing physical devices and
the overall system, the new DM consists of 5 functional concepts that integrate
related activities from the unified UC statechart, exhibiting high cohesion and
low coupling, and 2 data entities that the CBS has to keep track of. All of these
concepts are internal to the Turnstile Controller. Capturing them conforms to the
purpose of a DM to show concepts that exist inside the CBS.
4.5 Summary
This chapter describes unified UC statecharts and how they fit within UCUM. It
describes the unified UC statechart construction that the students and the author
did together as part of tutorials on unified UC statecharts and UCUM in order to
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prepare students for their project work. These tutorials gave students insight into
modeling and the differences between traditional OOA and UCUM. The analysis
of the exercises in CS N3TS showed how UCUM helped capture concepts that
are internal to the CBS’s domain to help construct DMs of higher quality than the
DM in the specification document from which the exercise started.
The next chapter evaluates the effects of UCUM and unified UC statecharts on
DMs for larger systems, and evaluates their impact on the semantic similarity of
the independently specified DMs of the same domain.
Chapter 5
Evaluation
This chapter discusses four case studies. The first two are concerned with DMs
produced without the use of UCUM, and the second two are concerned with DMs
studies were produced with the use of UCUM. The first case study, named “CS
O3ES”, is of 3 small-sized elevator systems DMs; it is discussed more detail in
Appendix A. The second case study, named “CS O31VS”, is of 31 term-long
group projects in CS445 course [85] that resulted in 31 large-sized specifications
of a VoIP system and its IMS. The third case study, named “CS N12ES”, is of
12 individual term-long projects in CS846 course [1] that resulted in 12 medi-
um-sized specifications of the controller for a two-elevator system in a low-rise
building. The fourth case study, named “CS N46VS”, is of 46 term-long group
projects in CS445 course [85] that resulted in 46 large-sized specifications of a
VoIP system and its IMS. This fourth case study consists of two sets of DMs
produced over two terms, 34 DMs produced in one term and 12 DMs produced in
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another, later, term. The subcase study of the 34 DMs is named “CS N34VS” and
the subcase study of the 12 DMs is named “CS N12VS”.
Section 5.1 describes the Elevator System Case Study, CS N12ES. Section 5.2
describes the VoIP Case Studies, CS O31VS and CS N46VS. Section 5.3 general-
izes the case studies into a procedure that can be followed by any researcher wish-
ing to replicate the case studies. Section 5.4 describes conclusions and lessons
learned from the case studies. Section 5.5 discusses counter indications reported
by other experiments. Section 5.6 summarizes the conclusions.
5.1 Elevator System Case Study: CS N12ES
CS N12ES is about 12 DMs for the controller for a two-elevator system in a
low-rise building, a medium-sized CBS. Each DM was produced by one CS846
graduate student working independently. Rather than working from a fictitious
project description, students were required to analyze an already deployed elevator
system and its behavior, to ensure that all the students had a common starting
point. Moreover, much of the ambiguity, which might exist in a fictitious project
description, could be resolved by observing the actual elevators’ behavior.
Each student handed in two partial SRSs before handing in his final SRS. Each
SRS was required to show a set of specific artifacts. The first partial SRS had to
show the initial set of UCs for the CBS. Each student was allowed to see all stu-
dents’ sets of UCs before handing in his second partial SRS so that he could have
as good a set of UCs as possible before constructing his unified UC statechart.
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However, thereafter, no student was allowed to see any other’s work. The com-
plete set of partial and final SRSs can be found at the CS846 course website [1].
Table 5.1 shows a statistical analysis of the numbers of entities found in the
context diagrams (CDs) and the DMs. An entity in a CD is called an actor, and
an entity in a DM is called a concept.
A total of 196 original discovered actors appear in the CDs of CS N12ES.
After removing syntactic duplicates, 143 unique actors remain. After removing
semantic duplicates, i.e., after determining what each actor represents and collaps-
ing semantically similar actors into one, 45 unique actors remain. The maximum,
minimum, average, and median numbers of original discovered actors per CD are
25, 10, 16, and 16 respectively.
A total of 213 original discovered concepts appear in the DMs of CS N12ES.
After removing syntactic duplicates, 161 unique concepts remain. After remov-
ing semantic duplicates, 59 unique concepts remain. The maximum, minimum,
average, and median numbers of original discovered concepts per DM are 36, 7,
18, and 18 respectively.
In total, 409 original discovered entities, both actors and concepts, appear in
the CDs and DMs of CS N12ES. A total of 285 syntactically unique entities and
104 semantically unique entities appear in CS N12ES. The maximum, minimum,
average, and median numbers of original discovered entities per SRS are 48, 20,
34, and 34 respectively.
In the rest of this chapter, “discovered” means “original discovered”.
The SRS with the most discovered actors does not have the most discovered
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# of Actors # of Concepts Total #
Original, raw, concepts 196 213 409
Syntactically unique concepts 143 161 285
Semantically unique concepts 45 59 104
Maximum 25 36 48
Minimum 10 7 20
Average 16 18 34
Median 16 18 34
Table 5.1: CS N12ES Statistics
# of Actors # of Concepts
SRS 1 25 18
SRS 2 16 18
SRS 3 16 12
SRS 4 16 17
SRS 5 19 24
SRS 6 10 10
SRS 7 14 7
SRS 8 23 20
SRS 9 17 22
SRS 10 13 10
SRS 11 15 19
SRS 12 12 36
Table 5.2: CS N12ES Total Number of Actors and Concepts per SRS
concepts and vice versa. The CD with most discovered actors, 25, has 18 discov-
ered concepts; and the DM with most discovered concepts, 36, has 12 discovered
actors. Table 5.2 shows the numbers of discovered actors and concepts for each
SRS. There is one SRS with an equal number of discovered actors and concepts.
There are 5 SRSs whose number of discovered actors is larger than the number of
discovered concepts. There are 6 SRSs whose number of discovered concepts is
larger than the number of discovered actors.
The overall patterns of the numbers of discovered actors and concepts in the
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SRSs of CS O3ES and CS N12ES are similar. The large variation of the numbers
of the discovered actors in the CDs of CS N12ES is surprising considering that
each student had the opportunity to see and use the same elevators. Of course,
the variation might have occurred because not all actors are visible. Another big
difference between the SRSs of CS O3ES and CS N12ES is the much larger num-
ber of discovered concepts in the DMs than discovered actors in the CDs of CS
N12ES compared to the much larger number of discovered actors in the CDs than
discovered concepts in the DMs of CS O3ES. These issues are discussed in the
next subsection.
5.1.1 Elevator System Actors
In Table 5.3, each actor A has a row. The row for A is divided into 4 columns.
The first column contains A’s name. The second column is divided into 12 sub-
columns, one for each CD cd. At the bottom of the table, the subcolumn for cd
contains the number of semantically unique actors in cd. Row A’s entry for the
subcolumn for cd is black if and only if actor A appears in cd. The third column
contains the number of CDs that have actor A. This number should be the number
of black subcolumns in the second column of the same row. The fourth column
contains the percentage that the number in the third column is of 12.
The subcolumns of the second column are laid out from left to right in the
order of decreasing numbers of actors per CD, and the rows are laid out from top
to bottom in the order of decreasing numbers of CDs per actor.
Consider the 3 CDs from CS O3ES and the 12 CDs from CS N12ES. These
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cd1 cd2 cd3 cd4 cd5 cd6 cd7 cd8 cd9 cd10 cd11 cd12
passenger 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 92
elevator engine 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 75
floor number display 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 75
mode switch 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 75
operator 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 75
position sensor 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 75
elevator system 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 67
floor request button 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 67
alarm button 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 58
button panel (external) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 58
elevator cab 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 58
emergency button 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 58
floor button 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 58
load sensor 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 58
power switch 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 58
door sensor 1 1 1 1 1 5 42
fire system 1 1 1 1 1 5 42
inner door 1 1 1 1 1 5 42
open door button 1 1 1 1 1 5 42
alarm 1 1 1 1 4 33
button panel (internal) 1 1 1 1 4 33
direction indicator 1 1 1 1 4 33
door 1 1 1 1 4 33
door opening device 1 1 1 1 4 33
door timer 1 1 1 3 25
elevator control room 1 1 1 3 25
outer door 1 1 1 3 25
close door button 1 1 2 17
emergency stop 1 1 2 17
floor 1 1 2 17
floor number display (external) 1 1 2 17
building security monitoring system 1 1 8
door open sensor 1 1 8
elevator shaft 1 1 8
emergency bell 1 1 8
emergency phone 1 1 8
light 1 1 8
load bell 1 1 8
machine room 1 1 8
moving timer 1 1 8
rope 1 1 8
service request interface 1 1 8
sheave 1 1 8
space sensor 1 1 8
stop request indicators 1 1 8
# of Actors 26 31 24 26 18 19 20 26 21 23 24 16
Actors
CS N12ES Domain Model Actors
# of CDs % of CDs
Table 5.3: CS N12ES Actors
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two sets of CDs share 15 semantically unique actors. The CDs of CS N12ES have
30 semantically unique actors that do not appear in the CDs of CS O3ES, and
the CDs of CS O3ES have 9 semantically unique actors that do not appear in the
CDs of CS N12ES. The 15 common actors are: button panel (internal), close door
button, door, door opening device, elevator cab, elevator engine, elevator shaft,
elevator system, floor, floor button, floor number display, floor request button, inner
door, outer door, and passenger.
These actors are external entities discovered through observation and domain
knowledge. The sparsity of Table 5.3 and the inconsistency by which actors were
captured in the CDs of CS N12ES confirms the results of CS O3ES about the
inherent difficulty of discovering actors even when, as in CS N12ES, most of
actors were visible to the students in an already built and deployed elevator!
An important difference is that each actor in each of the CDs of CS O3ES ap-
pears in a CD, while each actor in each of the CDs of CS N12ES appears in a CD.
The source of this difference is the effect of having built unified UC statecharts
first in showing a clear boundary for the elevator CBS. In each DM of CS N12ES,
the Elevator Controller System boundary was clearly specified, apparently making
it easier for students to clearly distinguish actors from concepts.
In order to help students see the actors that were not visible in the already
deployed elevators, all students were directed to the article “How Elevators Work”
[2], and were suggested to use it for background domain knowledge and for finding
the concepts that they could not observe directly. Having the common background
reading material and having the ability to see the other students’ first partial SRSs
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removed the problem of not being able to see the internals of the already deployed
elevators. The common reading and the common agreement that the installed
elevator is a roped elevator seems to have removed much of the ambiguity on what
external hardware devices might act as actors to the Elevator Controller System.
5.1.2 Elevator System Concepts
In Table 5.4, each concept c has a row. The row for c is divided into 4 columns.
The first column contains c’s name. The second column is divided into 12 sub-
columns, one for each DM d. At the bottom of the table, the subcolumn for d
contains the number of semantically unique concepts in d. Row c’s entry for the
subcolumn for d is black if and only if concept c appears in d. The third col-
umn contains the number of DMs that have concept c. This number should be the
number of black subcolumns in the second column of the same row. The fourth
column contains the percentage that the number in the third column is of 12.
The subcolumns of the second column are laid out from left to right in the
order of decreasing numbers of concepts per DM, and the rows are laid out from
top to bottom in the order of decreasing numbers of DMs with the concept.
Consider the DMs from CS O3ES and the DMs from CS N12ES. These two
sets of DMs share 8 semantically unique concepts. The DMs of CS N12ES have
51 semantically unique concepts that do not appear in the DMs of CS O3ES, and
the DMs of CS O3ES have 12 semantically unique concepts that do not appear
in the DMs of CS N12ES. The 8 common actors are: cab controller (appears as
elevator controller in each of the DMs of CS O3ES), current floor, designated floor,
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d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 d11 d12
cab controller 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100
elevator controller system 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100
door controller 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 83
request processor 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 83
floor number display 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 75
system status controller 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 75
current floor 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 58
scheduler 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 58
alarm controller 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 50
floor sensor 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 50
mode controller 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 50
request 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 50
direction 1 1 1 1 1 5 42
emergency processor 1 1 1 1 1 5 42
alarm 1 1 1 1 4 33
door sensor 1 1 1 1 4 33
elevator cab 1 1 1 1 4 33
pending queue 1 1 1 1 4 33
timer 1 1 1 1 4 33
designated floor 1 1 1 3 25
door opening device 1 1 1 3 25
fire alarm controller 1 1 1 3 25
load sensor 1 1 1 3 25
cab status 1 1 2 17
direction indicator 1 1 2 17
door timer 1 1 2 17
load 1 1 2 17
operation mode 1 1 2 17
recall floor 1 1 2 17
security service 1 1 2 17
service switch handler 1 1 2 17
time period 1 1 2 17
bottom floor 1 1 8
button status 1 1 8
cab speed 1 1 8
cab status manager 1 1 8
car position indicator 1 1 8
car selector 1 1 8
constraint processor 1 1 8
elevator button 1 1 8
elevator input pane processor 1 1 8
elevator recaller 1 1 8
fire alarm 1 1 8
floor button 1 1 8
floor request logger 1 1 8
hallway input panel processor 1 1 8
hardware controller 1 1 8
load alarm 1 1 8
load calculator 1 1 8
motion sensor 1 1 8
pending queue manager 1 1 8
recall controller 1 1 8
request scheduler 1 1 8
ring bell request processor 1 1 8
sensors monitor 1 1 8
service controller 1 1 8
summon request logger 1 1 8
top floor 1 1 8
verification processor 1 1 8
# of Concepts 31 20 19 17 17 16 16 14 12 10 8 7
CS N12ES Domain Model Concepts
# of CDsConcepts % of CDs
Table 5.4: CS N12ES Concepts
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direction, door timer, pending queue, request, and time period.
Each of the concepts cab controller, elevator controller system, door controller,
request processor, floor number display, and system status controller, appears in
more than 75% of the DMs of CS N12ES. These 6 concepts amount to 10% of the
overall number of semantically unique concepts. If we consider only each concept
that appears in 2 or more DMs, there are 32 semantically unique concepts. The
number of concepts such that each appears in at least half of the DMs is 12, which
is 20% of the total number of concepts. These numbers amount to an improvement
in completeness of the list of concepts in the DMs in the DMs of CS N12ES over
those in the DMs of CS O3ES. However, because of the small number of DMs
in CS O3ES, it is hard to generalize this observation. The next section presents a
more generalizable quantitative comparison.
On the other hand, the two sets of elevator DMs have provided qualitative
insights into the impact of building unified UC statecharts and detailed functional
decompositions on the later building of DMs. In addition to the clear definition of
a CBS’s boundary and the separation of concepts from actors, the author observed
following four characteristics of the CS N12ES DMs:
• a large number of functional concepts, i.e., processors,
• a clear definition of interface concepts,
• an insufficient number of data concepts, and
• a lack of inheritance.
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Out of the 32 semantically unique concepts that appear in 2 or more DMs, each
of 14 concepts is of processor type, i.e., responsible for functional processing and
possibly interfacing with external entities. Each of 8 additional concepts is of
interface type, i.e., responsible for interfacing with external entities. Together,
these 14 processor concepts and these 8 interface concepts amount to two thirds
of all 32 semantically unique concepts.
Processor concepts thus make a majority of the concepts captured. Consid-
ering the extent to which the students performed functional analysis and decom-
position prior to starting to build DMs from unified UC statecharts, that so many
concepts they found are processor concepts is not surprising. Also the medium
number of interface concepts students found is not surprising given the impact of
building unified UC statecharts had on defining the proper CBS’s boundary and in
identifying actors.
Ten out of the 32 semantically unique concepts that appear in more than 2 DMs
are data concepts. Despite that data concepts appeared as a large fraction of these
32 semantically unique concepts in all DMs together, each DM has a very low
occurrence data concepts, as is shown in Table 5.5. This low occurrence of data
concepts is rather surprising since the students were instructed to systematically
capture events and event parameters as concepts as part of UCUM. Among the
concepts that appear in only 1 DM, 4 are data concepts, 8 are interface concepts,
and 15 are processor concepts. In spite of the overall improvement in data concept
capture in the DMs of CS N12ES over data capture in the DMs of CS O3ES, the
low extent to which data concepts were captured is disappointing.
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Processor Concepts # of DMs Data Concepts # of DMs Interface Concepts # of DMs
cab controller 12 current floor 7 floor number display 9
elevator controller system 12 request 6 floor sensor 6
door controller 10 direction 5 alarm 4
request processor 10 pending queue 4 door sensor 4
system status controller 9 designated floor 3 elevator cab 4
scheduler 7 cab status 2 door opening device 3
alarm controller 6 load 2 direction indicator 2
mode controller 6 operation mode 2 security service 2
emergency processor 5 recall floor 2 - -
timer 4 time period 2 - -
fire alarm controller 3 - - - -
load sensor 3 - - - -
door timer 2 - - - -
service switch handler 2 - - - -
Table 5.5: CS N12ES Concept Types
Finally, none of the students used inheritance in their elevator DMs. The
author originally thought that this was due to the low number of data concepts.
In retrospect, the lack of use of inheritance is likely primarily due to the students’
and the author’s inability to see the relevance from the analysis perspective of
inheritance relationships among concepts. In the DMs of CS O3ES, inheritance
was used to capture relationships among concrete concepts such as floor button
and the abstract concepts such as button. The author was not able to see any net
benefit to inheritance in the elevator CBS’s DMs: The value it adds to a DM is
reduced by the amount of diagram noise that it adds to the DM. In the DMs of
CS N12ES, there was not a single use of inheritance, despite its emphasis in the
academic program of which CS846 is a part and the students’ backgrounds. Thus,
the author observes that the reason for the lack of inheritance was the focus on
conceptual analysis of unified UC statechart’s; most likely the students were too
busy searching for activities and assigning them to concrete concepts and had no
time for analysis of additional abstract concepts and their relationships to concrete
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concepts.
5.2 VoIP Case Studies: CS O31VS and CS N46VS
CS O31VS is about 31 DMs for a VoIP system and its IMS produced without the
use of UCUM, and CS N46VS is about 46 DMs for the same large-sized CBS
produced with the use of UCUM. The production of the 31 SRSs of CS O31VS
was carried out over one term, and was done before the production of the 46 SRSs
of CS N46VS even began. Each SRS was produced by a group of 3 or 4 primarily
undergraduate CS445 students working together. The production of the 46 SRSs
of CS N46VS was carried out over two terms, one producing the 34 SRSs of
CS N34VS and the other producing the 12 SRSs of CS N12VS. Each SRS was
produced by a group of 3 or 4 primarily undergraduate CS445 students working
together, with 4-member groups being in the majority.1
In the CS O31VS and CS N34VS terms, each group handed in two partial
SRSs before submitting its final SRS; also, two weeks before the final SRS was
due each group led a formal walkthrough of its work in front of another group and
a TA. In the CS N12VS term, the groups were not required to hand the first partial
SRS, but each group had to do a formal walkthrough to the TA and course staff
demonstrating the UCs they had found so far.
In each term, each successive partial and final SRS was required to show a
growing set of specific artifacts. Each group worked independently, and no group
1The concept names in this case study are disguised because at the time of publishing the thesis,
the analyzed project is still being used in the course from which the data come.
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was allowed to see any other group’s work except during the formal walkthroughs.
Each group worked with its own TA, who served as its customer in a simulated
customer–analysts relationship. The description of the CBS can be found at the
course website [1].
This section compares the DMs of CS O31VS produced in the term not using
UCUM, with the DMs of CS N34VS produced in the term using UCUM, in which
unified UC statecharts instead of sequence diagrams are used to help derive DMs
from UCs. The course organization and project organization were identical in
both of these terms except for the introduction in the later term of unified UC stat-
echarts and UCUM in the lectures and among the required artifacts and methods
to be used in the project. Also, the students’ backgrounds and the ratio of soft-
ware engineering, computer science, and electrical engineering students were very
similar in both terms. The comparison does not include the DMs of CS N12VS
because of the changes in the project organization, the SRS structure, teaching
support, and differences in the students’ backgrounds in the studied term. Never-
theless, the experiences about the effectiveness of UCUM and the usefulness of
unified UC statecharts in the CS N12VS term were identical to the experiences
in the CS N34VS term, even though the teaching staff was more familiar with
UCUM and could avoid the pitfalls encountered during the first offering of the
course with UCUM.
Table 5.6 shows the total number of concepts discovered and captured in all
DMs of CS O31VS and CS N34VS. In the CS O31VS DMs, there was a total
of 527 discovered concepts. After removing syntactic duplicates, there were 259
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CS O31VS CS N34VS CS N34VS w/o DM45
Original, raw, concepts 527 622 -
Syntactically unique concepts 259 312 -
Semantically unique concepts 134 140 110
Maximum 31 45 33
Minimum 8 10 10
Average 17 18 17
Median 16 17 17
Table 5.6: CS O31VS–CS N34VS Statistics
unique concepts. After removing semantic duplicates, there were 134 unique con-
cepts. The maximum, minimum, average, and median were 31, 8, 17, and 16.
In the CS N34VS DMs, there was a total of 622 discovered concepts. After
removing syntactic duplicates, there were 312 unique concepts. After removing
semantic duplicates, there were 140 unique concepts. The maximum, minimum,
average, and median were 45, 10, 18, and 17.
Table 5.6 shows also in the fourth column maximum, minimum, average, and
median, for all CS N34VS DMs but one with most concepts. This particular DM
with 45 concepts contained a large number of concepts that the author was unable
to classify and really understand what they represent. This DM is the subject of
a later discussion, and the author will ignore it in the discussion until then, unless
the author explicitly mention it as DM45.
The numbers from the two case studies, CS O31VS and CS N34VS, are sur-
prisingly similar. The maximum numbers of concepts per DM are 31 and 33
respectively, the average numbers of concepts per DM are 17 and 17 respectively,
and the median numbers of concepts per DM are 16 and 17 respectively.
The similarity in the numbers of concepts in the DMs of CS O31VS and CS
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N34VS is surprising considering the large difference in the numbers of concepts
in the DMs of CS O3ES and CS N12ES. It is hard to determine what this similarity
means without examining the actual concepts in the DMs of CS O31VS and CS
N34VS.
5.2.1 CS O31VS: VoIP DMs without UCUM
In Table 5.7, each concept c has a row. The row for c is divided into 4 columns.
The first column contains c’s name. The second column is divided into 31 sub-
columns, one for each DM d. At the bottom of the table, the subcolumn for d
contains the number of semantically unique concepts in d. Row c’s entry for the
subcolumn for d is black if and only if concept c appears in d. The third col-
umn contains the number of DMs that have concept c. This number should be the
number of black subcolumns in the second column of the same row. The fourth
column contains the percentage that the number in the third column is of 31.
The subcolumns of the second column are laid out from left to right in the
order of decreasing numbers of concepts per DM, and the rows are laid out from
top to bottom in the order of decreasing numbers of DMs per concept. A thick
horizontal line separates the concepts that occur in more than 1 DM from the
concepts that occur in only 1 DM.
There were 134 discovered concepts all together in the DMs of CS O31VS.
No single concept was captured in all DMs, although one concept, user account,
was captured in all but 1 DM. Fifty out of 134 concepts, or 37%, appeared in more
than 1 DM. These 50 concepts are called major concepts of d, mc(d). Twenty-one
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d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 d11 d12 d13 d14 d15 d16 d17 d18 d19 d20 d21 d22 d23 d24 d25 d26 d27 d28 d29 d30 d31
untuse-33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 30 97
lancal-33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 28 90
onepho-40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27 87
illbil-41 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 26 84
ordcal-34 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 25 81
csrcsr-42 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 23 74
lersys-28 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 61
gercal-33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 58
gerbil-30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 15 48
ioncon-35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13 42
untcsr-34 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 35
untpho-32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 35
gerres-29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 35
seruse-41 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 35
geruse-25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 35
germai-26 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 32
berpho-33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 32
olecon-38 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 29
gerhar-29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 29
essip -35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 26
ioddis-30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 26
leecal-39 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 23
lercal-39 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 23
gerip -35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 23
gespri-35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 23
gervoi-27 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 23
gercal-25 1 1 1 1 1 5 16
ingip -35 1 1 1 1 1 5 16
entpay-38 1 1 1 1 1 5 16
temsys-39 1 1 1 1 1 5 16
logtes-37 1 1 1 1 1 5 16
mertim-40 1 1 1 1 1 5 16
orderr-33 1 1 1 1 4 13
ailvoi-35 1 1 1 1 4 13
toradm-32 1 1 1 3 10
gercal-26 1 1 1 3 10
gercsr-26 1 1 1 3 10
landef-25 1 1 1 3 10
landis-24 1 1 1 3 10
geraut-23 1 1 2 6
estaut-31 1 1 2 6
iodbil-31 1 1 2 6
lancom-25 1 1 2 6
asedat-37 1 1 2 6
gerdep-27 1 1 2 6
gerpri-27 1 1 2 6
aterat-41 1 1 2 6
imetim-41 1 1 2 6
oryuse-31 1 1 2 6
temvoi-28 1 1 2 6
untacc-38 1 1 3
deracc-31 1 1 3
logadd-16 1 1 3
logadd-24 1 1 3
logadd-25 1 1 3
essadd-38 1 1 3
eenadm-33 1 1 3
logadm-15 1 1 3
logaut-27 1 1 3
logaut-27 1 1 3
leraut-24 1 1 3
tembil-36 1 1 3
lerbil-39 1 1 3
orybil-30 1 1 3
orycal-33 1 1 3
esscal-31 1 1 3
esscal-31 1 1 3
ncecon-35 1 1 3
temcon-28 1 1 3
temcon-28 1 1 3
orycsr-32 1 1 3
logcsr-38 1 1 3
gerdat-33 1 1 3
orddat-34 1 1 3
atedat-41 1 1 3
ameday-37 1 1 3
entdep-35 1 1 3
untdep-27 1 1 3
atedis-32 1 1 3
lanemp-24 1 1 3
ineext-32 1 1 3
terfil-39 1 1 3
lanfix-27 1 1 3
loghar-23 1 1 3
gerhar-20 1 1 3
allinc-32 1 1 3
estint-37 1 1 3
verip -30 1 1 3
gerlin-24 1 1 3
gerloa-33 1 1 3
loglog-42 1 1 3
loglog-33 1 1 3
enumai-36 1 1 3
lanman-25 1 1 3
estman-34 1 1 3
logman-30 1 1 3
eenmap-29 1 1 3
ionorg-33 1 1 3
allout-32 1 1 3
sonper-39 1 1 3
lerpho-33 1 1 3
orypho-30 1 1 3
trypho-24 1 1 3
gerpho-32 1 1 3
gerpho-33 1 1 3
tuspho-33 1 1 3
tempho-30 1 1 3
yerpho-28 1 1 3
serpho-35 1 1 3
terpri-38 1 1 3
lanrat-27 1 1 3
temrem-25 1 1 3
rl)ser-28 1 1 3
iceser-38 1 1 3
ionses-38 1 1 3
lansim-26 1 1 3
ketsoc-39 1 1 3
rl)sys-20 1 1 3
oadsys-34 1 1 3
logsys-23 1 1 3
eentel-29 1 1 3
esttes-41 1 1 3
gertes-34 1 1 3
iontra-34 1 1 3
ionuse-29 1 1 3
eenuse-26 1 1 3
tususe-26 1 1 3
illuse-36 1 1 3
loguse-24 1 1 3
loguse-26 1 1 3
geruse-21 1 1 3
torval-36 1 1 3
logwar-34 1 1 3
# of Concepts 31 26 24 24 22 21 21 20 20 20 19 18 18 17 16 16 15 15 15 14 14 14 13 13 13 12 12 12 12 11 8
# of DMs % of DMsConcepts CS O31VS Domain Model Concepts
Table 5.7: CS O31VS Concepts
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concepts were specified in at least 25% of the DMs. These 21 concepts amount
to 16% of the discovered concepts or 42% of major concepts. Eight concepts
were specified in at least 50% of the DMs. These 8 concepts amount to 6% of the
discovered concepts or 16% of the major concepts. Five concepts were specified
in at least 75% of the DMs. These 5 concepts amount to 4% of the discovered
concepts or 10% of the major concepts. Eight concepts appeared at least as often
as the median number of concepts per DM.
These numbers and just a glance at the Table 5.7 show how little overlap and
semantic similarity there is among the DMs of CS O31VS. How does this seman-
tic similarity pattern compare to the semantic similarity pattern among DMs of
CS N34VS?
5.2.2 CS N34VS: VoIP DMs with UCUM
In Table 5.8, each concept c has a row. The row for c is divided into 4 columns.
The first column contains c’s name. The second column is divided into 34 sub-
columns, one for each DM d. At the bottom of the table, the subcolumn for d
contains the number of semantically unique concepts in d. Row c’s entry for the
subcolumn for d is black if and only if concept c appears in d. The third col-
umn contains the number of DMs that have concept c. This number should be the
number of black subcolumns in the second column of the same row. The fourth
column contains the percentage that the number in the third column is of 34.
The subcolumns of the second column are laid out from left to right in the
order of decreasing numbers of concepts per DM, and the rows are laid out from
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top to bottom in the order of decreasing numbers of DMs per concept. A thick
horizontal line separates the concepts that occur in more than 1 DM from the
concepts that occur in only 1 DM.
There were 140 discovered concepts all together in the DMs of CS N34VS.
No single concept was captured in all specifications although one concept, call-
ing plan, appears in all but one DM. Forty seven out of 140 concepts, or 34%,
appeared in more than one DM. These 47 concepts are called major concepts.
Twenty-three concepts were specified in at least 25% of the DMs. These 23 con-
cepts amount to 16% of the discovered concepts or 49% of the major concepts.
Twelve concepts were specified in at least 50% of the DMs. These 12 concepts
amount to 9% of the discovered concepts or 26% of the major concepts. Four
concepts were specified in at least 75% of the DMs. These 4 concepts amount
to 3% of the discovered concepts or 9% of the major concepts. Twelve concepts
appeared at least as often as the median number of concepts per DM.
In the CS N34VS DMs, 34% of the semantically unique concepts appeared in
more than one DM, and in the CS O31VS DMs, 37% of the semantically unique
concepts appeared in more than 1 DM, as is shown in Table 5.9, second row,
columns 6 and 3, respectively. These data give the impression that the concentra-
tion of semantically similar concepts was higher in the CS O31VS DMs than in
the CS N34VS DMs. However, considering that the CS N34VS DMs had three
more DMs than the CS O31VS DMs and that DM45 contributed a large number
of concepts that could not be correlated with those of other DMs, the impression
is not clear. Still ignoring DM45, what remains is 45 concepts out of 110, i.e.,
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d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 d11 d12 d13 d14 d15 d16 d17 d18 d19 d20 d21 d22 d23 d24 d25 d26 d27 d28 d29 d30 d31 d32 d33 d34
lancal-33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 33 97
untuse-33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 32 94
illbil-41 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 31 91
ordcal-34 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 28 82
untpho-32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 25 74
untcsr-34 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 23 68
geruse-25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 23 68
gerbil-30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 22 65
gercal-25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 22 65
ioddis-30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 53
gespri-35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 53
gerhar-29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 17 50
csrcsr-42 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 16 47
germai-26 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 15 44
essip -35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 14 41
lersys-28 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 14 41
gercal-33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13 38
gerres-29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13 38
gercsr-26 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 35
gerlog-32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 26
entpay-38 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 26
gerpri-27 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 26
mertim-40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 26
iodbil-31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 24
gercal-26 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 24
onepho-40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 24
logtes-37 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 24
imetim-41 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 21
aterat-41 1 1 1 1 1 5 15
kupbac-39 1 1 1 1 4 12
olecon-38 1 1 1 1 4 12
oupgro-40 1 1 1 1 4 12
gerpho-24 1 1 1 1 4 12
gerbac-31 1 1 1 3 9
gergro-32 1 1 1 3 9
loglog-42 1 1 1 3 9
ieradm-31 1 1 2 6
geraut-23 1 1 2 6
estaut-31 1 1 2 6
untbil-30 1 1 2 6
orderr-33 1 1 2 6
oupfil-33 1 1 2 6
gerip -35 1 1 2 6
berpho-33 1 1 2 6
temsys-39 1 1 2 6
oadsys-34 1 1 2 6
seruse-41 1 1 2 6
geracc-31 1 1 3
ileadd-28 1 1 3
lanadd-29 1 1 3
ileadd-27 1 1 3
soradm-24 1 1 3
toradm-32 1 1 3
entaut-23 1 1 3
ingaut-28 1 1 3
torbil-30 1 1 3
tembil-25 1 1 3
gerbil-24 1 1 3
merbil-35 1 1 3
ierbpl-31 1 1 3
allcal-41 1 1 3
soncal-33 1 1 3
leecal-39 1 1 3
lercal-39 1 1 3
rgecha-39 1 1 3
iercli-30 1 1 3
iercon-29 1 1 3
oadcur-28 1 1 3
untcus-29 1 1 3
gercus-21 1 1 3
atedat-41 1 1 3
iledel-25 1 1 3
landel-26 1 1 3
onedis-32 1 1 3
ileedi-27 1 1 3
lanedi-28 1 1 3
ileedi-26 1 1 3
oneena-33 1 1 3
erterr-34 1 1 3
logerr-36 1 1 3
ageerr-32 1 1 3
enteve-40 1 1 3
gereve-32 1 1 3
lerfil-22 1 1 3
lanfix-27 1 1 3
trlgro-35 1 1 3
tergro-33 1 1 3
merhar-31 1 1 3
ckshw -36 1 1 3
terinc-30 1 1 3
cerloa-32 1 1 3
trllog-37 1 1 3
trylog-36 1 1 3
entlog-36 1 1 3
gerlog-34 1 1 3
ordlog-35 1 1 3
entlog-33 1 1 3
entlog-34 1 1 3
minman-33 1 1 3
ansman-25 1 1 3
entman-32 1 1 3
oneman-33 1 1 3
ileman-31 1 1 3
lerman-20 1 1 3
ngsman-30 1 1 3
lerman-19 1 1 3
entman-21 1 1 3
logmas-30 1 1 3
tormon-38 1 1 3
bernum-39 1 1 3
trlnum-34 1 1 3
terout-29 1 1 3
ortove-31 1 1 3
entpay-32 1 1 3
gerpay-30 1 1 3
ouppho-34 1 1 3
gerpho-26 1 1 3
ierpho-31 1 1 3
yerpho-32 1 1 3
tuspho-33 1 1 3
estpho-35 1 1 3
lerpri-29 1 1 3
terpri-38 1 1 3
gerpro-30 1 1 3
ierpro-29 1 1 3
oneres-34 1 1 3
ierset-28 1 1 3
agesys-25 1 1 3
logsys-35 1 1 3
erssys-28 1 1 3
lersys-21 1 1 3
lertel-25 1 1 3
ststel-27 1 1 3
trytes-31 1 1 3
onetes-35 1 1 3
lanvar-24 1 1 3
ilevie-27 1 1 3
lanvie-28 1 1 3
ilevie-26 1 1 3
logvie-31 1 1 3
# of Concepts 45 33 28 25 23 22 21 21 19 18 18 18 18 18 17 17 17 17 16 16 15 14 14 14 14 14 13 13 13 13 12 12 11 10
# of DMs % of DMsConcepts CS N34VS Domain Model Concepts
Table 5.8: CS N34VS Concepts
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# of Concepts % of Concepts
% of Major
Concepts
# of Concepts % of Concepts
% of Major
Concepts
>= 2 50 37 100 47 34 100
>= 25% 21 16 42 23 16 49
>= 50% 8 6 16 12 9 26




Table 5.9: CS O31VS–CS N34VS Concept Concentration
41%, appearing in more than 1 DM. The comparison of actual concepts in the
next subsection gives a better insight into the difference and similarities between
concepts that appear in the DMs of these case studies.
Table 5.9 shows the concentration of semantically similar concepts among
the concepts that appear in at least 2, 25%, 50%, and 75% of the DMs in CS
O31VS and CS N34VS. The second, third, and fourth column of the table show
the number of concepts, that number’s percentage out of all semantically unique
concepts, and that same number’s percentage out of all major concepts in the DMs
of CS O31VS. The fifth, sixth, and seventh column of the table show the number
of concepts, that number’s percentage out of all semantically unique concepts,
and that same number’s percentage out of all major concepts in the DMs of CS
N34VS.
On the other hand, when the two tables Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 are shown
side-by-side as they are in Figure 5.1, then the facts that:
1. there is a bit less white in the mostly black region at the top of Table 5.8
than in the same part of Table 5.7, and
2. there is a bit less black in the mostly white region at the bottom of Table 5.8
than in the same part of Table 5.7,
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says that the DMs of the DMs of CS N34VS, described by Table 5.8, are a bit
more semantically similar to each other than the DMs of the DMs of CS O31VS,
described by Table 5.7.
The third row of Table 5.9 shows that the DMs of CS O31VS had 16% of all
semantically unique concepts occurring in at least 25% of the DMs, the DMs of
CS N34VS had 16% of all semantically unique concepts occurring in at least 25%
of the DMs, the DMs of CS O31VS had 42% of major concepts occurring in at
least 25% of the DMs, and the DMs of CS N34VS had 49% of major concepts
occurring in at least 25% of the DMs.
The fourth row of Table 5.9 shows that the DMs of CS O31VS had 6% of all
semantically unique concepts occurring in at least 50% of the DMs, the DMs of
CS N34VS had 9% of all semantically unique concepts occurring in at least 50%
of the DMs, the DMs of CS O31VS had 16% of major concepts occurring in at
least 50% of the DMs, and the DMs of CS N34VS had 26% of major concepts
occurring in at least 50% of the DMs.
The fifth row of Table 5.9 shows that the DMs of CS O31VS had 4% of all
semantically unique concepts occurring in at least 75% of the DMs, the DMs of
CS N34VS had 3% of all semantically unique concepts occurring in at least 75%
of the DMs, the DMs of CS O31VS had 10% of major concepts occurring in at
least 75% of the DMs, and the DMs of CS N34VS had 9% of major concepts
occurring in at least 75% of the DMs.
Overall, these numbers show that the DMs of CS N34VS had a larger concen-
tration of semantically similar concepts did than the DMs of CS O31VS. More-
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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CS O31VS CS N34VS
Figure 5.1: CS O31VS–CS N34VS Side-By-Side
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over, the DMs of CS N34VS had a larger concentration of semantically similar
major concepts than did the DMs of CS O31VS. Nevertheless, considering only
major concepts does not give any indication of which major concepts are com-
mon to the DMs of both case studies. Comparing common concepts gives the
best measure of which concepts were appearing in the DMs of both case studies,
independent of the OOA method used, and how semantically similar their DMs
are.
5.2.3 Comparative Evaluation of the DMs in CS O31VS and
CS N34VS
The final comparison of the semantic similarity of the concept sets of the DMs
in CS O31VS and CS N34VS considers the 36 concepts that appear in the DMs
of both case studies, including the DM45 in CS N34VS. Table 5.10 shows the
distribution of these 36 common concepts in the DMs of CS O31VS, and Table
5.11 shows the distribution of these 36 common concepts in CS N34VS. The 36
common concepts amount to 72% of the major concepts in the DMs in CS O31VS
and 77% of the major concepts in the DMs in CS N34VS.
The layouts of Tables 5.10 and 5.11 are the same. In each table, each concept
c has a row. The row for c is divided into 4 columns. The first column contains c’s
name. The second column is divided into a number of subcolumns, one for each
DM d. Row c’s entry for the subcolumn for d is black if and only if concept c
appears in d. The third column contains the number of DMs that have concept c.
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d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 d11 d12 d13 d14 d15 d16 d17 d18 d19 d20 d21 d22 d23 d24 d25 d26 d27 d28 d29 d30 d31
untuse-33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 30 97
lancal-33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 28 90
onepho-40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27 87
illbil-41 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 26 84
ordcal-34 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 25 81
csrcsr-42 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 23 74
lersys-28 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 61
gercal-33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 58
gerbil-30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 15 48
untcsr-34 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 35
untpho-32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 35
gerres-29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 35
seruse-41 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 35
geruse-25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 35
germai-26 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 32
berpho-33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 32
olecon-38 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 29
gerhar-29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 29
essip -35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 26
ioddis-30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 26
gerip -35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 23
gespri-35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 23
gercal-25 1 1 1 1 1 5 16
entpay-38 1 1 1 1 1 5 16
temsys-39 1 1 1 1 1 5 16
logtes-37 1 1 1 1 1 5 16
mertim-40 1 1 1 1 1 5 16
orderr-33 1 1 1 1 4 13
gercal-26 1 1 1 3 10
gercsr-26 1 1 1 3 10
geraut-23 1 1 2 6
estaut-31 1 1 2 6
iodbil-31 1 1 2 6
gerpri-27 1 1 2 6
aterat-41 1 1 2 6
imetim-41 1 1 2 6
# of Common
Concepts
22 19 18 17 17 15 14 14 14 13 13 13 13 12 12 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 10 9 9 9 9 8 7 7
# of Concepts 26 24 21 21 20 15 24 22 16 18 15 14 14 18 13 20 19 14 13 12 12 11 17 13 31 16 15 12 20 12 8
Commonality 
Ratio





CS O31VS Common Domain Model Concepts
# of DMs % of DMs
Table 5.10: CS O31VS Common Concepts
d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 d11 d12 d13 d14 d15 d16 d17 d18 d19 d20 d21 d22 d23 d24 d25 d26 d27 d28 d29 d30 d31 d32 d33 d34
lancal-33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 33 97
untuse-33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 32 94
illbil-41 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 31 91
ordcal-34 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 28 82
untpho-32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 25 74
untcsr-34 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 23 68
geruse-25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 23 68
gerbil-30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 22 65
gercal-25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 22 65
ioddis-30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 53
gespri-35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 53
gerhar-29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 17 50
csrcsr-42 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 16 47
germai-26 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 15 44
essip -35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 14 41
lersys-28 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 14 41
gercal-33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13 38
gerres-29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13 38
gercsr-26 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 35
entpay-38 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 26
gerpri-27 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 26
mertim-40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 26
iodbil-31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 24
gercal-26 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 24
onepho-40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 24
logtes-37 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 24
imetim-41 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 21
aterat-41 1 1 1 1 1 5 15
olecon-38 1 1 1 1 4 12
geraut-23 1 1 2 6
estaut-31 1 1 2 6
orderr-33 1 1 2 6
gerip -35 1 1 2 6
berpho-33 1 1 2 6
temsys-39 1 1 2 6
seruse-41 1 1 2 6
# of Common
Concepts
20 20 19 17 17 16 16 16 16 15 15 15 15 14 14 14 14 14 14 13 13 13 13 13 12 12 12 12 11 11 11 11 10 10
# of Concepts 28 22 21 21 18 23 18 17 16 33 19 18 17 45 25 17 17 16 14 18 14 13 13 13 15 14 13 12 14 14 12 11 18 10
Commonality 
Ratio




CS N34VS Common Domain Model Concepts
# of DMs % of DMs
Table 5.11: CS N34VS Common Concepts
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This number should be the number of black subcolumns in the second column of
the same row. The fourth column contains the percentage that the number in the
third column is of the total number of DMs.
In the third last row of the table, the subcolumn for any d contains the number
of common concepts in d. In the second last row of the table, the subcolumn for
any d contains the number of all semantically unique concepts in d. In the last row
of the table, the subcolumn for any d contains the commonality ratio for d, i.e.,
the ratio of the number of common concepts and the number of all semantically
unique concepts in d. Finally, the cell at the intersection of the last row and the
last column contains the average commonality ratio for the DMs of the case study,
the average of all the commonality ratios in the last row.
A visual inspection of the data distribution patterns in Tables 5.10 and 5.11
gives an impression similar to the impression that a visual inspection of the data
distribution patterns in Tables 5.7 and 5.8 gives. Therefore, additional analysis is
needed. Tables 5.10 and 5.11 show that
1. on average, 84% of all concepts in the DMs of CS N34VS and
2. on average, 75% of all concepts in the DMs of CS O31VS
are the concepts common to the DMs of both case studies, indicating a higher
concentration of common concepts in each DM of CS N34VS than in each DM of
CS O31VS. Table 5.12 shows that the semantic similarity of common concepts in
the DMs of CS N34VS is higher than the semantic similarity of common concepts
in the DMs of CS O31VS.
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Average 16.97 17.91 12.29 14.06
Standard Deviation 5.07 6.85 3.53 2.6
Standard Error 0.91 1.17 0.63 0.45
Quartile (.75) 20 18.75 14 15.75
Quartile (.25) 13 14 10 12










Table 5.12: CS O31VS–CS N34VS Statistics Summary
The average number of the concepts per DM is approximately 5.5% higher for
the DMs of CS N34VS than for DMs of CS O31VS, as is shown in the cells in
Row 2 and Columns 2 and 3 of Table 5.12. The average number of the common
concepts per DM is approximately 14.4% higher for the DMs of CS N34VS than
for DMs of CS O31VS, as is shown in the cells in Row 2 and Columns 4 and 5 of
Table 5.12. The standard error of the average is approximately the same in both
sets of data, due to the approximately equal size of the sets of data.
The standard deviation of the average number of the concepts per DM is ap-
proximately 35.1% higher for the DMs of CS N34VS than for DMs of CS O31VS,
as is shown in the cells in Row 3 and Columns 2 and 3 of Table 5.12. The stan-
dard deviation of the average number of the common concepts per DM is approx-
imately 35.8% lower for the DMs of CS N34VS than for the DMs of CS O31VS,
as is shown in the cells in Row 3 and Columns 4 and 5 of Table 5.12. The author
assumed that the standard deviation was higher in the first comparison due to the
presence of DM45 concepts. Therefore, the author computed also the interquar-
tile range, which ignores DMs with extremely large and extremely low number of
concepts.
The interquartile range of the number of the concepts per DM is approximately
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47.4% lower for the DMs of CS N34VS than for DMs of CS O31VS, as is shown
in the cells in Row 7 and Columns 2 and 3 of Table 5.12. The interquartile range
of the number of common concepts per DM is approximately 6.7% lower for the
DMs of CS N34VS than for the DMs of CS O31VS, as is shown in the cells in
Row 7 and Columns 4 and 5 of Table 5.12. That the interquartile range of the
number of common concepts per DM is lower in CS N34VS than in CS O31VS
for the same set of data leads to the conclusion that the concept concentration was
higher in the DMs of CS N34VS than in the DMs of CS O31VS, for both all and
the common concepts.
In summary, the average number of concepts in the DMs of CS N34VS is
5.5% higher than the average number of concepts in the DMs of CS O31VS. The
average number of common concepts in the DMs of CS N34VS is 14.4% higher
than the average number of common concepts in the DMs of CS O31VS. The
concept concentration in the DMs of CS N34VS is higher than in the DMs of CS
O31VS for all and the common concepts. Therefore, the semantic similarity in the
captured concepts from one DM to another is higher in the DMs of CS N34VS
than in the DMs of CS O31VS. So, the author makes a conservative estimate that
the semantic similarity of concepts is approximately 10% higher in the DMs of
CS N34VS than in the DMs of CS O31VS, based on
• an average increase of 5.5% in the number of concepts per DM of CS
N34VS over the number of concepts per DM of CS O31VS
• an average increase of 14.4% in the number of common concepts per DM
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of CS N34VS over the number of common concepts per DM of CS O31VS
• an increase in the capture of common concepts per DM from 75% in the
DMs of CS O31VS to 84% in the DMs of CS N34VS;
• a narrower data spread for both sets of data; and
• an overall qualitative analysis.
The semantic similarity of the DMs of CS N34VS is 10% higher than the
semantic similarity of the DMs in CS O31VS.
It is also important to note that the cost of producing the SRSs in the CS
N34VS was approximately 25% higher for the SRSs of CS N34VS than for the
SRSs of CS O31VS. That is, teaching students and TAs UCUM required 4 hours
that were not originally allocated to the course. Of these 4 hours, 2 were spent
teaching specification of unified UC statecharts and 2 were spent teaching how
specification of unified UC statecharts fits in the overall OOA process. An addi-
tional 1 hour was set aside for a question-and-answer session about the material.
The author was responsible for answering students’ questions found his workload
increased about 30% over that in previous terms, in which UCUM was not used.
Also, in each term in CS445, we have each TA report his or her actual workload
for the course. The average number of meetings in a term between a group and its
TA, as analysts and customer, increased from about 6–8 in previous terms to about
10 in the UCUM-using term. That is, using any variant of UCUM required about
25% more elicitation effort. Because the course staff had anticipated at the begin-
ning of the UCUM-using term that UCUM might require more work, the course
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Figure 5.2: CS O31VS–CS N34VS Common Concepts Chart
staff switched from encouraging 3-person groups to encouraging 4-person groups.
In retrospect, the increased specification workload for UCUM is proportional to
the increase in group size.
The next step is to investigate the qualitative difference in these two case stud-
ies. The focus is on the common set of concepts that appeared in the DMs of both
case studies. The chart in Figure 5.2 is built from the data in Tables 5.10 and
5.11. The number of groups in CS N34VS was scaled down to 31, multiplying by
31/34, in order to match the number of groups in CS O31VS.
The lower number of a concept c in the DMs of CS N34VS than in the DMs
of CS O31VS indicates either that the use of unified UC statecharts and UCUM
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prevented c’s discovery or that the use of unified UC statecharts and UCUM fil-
tered c out of DMs because c was outside of the domain’s boundary. The same
number of cs in the DMs of both case studies indicates no change in the effect of
the use of unified UC statecharts and UCUM on the discovery of c, and a larger
number of cs in the DMs of CS N34VS than in the DMs of CS O31VS indicates
that the use of unified UC statecharts and UCUM helped c’s discovery.
In the DMs of CS N34VS there were:
• 11 concepts, or 30.6%, that were captured less often than in the DMs of CS
O31VS,
• 23 concepts, or 63.9%, that were captured more often than in the DMs of
CS O31VS, and
• 2 concepts, or 5.5%, that were captured as often as in the DMs of CS
O31VS.
There are 4 concepts, out of the 11 that appear less often in the DMs of CS
O31VS than in the DMs of CS N34VS, that represent external entities, i.e., actors.
These concepts are onepho-40, csrcsr-42, seruse-41, and olecon-38. In fact, de-
spite having low number of actors included in DMs, the author was surprised that
these concepts have appeared at all in the DMs of CS N34VS as part of the DMs.
The existence of some actors in the DMs of the DMs in CS N34VS indicates that
building unified UC statecharts facilitates but does not guarantee proper system
boundary definition.
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The lower number of lersys-28 and gercal-33 concepts in the DMs of CS
N34VS than in the DMs of CS O31VS was due to the level of conceptual decom-
position and refinement at which DMs in the DMs of CS N34VS were specified.
Lersys-28 and gercal-33 are the high-level concepts responsible for the overall
control of the IMS and of the call processing part of VoIP system, respectively.
Due to the higher degree of decomposition in the DMs of CS N34VS than in the
DMs of CS O31VS, these concepts tended to be less explicitly indicated in the
DMs of CS N34VS than in the DMs of CS O31VS. Instead, these less explicitly
indicated concepts tended to be included indirectly through their components, i.e.,
the concepts of which they consist.
The temsys-39 concept represents the CBS itself, and in most cases it was
captured through the use of package notation to capture all other concepts within
the CBS. The author considered capturing of this concept as redundant because a
DM, by definition, captures only concepts within the CBS’s domain, but for some
reason, some students felt a need to include this concept explicitly as part of the
DM.
For the last three concepts, berpho-33, gerip -35, and orderr-33, the author was
not able to explain why they appeared in lower numbers in the DMs of CS N34VS
than in the DMs of CS O31VS. One possible explanation is that berpho-33 was
a part of untpho-32 which occurred in higher numbers in CS N34VS and thus
reduced the need for explicitly capturing berpho-33 as a separate concept. Also,
the author was very surprised that the gerip -35 was captured in lower numbers
in the DMs of CS N34VS than in the DMs of CS O31VS, in spite of the larger
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number of the DMs of CS N34VS than of the DMs of CS O31VS in which essip
-35 concept was captured. Finally, orderr-33 was captured in a very low number of
DMs in both case studies, so it can be considered as a difficult concept to discover
no matter what method is used.
Overall, the chart of Figure 5.2 shows generally larger black bars, indicating
a larger number of concepts in the DMs of CS N34VS than in the DMs of CS
O31VS, in agreement with the 10% estimate of the increase in the semantic simi-
larity.
There are some similar patterns of qualitative change between the DMs of CS
O31VS and the DMs of CS N34VS that are similar to the patterns of qualitative
changes between the DMs of CS O3ES and the DMs of CS N12ES. In addition to
the improved definition of a domain’s boundary and a separation of concepts from
actors, it is possible to observe the other four characteristics of UCUM produced
DMs already observed and discussed as part of CS N12ES:
• large number of functional concepts, i.e., processors,
• clear definition of interface concepts,
• insufficient number of data concepts, and
• lack of inheritance.
Finally, DM45 with 30 unclassified concepts, thought the author an impor-
tant lesson about a very negative impact of the use of unified UC statecharts and
UCUM on DMs. This impact is in the specification of any concept that repre-
sents only one function of the CBS. Most of the 30 problematic concepts were
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of this type. For example, a concept such as add admin profile is nothing but one
high-level function of CBS captured as a concept. The author consider this to be
incorrect modeling and misuse of DMs and a negative extreme to which detailed
behavioral analysis and modeling can lead. Fortunately, only one out of 34 groups
went in this direction, so the problem was not widespread, and it can probably be
fixed by simply pointing the analysts in the right direction.
5.3 Semantic Similarity Evaluation Steps
This section describes a general procedure for performing a semantic similarity
evaluation for an arbitrary pair A and B of sets of DMs, for the benefit of any
researcher who wishes to replicate the case studies.
This description is a necessarily incomplete generalization of the procedure
followed in the case studies. The procedure followed in the case studies was
invented step by step by the author working from the available data with the goal
of estimating in which set of DMs were the DMs more semantically similar to
each other. Hence the description shows only the steps the author actually took.
A researcher who wishes to follow this procedure on another pair of sets of DMs
will have to do similar invention if and when he or she encounters a decision in
the procedure that goes in a way different from the way in the case case studies.
Suppose that A and B are sets of DMs. Without loss of generality, the purposes
of this procedure are
• to decide whether the DMs contained in A are more semantically similar to
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each other than the DMs contained in B, and,
• if the models in A are more semantically similar to each other than the mod-
els in B, to compute the percentage P by which the models in A are more
semantically similar to each other than the models in B.
This procedure has two phases: a data normalization phase, followed by a calcu-
lation phase.
There are two tacit assumptions embodied in the procedure.
• All DMs in both sets have been constructed to model the same system.
The procedure does not require this assumption, but it makes little sense to
compare the semantic similarity of sets of DMs modeling different systems.
• The comparison is between between two sets of DMs, because each set
of DMs has been created under differing circumstances, such as the use
of a different construction method, and the desire is to see if the differing
circumstances lead to differing amounts of semantic similarity in the two
sets of DMs.
Phase 1: Data Normalization
DMs that are constructed to model the same problem are likely to have signifi-
cant semantic overlap, since they are modeling the same conceptual space. At the
same time, they are also likely to exhibit semantic and syntactic variation from
each other, since each is created by a different individual or group. The purpose
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of data normalization is to obtain a normalized view of the concepts in the various
DMs of one set of DMs, i.e., to ignore trivial differences in the naming of con-
cepts, in order to be able to show how much the DMs in the set differ, in terms of
semantically unique concepts.
The name of a concept is taken as its value. Within a single DM, any name is
unique (e.g., the use of the word “flight” in one correct travel agency DM refers
to the same concept throughout that DM). It is also assumed that any name refers
to the same concept in different DMs (e.g., “flight” appearing in two different
DMs is assumed to refer to the same flight concept). Finally, all differently named
concepts from different DMs that capture the same semantic idea are considered
to be the same concept (e.g., “flight”, “flightInfo”, and “flightNumber” might all
refer to the same concept).
To construct a single, representative set of semantically unique concepts in a
set D of DMs, first construct the set RawConcepts(D) of all concepts in all of the
models in D. Because RawConcepts(D) is a set, syntactically identical concepts,
i.e., those that have the same name, that appear in more than one DM appear only
once in RawConcepts(D).
Next, partition RawConcepts(D) into semantic equivalence classes; i.e., within
each equivalence class, the elements are considered to represent the same semantic
concept even though they have different names (e.g., “flight”, flightInfo”, flight-
Number”). For each equivalence class, one of the members is chosen to be the
representative concept name (e.g., “flight”). The determination of which raw con-
cepts belongs to which equivalence class is performed by analyzing each raw con-
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cept’s name, attributes, methods, and relationships with other concepts.
Next, for each concept craw in each DM d in D, replace craw with the represen-
tative concept name crep for the equivalence class of RawConcepts(D) to which
craw belongs.
Finally, some pruning of the DMs is necessary to reduce the importance of
concepts that appear in only one or a few of the DMs. A concept is said to be
k-significant if it appears in at least k DMs in D. Then remove from all the DMs
in D, all of the concepts that are not k-significant. The case studies used 2 as the
value of k.
For ease of discussion, assume, from this point on, that a reference to a con-
cept c belonging to a DM d is a representative concept name rather than the raw
concept name that might actually appear in the text of d. Moreover, below, c(d)
is defined to be the set of representative concepts appearing in d.
This process might sound very complicated, but it is really just a normalization
of different names in different DMs in a set of DMs to a single, unambiguous vo-
cabulary consistent across the set, followed by some simple pruning. The manual
process of creating the semantic equivalence classes is labor intensive and slow,
as well as highly subjective. However, it is also likely to be the more accurate than
any automated approach.
Phase 2: Determination of Greater Semantic Similarity
1. Let D be a set of DMs such that D = A or D = B.
In the following, a, b, and d are DMs such that a ∈ A, b ∈ B, and d ∈ D.
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2. For any DM d ∈ D, let c(d) be the set of d’s representative concepts.
3. For any DM d ∈ D, for some integer k ≥ 1, let mc(d) = c(d) restricted to
the k-significant.







i.e., the set of concepts that are common to A and B.
Note that cc(A,B) is not the same as the intersection of the concepts of all
DMs in A∪B; that intersection would be a much smaller set of concepts.
Instead, cc(A,B) contains all of the concepts that belong to at least k DMs
in A and at least k DMs in B.
5. For d ∈ A∪B, let
cc(d) = c(d)∩ cc(A,B),





This commonality ratio measures the number of concepts common to A and
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B found in a DM d and measures it relative to d’s size. This number is close
to 1 if d is very similar to the set of common concepts, and is close to 0 if d
is very dissimilar to the set of common concepts, i.e., the number is close to












the average commonality ratio relative to A and B of each d in D.
9. Now, it is possible to say that the DMs of A are more semantically similar




i.e., if and only if, among A and B, the average number of common con-
cepts found in members of A is higher and the average commonality ratio
of members of A is higher.
10. Finally, if the DMs of A are more semantically similar to each other than
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are the DMs of B define
P = avg(avgcc(A)%−avgcc(B)%,avgcr(A)%−avgcr(B)%),
the estimated percentage by which the DMs of A are more semantically
similar to each other than are the DMs of B.
Phase 2: Example




Each DM in A and in B has its own set of semantically unique concepts.
The first column of each of Tables 5.13 and 5.14 shows the union of all se-
mantically unique concepts in the table’s set of DMs, and it happens that
c(A) = c(B) = {c1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7,c8,c9,c10}.
Each subcolumn of the second column of each of Tables 5.13 and 5.14 shows
which semantically unique concepts belong to the DM d named at the head of the
subcolumn, e.g., the black cells in the subcolumn for a3 of the Table 5.13 indicate
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d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 d11 d12
c1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c9 1 1 1 1 1 1
c10 1 1 1 1 1 1
|c(d)| 9 9 9 8 8 7 7 7 7 6 6 5
A: c(d)
Concepts
Table 5.13: DM Set A Concepts
d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 d11 d12
c1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1




|c(d)| 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Concepts
B: c(d)
Table 5.14: DM Set B Concepts
that
c(a3) = {c1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7,c8,c10}.
The bottom row of each of Tables 5.13 and 5.14 shows the total number of
semantically unique concepts in each DM in the table’s set of DMs. Letting k = 2,
mc(A) = mc(B) = {c1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7}.
With k = 2, the set of common concepts relative to A and B is
cc(A,B) = mc(A)∩mc(B) = {c1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7}.
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The common concepts for A and B are shown in Tables 5.15 and 5.16, respec-
tively. The first column of each of Tables 5.15 and 5.16 shows the cc(A,B), i.e.,
the union of all common concepts in A and B.
Each subcolumn of the second column of each of Tables 5.15 and 5.16 shows
which common concepts belong to the DM d named at the head of the subcolumn,
e.g., the black cells in the subcolumn a3 of the Table 5.15 indicates that
cc(a3) = {c1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7}.
The third last row of each of Tables 5.15 and 5.16 shows the total number of
common concepts, |cc(d)|, in the DM d named at the head of the subcolumn.
The second last row of each of Tables 5.15 and 5.16 shows the total number
of all semantically unique concepts, |c(d)|, in the DM d named at the head of the
subcolumn.
The last row of each of Tables 5.15 and 5.16 shows the commonality ratio,





Finally, in each of Tables 5.15 and 5.16, the cell at the intersection of the last
column and
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d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 d11 d12
c1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Average
|cc(d)| 7 7 7 6 6 5 7 6 5 4 6 3 5.75
|c(d)| 9 9 9 8 8 7 7 7 7 6 6 5 7.33
cr(d) 78% 78% 78% 75% 75% 71% 100% 86% 71% 67% 100% 60% 78%
Concepts
A: cc(d)
Table 5.15: DM Set A Common Concepts











Therefore, the data say that the DMs of the set B are more semantically sim-
ilar to each other, and the percentage by which the DMs of the set B are more
semantically similar to each other is approximately 12%.
Additional Optional Phase
The above procedure was used in the case studies to determine for a given pair of
sets of DMs, in which set are the DMs more semantically similar to each other.
The case studies did some additional calculations that served to confirm the deter-
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d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 d11 d12
c1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Average
|cc(d)| 7 6 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6.17
|c(d)| 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6.42
cr(d) 100% 86% 100% 86% 86% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 96%
Concepts
B: cc(d)
Table 5.16: DM Set B Common Concepts
minations.
• Let sdevcon(D) denote the standard deviation in the number of concepts over
a set of DMs.
• Let sdevcc(D) denote the standard deviation in the number of common con-
cepts relative to A and B over a set of DMs.
• Let iqcon(D) denote the interquartile range of the number of concepts in a
set of DMs.
• Let iqcc(D) denote the interquartile range of the number of common con-
cepts relative to A and B over a set of DMs.
Then there is additional confirmation that the DMs of A are more semantically
similar to each other than are the DMs of B if any of the following is true:
sdevcon(A) < sdevcon(B) iqcon(A) < iqcon(B)
sdevcc(A) < sdevcc(B) iqcc(A) < iqcc(B)
A more refined estimate of P can be obtained by using any of the following as an
additional component of the average defining P:
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sdevcon(B)− sdevcon(A) iqcon(B)− iqcon(A)
sdevcc(B)− sdevcc(A) iqcc(B)− iqcc(A)
5.4 Overall Evaluation and Main Lessons
The thesis hypothesis was “The SDP can be reduced by performing a detailed
behavioral analysis before conceptual analysis.” The analysis shows that:
SDP can be reduced by about 10% by performing a detailed be-
havioral analysis before conceptual analysis.
based on
• an average increase of 5.5% in the number of concepts per DM of CS
N34VS over the number of concepts per DM of CS O31VS
• an average increase of 14.4% in the number of common concepts per DM
of CS N34VS over the number of common concepts per DM of CS O31VS
• an increase in the capture of common concepts per DM from 75% in the
DMs of CS O31VS to 84% in the DMs of CS N34VS;
• a narrower data spread for both sets of data; and
• an overall qualitative analysis.
The semantic similarity of the DMs of CS N34VS was higher than the seman-
tic similarity of the DMs in CS O31VS. However, the cost of producing the SRSs
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in the CS N34VS was measurably higher than the cost of producing the SRSs in
CS O31VS. The cost of producing an SRS was approximately 25% higher for the
SRSs of CS N34VS than for the SRSs of CS O31VS.
The two numbers, 10% and 25%, are not comparable and should not be used to
estimate increased semantic similarity and UCUM’s impact on the overall devel-
opment process and the CBS being built without taking additional model and pro-
cess measurements into account. There is no way to estimate the benefits caused
by the 10% improvement in the semantic similarity to the downstream develop-
ment speed, reliability, robustness, and other qualities of the CBS being devel-
oped. Also, there is no way to estimate benefits UCUM brings in downstream
development in terms of improved reliability, robustness and other qualities for
the specified CBS.
Overall, these case studies exposed the following impact of the use of UCUM
and extensive functional and behavioral modeling before proceeding with concep-
tual analysis:
1. better functional analysis and discovery of more requirements,
2. an increase in the semantic similarity patterns,
3. several qualitative changes:
• larger number of functional concepts, i.e., processors,
• clearer definition of interface concepts, and
• lack of inheritance, and
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4. still insufficient number of data concepts.
The relationship between the first two points is of particular importance. Con-
sider detailed functional and behavioral modeling that was done through the use
of the unified UC statecharts. This modeling is very similar, and to some extent
nothing but, traditional structured analysis [e.g., 27, 100, 99, 98]. So, rather than
contradicting each other, combining structured analysis and OOA helped improve
the semantic similarity and the quality of DMs in a way summarized in [81]:
A weakness of OO is that OO methods only build functional models
within the objects. There is no place in the methodology to build
a complete functional model. While this is not a problem for some
applications (e.g., building a software toolset), for large systems, it
can lead to missed requirements. Use cases address this problem, but
since all use cases cannot be developed, it is still possible to miss
requirements until late in the development cycle.
In addition, it is probably this integration of the detailed functional and behav-
ioral analysis with OOA that has resulted in the deeper, more detailed, and “closer
to design and architecture” DMs, as observed by independent reviewers [e.g., 69]
and some graduate students familiar with other OOA methods who did DMs of
CS N12ES [1]. The same reviewers observed that the method itself is more sys-
tematic than many scenario-based OOA methods. The author shares this point of
view; the DMs produced using UCUM were felt to provide a more solid base for
transitioning to design phases than those produced by the OOA methods that had
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been used previously.
A large number of and well decomposed functional concepts, i.e., processors,
a clear definition of interface concepts, and a lack of inheritance, are what the
author considers to be the positive effects of doing a detailed behavioral analysis
first on the DMs. In the author’s opinion, such DMs allow easier transition to
OOD activities and models.
Both traditional OOA and UCUM seem unable to expose the data concepts
in a domain. It seems that neither behavioral analysis nor conceptual analysis are
adequate substitutes for the traditional data analysis. Data analysis should be a
necessary component of any analysis method and, in the author’s opinion, of a
higher priority than conceptual analysis.
In summary, in the author’s opinion, conceptual analysis should not be the
main analysis activity. It should be only secondary to functional, behavioral, and
data analysis. Note, the author considers OOD completely distinct from OOA and
self-sufficient, and none of these conclusions apply to OOD.
5.5 Counter Indications
The measured effectiveness of UCUM as an approach in which an analyst is do-
ing process and functional analysis before doing conceptual analysis contradicts,
at least superficially, the conclusions of a case study by Kabeli and Shoval [53].
They did case studies that show that doing data modeling before doing functional
analysis leads to better OO models than doing functional analysis before doing
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data modeling. It is not surprising that early case studies produce results that ap-
pear to contradict each other. First of all, neither set of case studies is conclusive,
and the two sets of case studies addressed different issues, i.e., neither traditional
OOA nor UCUM perform explicit data analysis, while the subjects of the Kabeli
and Shoval study did explicit data analysis. Second, there may be yet other pa-
rameters, entirely overlooked in each case study, that consistently account for the
contradictory conclusions. Only additional, independent, experimentation in the
future can resolve this issue.
5.6 Summary
UCUM is different from traditional OOA, and some may not even consider it
OOA. Nevertheless, UCUM does suggest what a full solution to the SDP might
be — postponing conceptual analysis part of OOA as much as possible. In any
case, the main lesson learned from the case studies is that OOA in its current state
cannot be used reliably as the primary driver for production of the predictable
and complete specifications. No technique that does not deal with the inherent
CID of OOA can be expected to solve the SDP. Only a significant paradigm shift
can result in the desired improvement. On the other hand, OOA is very useful
as an auxiliary technique to help discover and refine functional requirements and
will most likely be a necessary component of any future method that leads to
predictable and complete DMs.
Chapter 6
Background and Related Work
In the early days of the software engineering, most of the methodology research
and technology transfer efforts focused on improving programming, as program-
ming was perceived to be the most difficult task in the development of a CBS.
The domains supported by early CBSs tended to be relatively small, well under-
stood, and stable. As programming methods and technology have matured and
stabilized, the focus shifted to the automation of larger, less understood, and more
volatile domains. Today, a typical domain is often so large, so complex, and
changes so frequently that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to understand it
completely. The inability to understand a domain and to precisely capture all of
its goals and requirements risks the creation of a CBS that does not satisfy all
the business needs. This non-satisfaction of needs leads, in turn, to dissatisfied
customers and users, frequent changes, and other maintenance difficulties.
The size, complexity, and instability of modern domains has engendered a
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need for techniques for effectively capturing and understanding business needs
and requirements. Often, the effort required to understand a domain exceeds the
effort required to build the supporting CBS. This situation is described often in
the literature as the what vs. how problem [e.g., 51]. Learning what to build in
a CBS is often more difficult than learning how to build the CBS, i.e., correctly
understanding a domain is more difficult than building a CBS to support it [e.g.,
52].
To help people understand domains, researchers have devised several methods,
which can be divided into two main groups. The first group consists of the meth-
ods inspired by different programming paradigms. The second group consists of
methods that have roots in traditional business analysis.
Programming paradigms have influenced all development stages, even the
early ones, such as requirements analysis and design, through the transfer and
adoption of different underlying ideas and techniques. For example, structured
and OOP resulted in structured [27, 100, 99] and OO [62, 20, 12] analysis and
design. This tradition continues with the emergence of newer paradigms such as
aspect orientation [80, 56] and agent orientation [75, 57, 74, 35, 16].
Other researchers have applied traditional business analysis techniques during
software RE. Goal-driven [24, 72, 94, 10] requirements engineering has proved to
be promising for dealing with domain-level requirements for large CBSs. Goal-
driven RE has focused on ensuring that software actually fulfills business needs
and requirements.
Software requirements analysis techniques that originated from programming
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paradigms do not generally conflict with those that originated from business anal-
ysis; rather, they complement each other. The main difference between the tech-
niques becomes evident in the requirement abstraction levels for which they are
best suited. For example, goal-driven RE techniques are considered well suited to
capture domain-level requirements [63], while OO RE techniques are considered
well suited to capture product-level requirements [63].
Each of these techniques has its strengths and weaknesses. However, the main
difficulties arise during the integration of the domain and product requirements,
for example, in moving from domain-level requirements, such as goals, UCs, and
features, to OOA artifacts, such as objects, relationships, object features, and at-
tributes. The need to integrate all these artifacts leads to the problem that is the
subject of this thesis. It is difficult but essential to establish meaningful and un-
ambiguous relationships among these artifacts.
6.1 Requirement Abstraction Levels
RE is the essential activity in assuring that one builds CBSs that will satisfy stake-
holders’ goals. As the need for a systematic method to requirements elicitation
and specification first became obvious for very large and complex CBSs, most
RE research focused on discovery and development of requirements techniques
and artifacts that are tailored to support the development of these very large CBSs
in the environments with relatively large amounts of resources. Developers of a
small CBS, on the other hand, traditionally used an ad hoc method to RE due to
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the CBS’s small size and the developers’ unsystematic approach to development.
The importance of systematic RE increases dramatically, even for small CBSs,
with the introduction of the product-line approaches, customizable software, etc.
The other important impact on RE techniques is due to the nature of the de-
velopment of large CBSs. Traditionally, the typical CBS is developed in-house,
where developers work with relatively stable domains, are responsible for the de-
velopment of the CBS from scratch, and have relatively stable production teams
and a large amount of resources. This way of development has led to the domi-
nance of the requirements specification that focuses mainly on product-level re-
quirements such as features [63] and subsequently on low-level requirements and
design.
These product-level and low-level requirements are very well studied and
widely applied in industrial settings, but the main difficulty is in ensuring that
they fulfill the essential business goals. Product-level requirements form a set of
features that, combined, are used to achieve the organization’s business goals. The
success of the overall goal depends on every single one of the features and on the
particularities of their interactions. The problem of achieving goals is exacerbated
as a result of their frequent changes, which cause a chain reaction of changes in
product-level and low-level requirements.
Lauesen has observed that product-level and low-level requirements manage-
ment is straightforward and changes to them are relatively easy to deal with in
practice [63]. Developers can usually sense when these requirements are not cor-
rect and do not fit with each other. This ability usually does not work at the higher
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levels of abstractions, and it is the responsibility of the business analyst to deal
with these higher level requirements. In an occasional case, it is not even possi-
ble to estimate how changes in the product-level requirements effect overall goals
until the changes are implemented [63].
Requirements are specified either directly or indirectly for many different pur-
poses and as part of many different engineering activities. One classification that
is sufficient for the purposes of this work is [63]:
1. Business-level requirements specification — Business-level requirements
are most often specified indirectly as part of business reengineering activi-
ties [42, 25, 92, 84]. The most common concepts that appear at this level
are business goals, processes, resources, and rules. For example, for an el-
evator CBS, a business-level requirement is: “The elevator shall transport
passengers and goods from the any floor to any other floor.”
2. Domain-level requirements specification — Domain-level requirements, as
mentioned previously, are most often indirectly specified in the traditional
requirements specifications [24]. Newer, more systematic versions of domain-
level RE have received a lot of attention recently [15, 18, 73]. Most explicit
domain-level requirements are captured and specified for domains, which
are becoming increasingly complex and difficult to adequately support by
CBSs [19, 37, 36, 71]. The most common concepts that appear at this spec-
ification level are user goals, user tasks, domain input, and domain output.
A more recent trend is the incorporation of agent-based analysis as part
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of domain modeling [75, 57, 74, 35]. For an elevator CBS, an example
domain-level requirement is: “The elevator shall be accessible from each
floor.”
3. Product-level requirements specification — Product-level requirement spec-
ifications are the most common type of requirement specifications. There
is an extensive body of knowledge about them, and most previous research
focused on improving the different techniques used to elicit, specify, and
validate this type of requirement. The common artifacts and concepts that
occur as parts of product-level specifications are features, UCs, functional
lists, data input, data output, etc. For an elevator CBS, an example product-
level requirement is: “The elevator shall accept elevator calls only while
stationary.”
4. Design-level requirements specification — Design-level requirements spec-
ification are the requirements that directly constrain the design of a CBS.
Much effort has been invested into its standardization through the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) [62, 33]. UML artifacts and underlying tech-
niques present the most common types of concepts and techniques used to
capture requirements at this level. This level acts as a transition phase be-
tween product-level specification and code-level requirement specifications.
For an elevator CBS, an example design-level requirement is: “A queue data
structure shall be used to store the data for elevator calls”
5. Code-level requirements specification — Code-level requirements are usu-
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ally specified as part of the programming activity and describe details of
low-level algorithm and data structures. This type of specification is that
with which most programmers are familiar, as it is inseparable from coding.
Code-level requirements focus mainly on implementation-related issues and
constraints and are probably the best understood form of requirements spec-
ification. For an elevator CBS, an example code-level requirement is: “Due
to the timing constraints, function calls to retrieve elevator call data shall
be implemented in the C programming language rather than in the Python
programming language.”
This thesis work spans both domain-level requirements specification and product-
level requirements specification. OOA models are primarily concerned with cap-
turing domain-level concepts and their interactions. OOA models then indirectly
drive the discovery and specification of the product-level requirements. OOA
models have a dominant role at these two specification levels, and then they are
replaced by OOD models as a way to capture design-level requirements and de-
sign decisions.
6.2 Domain Models
The main purpose of a DM is to capture the concepts that exist within a CBS’s
domain. The domain can be seen as consisting of:
• abstract business concepts, and
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• computer concepts, including hardware and software.
6.2.1 Business Concepts
A CBS is a part of a larger business system, and serves as a resource to accomplish
business’s goals. To build a useful DM, we need to study different concepts of the
domain. There are four main sets of concepts that describe a domain:
1. Business Resources — All concepts, both physical and abstract, that exist
inside the business’s environment are business resources. They include peo-
ple, information, different CBSs, and business supplies and products. They
participate in the business’s processes. A subset of these resources is a
source of modeling concepts for the CBS being built. The value of tracking
and preserving knowledge about these concepts is that these concepts are
used to perform analysis of the CBS’s architecture, to track changes to the
domain and the CBS from the beginning, and to evaluate how well the CBS
reflects current business needs. For an elevator CBS, an example business
resource is the cable used to pull up the elevator cab.
2. Business Goals — The purpose of performing a business activity is to achieve
a business goal. A goal can be decomposed into subgoals, and eventually,
we reach goals that have to be satisfied directly by the CBS. The study of
business goals allows evaluation of how well the CBS satisfies them and
how to improve the CBS. An important part of goal-based engineering is
the analysis of the changes to the business goals so the CBS will be able to
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continue to support future goals and the removal of obsolete goals. For an
elevator CBS, an example business goal is to move passengers and goods
from any floor to any other floor.
3. Business Processes — A CBS under development may participate within
several business processes in order to help achieve several business goals.
UCs describe subprocesses of larger business processes that are automated
by the CBS. It is important to understand a business process as it relates
its UCs, which in turn relate requirements that the CBS has to satisfy. For
an elevator CBS, an example business process is a passenger’s riding of an
elevator cab.
4. Business Rules — Business rules are a major source of constraints on CBS.
Many a constraint directly influences the CBS’s architecture. Therefore, it
is important to understand these constraints and keep track of them, for ex-
ample, to be able to remove architectural limitations imposed by constraints
that do not hold any more. For an elevator CBS, an example business rule
is the elevator will not change its direction until it services all previously
received calls that lie in the current traveling direction.
6.2.2 CBS Concepts
The main aspects of a CBS that should be modeled are:
• System,





• logical processes, and
• hardware devices.
The System1 concept defines the outermost boundary of the CBS under con-
sideration. The System serves as a container for all other concepts, and defines the
CBS as a resource in the business system.
A subsystem is a part of a System or a subsystem, being an abstraction of
actual physical modules, connectors, and processes. It serves as a container and a
building block.
A module is a basic architectural building block. For example, in the logical
view, it represents a concept that occur in domain, and in the implementation view,
it represents a code unit. Modules are abstractions of basic building blocks of the
domain, depending on the development technology used.
A connector is an abstraction of a communication mechanism or a channel
that exists in a CBS. Its size and complexity vary from a simple procedure call to
a connection on the Internet.
1Note that this “system” is spelled out with initial uppercase letter to distinguish it from the
generic “system” used elsewhere.
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A process is the execution of software. Processes are basic building blocks of
a run-time architectural view.
A logical process is a white-box UC. The difference between a logical process
and a regular, black-box UC is that a logical process includes activities that are
performed within the System rather than just user-visible activities.
A hardware device is a concept that occurs in the run-time architectural view,
and it represents a physical device that is a part of the CBS.
6.3 OOAD Method
This section describes the parts of a typical OOAD method. Full details about
OOAD methods can be found in many OOAD books, [e.g., 62, 41, 28].
6.3.1 Requirements Modeling
Input: Business tasks, UCs, and other business engineering artifacts.
Goal: Break down business-level artifacts in order to capture and define the scope
and responsibilities of a CBS that meets the requirements embodied in the
input.
Activities: The main requirements modeling activities are:
• Identify main business goals, processes, resources, and CBS features.
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• Write UC descriptions with a clear identification of the actors and the
data exchanged between the CBS and the environment, and the context
expressed through pre-conditions, post-conditions and invariants.
• Draw a UC diagram with all the UCs in order to depict the relation-
ships among UCs.
6.3.2 OOA
Input: All Requirements Modeling artifacts.
Goal: Decompose requirements artifacts and build a domain model.
Activities: The main OOA activities are:
• Relate UCs to each other with respect to their main concerns. This pro-
duces the first level of the domain’s decomposition into related func-
tionality domains, that is, the domain subsystems. Show the decom-
position of the UC diagrams using the UML package notation. Repeat
this step for any identified domain subsystem.
• For each domain subsystem, from its task and UC descriptions, extract
its classes, attributes, and the relationships among them. Show the
decomposition using UML-like class notation in what is known as a
DM. This step is present in most OOA methods. The author’s opinion
is that the UC conceptual analysis is not an effective way for devel-
oping the DM. Analysts should have good prior domain knowledge,
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which should be the main source for domain concepts. Of course, in
the absence of knowledge of the domain, even UC conceptual analysis
represents a good starting point.
• Extract common concepts from different domain subsystems and allo-
cate them to common domain subsystems.
• Emphasize relationships among data concepts in the DM. Data con-
cepts represent external data with a high probability of having to be
used and preserved within the CBS. These data concepts and their re-
lationships constitute the traditional relational part of the DM.
• With UCs, develop the domain-level interaction diagram. The main
goal of this step is to define the domain’s external interface.
• With UCs, DMs, and the domain-level interaction diagram, for each
domain subsystem, develop the domain subsystem interaction diagrams.
The main goal of this step is to define the domain subsystems’ inter-
faces. Use higher-level domain subsystem interaction diagrams to de-
velop the lower-level domain subsystem interaction diagrams. This
activity is recursive.
• With UCs, DMs, and the domain subsystem interaction diagrams, de-
velop the low-level object interaction diagrams. The main goal of this
step is to capture:
– how objects collaborate to accomplish the functionality described
in UCs,
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– definitions of object interfaces,
– object associations and interactions, and
– the timing of the objects’ interactions.
• With all interaction diagrams, build a unified collaboration diagram
(UCD) without message numbering, multiple objects of the same type,
or object names. Indicate:
– Controller and coordinator objects — the main sources for the
definitions of active objects in the design phase.
– Entity and service objects — the main sources for the definitions
of passive objects in the design phase.
– External objects — the main sources for the definitions of inter-
faces in the design phase. These objects include devices and busi-
ness resources.
• With the UCD, record each message as a method in the DM.
• For each controller and coordinator object in the UCD, develop a state
diagram. The messages from the UCD are the main sources of events;
the mapping is not necessarily one to one.
• Develop state diagrams for any additional objects that have non-trivial
state transitions. The messages from the UCD are the main sources of
events; the mapping is not necessarily one to one due to the possible
presence of internal events.
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Additional Notes: It is usually recommended to capture invariants, pre-conditions,
and post-conditions for each entity in the OOA artifacts. Each entity or ar-
tifact has to be taken into account and to be related its constraints, business
goals, business rules, non-functional requirements, and other artifacts cap-
tured during the requirements modeling phase.
6.3.3 OOD
Input: All requirements and domain model artifacts, with special emphasis on
the DM, the UCD, and the state diagrams.
Goal: Map the domain model into an OOD model taking into account internal
CBS requirements and development resources.
Activities: The main OOD activities are:
• Using the domain subsystem information from the DM and internal
architectural requirements, design the initial high-level non-run-time
architecture of the CBS. Define the interfaces of the CBS and its sub-
system.
• Using the DM and the UCD, in addition to internal CBS requirements,
map domain concepts into software classes. This mapping should be
performed taking into account reusability, maintainability and other
design goals. Take into account the internal CBS requirements such as
persistence, security, performance, and so on. Augment and refine the
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class interfaces.
• Define the run-time architecture of the CBS. Define run-time compo-
nents, processes, and processing node allocations.
• Define the run-time communication channels, interfaces, and proto-
cols.
• For each run-time entity, i.e., component, process, or communication
channel:
– make its decomposition explicit, i.e., define out of which objects
it is constructed, and
– make a clear distinction between active objects, i.e., controllers
and coordinators, and passive objects, i.e., data concepts, compu-
tation and logic providers.
• Refine all class interfaces.
• For each class, design its internals, i.e., its algorithms, additional classes,
data types, internal attributes, and so on.
There are many different OOAD methods, but common to all of them is an
early decomposition of the domain into concepts. These concepts drive speci-
fication and have an impact on all the produced OOAD artifacts and, in some
cases, propagate all the way to the code. This propagation of the concepts and
the concepts’ influence on the other produced artifacts might be both positive and
negative. However, this issue is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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6.4 Requirements Specification Techniques
Prior to discussing different specification techniques, it is important to emphasize
different CBS aspects from a RE perspective. The four main aspects of each
CBS from the RE perspective are processes, data, architecture, and interfaces.
Each of most requirements specification techniques focuses on modeling one of
these four main aspects. Nevertheless, in many an article in the requirements
literature, this division is represented slightly differently. Typically, a discussion
of a requirements specification techniques, requires discussing four orthogonal
aspects of the domain and CBS that have to be modeled:
• functional decomposition — functions that are performed at the different
abstraction levels,
• behavior — functions and control linked through temporal relationships,
• communication — spatial relationships among the different elements, and
• conceptual analysis — relationships among elements at the different ab-
straction levels.
The orthogonality is visible through the linkage of:
• processes and interfaces with the functional decomposition and behavior,
and
• data and architecture with the conceptual analysis and communication.
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A typical further division is of the CBS-level and internal aspects. System-
level aspects consider the CBS as a black box, and thus we have CBS functions,
CBS behavior, CBS communication with the CBS’s environment, and CBS con-
ceptual analysis with respect to CBS’s environment. Internal aspects capture
requirements-related properties of the internal components of the CBS. This level
usually shows component functions, component behavior, component communi-
cation, and an internal conceptual analysis. This division of the CBS-level and
of the internal aspects, although common, is not particularly relevant to this dis-
cussion as the same techniques are typically used to specify both CBS-level and
internal aspects of the CBS.
Overall, we have four different sets of techniques to capture different CBS
aspects:
• functional specification techniques — This category of techniques includes
many different specification techniques [63], most of which yield declar-
ative and imperative specifications, with probably the most popular ones
being those involving UCs [22].
• behavioral specification techniques — This category of techniques includes
process graphs, Jackson’s Structured Development Process Structure Dia-
grams, extended finite state diagrams, Mealy Machines, Moore Machines,
SDL state diagrams, and statecharts [98], with probably the most popular
being statecharts [43]. Statecharts have been especially attractive because,
from the beginning, they had a formal definition [43, 44]. Nevertheless,
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by as early as 1994, there were over 20 different formal definitions of stat-
echarts [96]. Statecharts have been successfully used for both structured
requirements specification [45] and OO requirements specification [46, 62].
• communicational specification techniques — This category of techniques
includes dataflow diagrams (DFD), context diagrams, SADT activity dia-
grams, StateMate activity charts, object communication diagrams, JSD sys-
tem network diagrams, UC diagrams, SDL block diagrams, sequence dia-
grams, and collaboration diagrams [98]. Since the standardization of UML,
sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams are probably the most wi-
despread communication specification techniques.
• conceptual analysis techniques — This category of techniques includes
entity-relationship diagrams and class diagrams [98]. Each is in widespread
use, the former in database and information systems development, and latter
in most OO methods.
It is important to note that each of most of these techniques does not belong
only to one category. For example, although the main purpose of the UCs is to
capture functional decomposition, UCs capture also certain behavioral, communi-
cational, and conceptual analysis aspects.
In the SRSs of the case studies described in this thesis work, there was an
extensive use of UCs, UC diagrams, sequence diagrams, statecharts, and class
diagrams. Together they covered all four main aspects of a CBS’s domain model
that had to be captured for a complete requirements specification. Moreover, they
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are all recommended by most of the current OOAD methods.
6.5 Goal-Driven Requirements Engineering
As mentioned in this chapter’s introduction, several researchers began studying
goal-driven RE [24, 72, 94, 10] as a promising technique for dealing with domain-
level requirements for large CBSs. Goal-driven RE focuses on ensuring that
software actually fulfills business needs and requirements. This focus has been
achieved by shifting from considering what a CBS should do to considering why
the CBS should provide particular functionality. In other words, requirements
rationale is the main focus.
Although each of most of the original goal-driven RE techniques concerns
domain-level requirements, for example, through analysis of personal and CBS
goals, the main idea of goal-driven RE techniques has been used to enhance cer-
tain traditional requirements techniques such as UCs [22]. Nevertheless, although
goal-driven RE techniques are extensively studied, goal-driven RE remains an im-
mature area. This immaturity is apparent from the many different definitions of
the word “goal” [24, 7, 72]. From the author’s perspective, goals capture the in-
tention, i.e., objective, and the target state for the entity under analysis and at the
entity’s own abstraction level. For example, in the case of an elevator CBS, a goal
for the elevator CBS is to deliver passengers to the requested floor. This goal cap-
tures the intention of delivering passengers and also the target state of arriving at
the requested floor. This particular goal captures the rationale for the elevator’s
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responsibility for carrying passengers from a floor to another.
An interesting point to note is that depending on the abstraction level from
which one is observing a CBS and the goal decomposition, a goal may or may
not become a functional requirement. For example, for an elevator CBS, the next
level of the goal decomposition might include goals such as move elevator cab,
stop elevator cab, pick up a passenger, and so on. Now, if we start working at this
abstraction level, the higher-level goal of delivering passengers to the requested
floor becomes a functional requirement for the lower-level goals such as moving
elevator cab. An advantage of this goal hierarchy is that it provides traceability
when moving from one abstraction level to another and from one goal decompo-
sition level to another.
For the purposes of OOA work, it is important to carry the goal idea to the
product-level requirements specification. In particular, matching of a concept’s
goals and the concept’s method goals is important for building meaningful CBSs.
It is important to avoid a mismatch in concept’s goals and its methods. A mis-
match contributes to the OOA model’s inconsistencies.
Contrary to other goal-driven RE methods, in OOA work, one takes advan-
tage of analyzing goals only indirectly. For example, one does not typically at-
tempt to build different goal-based artifacts such as goal decomposition trees or
goal-conflict tables. Instead, we use goals only for low-level verification of the
purposes of concepts; most often just intuitively. We also do not typically attempt
to take advantage of other related goal-concepts such as soft goals, obstacles, and
quality attributes in OOA, all of which might significantly improve OOA.
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6.6 Unified UC Statecharts
This section compares the work of this thesis to that of the three papers whose
work appears to be closest, namely papers by Glinz, Whittle et al., and Harel et al.
[39, 97, 47]. Each of these papers describes one formal treatment of unification of
UCs into a statechart similar in semantics to our unified UC statechart2. Several
others, including Somé et al. [88], van Lamsweerde et al. [95], and Khriss et
al. [55] have describe algorithms and methods for synthesizing various domain
models, including one in statechart notation, from UCs.
Glinz presents a method, intended to be automated, of constructing a statechart
expression of the domain model of a CBS from a set of statecharts, one for each
UC of the CBS. During the construction, whenever an inconsistency shows up,
e.g., two transitions from one state going to two different states under the same
event, the original UC statecharts must be modified. Glinz’s plan was to automate
the construction so that analysis, including checking for inconsistencies, can be
automated as well.
Harel et al. describe an algorithmic method to synthesize a statechart expres-
sion of a domain model of a CBS from a set of live sequence charts (LSCs), one
for each UC of the CBS. LSCs are formally defined enhancements of sequence di-
agrams (SDs) with precise semantics, the ability to define existential or universal
UCs, and specified preconditions. Their algorithm has been implemented as part
of a tool that animates LSCs. When the algorithm fails, due to inconsistencies
2Each of the works described in this chapter uses the term “scenario” for what we call “UC”.
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among input LSCs, the user is expected to correct the problems in the LSCs.
Whittle et al. describe an algorithmic method to generate a statechart expres-
sion of a domain model of a CBS from a set of SDs, one for each UC of the CBS.
Whittle et al. have implemented the algorithmic method in a tool. The tool re-
quires user assistance, particularly when the tool detects an inconsistency among
the input SDs. The user’s response is to change one or more SDs; to change parts
of the statechart expression of the domain model that are outside the SDs, e.g.,
data and preconditions; or both.
There are many analogies between the steps, restrictions, and problems in the
methods and algorithms of Glinz, Whittle et al., and Harel et al. and those of
UCUM, not atypical of analogies between other pairs of automated and manual
processes. Moreover, the benefits that they observe of their methods and algo-
rithms are consistent with the benefits that were observed of UCUM. Thus, it can
be said that this thesis work and their work constitute independent confirmations
of each other.
CS N3TS, CS N12ES, and CS N46VS have demonstrated the usefulness and
practicality of UCUM, a method similar to the UC unification methods described
by Glinz, Whittle et al. and Harel et al.. Moreover, UCUM has been used on CBSs
of relatively large size and has been carried out by a large number of students
lacking expertise in statecharts and domain modeling. CS N3TS, CS N12ES,
and CS N46VS have shown UCUM to provide specific practical benefits to the
analysts who apply it and have exposed the drawbacks of the method. A case
study of an actual method use can measure the cost of applying the method. In
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particular, CS N3TS, CS N12ES, and CS N46VS have shown that adding to RE
the UCUM way of unifying UCs of a CBS into a unified UC statechart for the
CBS increases the cost of requirements elicitation and the subsequent analysis
by about 25%. Because the analysts in CS N3TS, CS N12ES, and CS N46VS
were students with no expertise in either statecharts or domain modeling, this cost
increase is probably a worst-case upper bound.
It is true that performing a unification completely manually forces continual
reexamination of the UCs. However, having a tool with picky restrictions on the
expression of the input UCs forces more precision in the descriptions of UCs.
Perhaps, it is the case that the students of the case studies, having heavily sweated
manual unification would greatly appreciate both either of the Whittle et al. or the
Harel et al. tool and the discipline required to prepare the input to the tool.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
The usefulness of unified UC statecharts and the effectiveness of UCUM were
validated through evaluation of 58 SRSs specified by 189 upper-year software
engineering, electrical and computer engineering, and computer science under-
graduate and graduate students, each with none to several years of software devel-
opment experience. The average number of concepts in the SRSs of CS N34VS
was 5.5% higher than the average number of concepts in the SRSs of CS O31VS.
The average number of common concepts in the SRSs of CS N34VS was 14.4%
higher than the average number of common concepts in the SRSs of CS O31VS.
The concept concentration in the SRSs of CS N34VS was higher than in the SRSs
of CS O31VS for all and the common concepts. Therefore, the semantic similar-
ity in the captured concepts from one SRS to another was higher in the SRSs of
CS N34VS than in the SRSs of CS O31VS. So, the author made a conservative
estimate that the semantic similarity of concepts is approximately 10% higher
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in the SRSs of CS N34VS than in the SRSs of CS O31VS, based on
• an average increase of 5.5% in the number of concepts per SRS of CS
N34VS over the number of concepts per SRS of CS O31VS
• an average increase of 14.4% in the number of common concepts per SRS
of CS N34VS over the number of common concepts per SRS of CS O31VS
• an increase in the capture of common concepts per SRS from 75% in the
SRSs of CS O31VS to 84% in the SRSs of CS N34VS;
• a narrower data spread for both sets of data; and
• an overall qualitative analysis.
The semantic similarity of the SRSs of CS N34VS was higher than the seman-
tic similarity of the SRSs in CS O31VS. However, the cost of producing the SRSs
in the CS N34VS was measurably higher than the cost of producing the SRSs in
CS O31VS. The cost of producing an SRS was approximately 25% higher for the
SRSs of CS N34VS than for the SRSs of CS O31VS.
This evaluation led us to a conclusion that:
SDP can be reduced by approximately 10% by performing a de-
tailed behavioral analysis before conceptual analysis.
This reduction was at the cost of approximately 25% increase in the analysis
workload. The two numbers, 10% and 25%, are not comparable and should not
be used to estimate increased semantic similarity and UCUM’s impact on the
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overall development process and the CBS being built without taking additional
model and process measurements into account. There is no easy way to estimate
the benefits caused by the 10% improvement in the semantic similarity to the
downstream development speed, reliability, robustness, and other qualities of the
CBS being developed. Also, there is no easy way to estimate benefits UCUM
brings in downstream development in terms of improved reliability, robustness
and other qualities for the specified CBS.
Overall, these case studies exposed the following impact of the use of UCUM
and extensive functional and behavioral modeling before proceeding with concep-
tual analysis:
1. better functional analysis and discovery of more requirements,
2. an increase in the semantic similarity patterns,
3. several qualitative changes:
• larger number of functional concepts, i.e., processors,
• clearer definition of interface concepts, and
• lack of inheritance, and
4. still insufficient number of data concepts.
The detailed functional and behavioral modeling using unified UC statecharts
is very similar to traditional structured analysis [e.g., 27, 100, 99, 98]. So, com-
bining structured analysis and OOA helped improve the semantic similarity and
the quality of DMs in a way summarized in [81]:
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A weakness of OO is that OO methods only build functional models
within the objects. There is no place in the methodology to build
a complete functional model. While this is not a problem for some
applications (e.g., building a software toolset), for large systems, it
can lead to missed requirements. Use cases address this problem, but
since all use cases cannot be developed, it is still possible to miss
requirements until late in the development cycle.
In addition, it is probably this integration of the detailed functional and be-
havioral analysis with OOA that has resulted in the deeper, more detailed, and
“closer to design and architecture” DMs, as observed by independent reviewers
[e.g., 69] and some graduate students familiar with other OOA methods who did
SRSs of CS N12ES [1]. The same reviewers observed that the method itself is
more systematic than many scenario-based OOA methods. The DMs produced
using UCUM were felt to provide a more solid base for transitioning to design
phases than those produced by the OOA methods that had been used previously.
7.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are:
• Analysis and interpretation of data that helps us further our understanding
and knowledge about OOA methods and the results they produce.
• Evaluation of the impact that traditional functional analysis brings to the
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OOA and the relationship between them.
• Specification of an OOA method based on unified UC statecharts.
• Analysis of the semantic similarity of independently specified DMs as the
means for evaluating predictability of the results of OOA methods used to
produce these DMs.
• Offering and using the idea of the semantic similarity measure as the means
for evaluating predictability of the results of OOA methods.
7.2 Limitations
The main limitations of this research are:
• Not everyone agrees that independently specified conceptual models of the
same domain system should be semantically similar.
• The evaluation has taken into account only conceptual models as recorded
in the SRSs. No analyst was asked for an explanation of what his or her
models mean.
• Semantic similarity of conceptual models was evaluated only through a
comparison of concepts. Future work should take into account other parts
of the conceptual models, such as relationships and stereotypes.
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• Only small to medium sized reactive, real-time, and information domain
system conceptual models were evaluated. No conceptual models of very
large transformational domain system were evaluated.
7.3 Future Work
The limitations of the case studies presented in this thesis and of the conclusions
suggest future work:
• Independent replication of the case studies.
• Controlled experiments.
• Use of different measures of model quality.
• Studies of OOA performed on larger domain systems.
• Studies of other variations of the methods, such as usage of activity dia-
grams, different use case formats, different notations for conceptual models,
goal-based and aspect-oriented extensions to OOA methods, etc.
• Examination of the design and implementation artifacts produced by the
same students in response to the SRSs that were examined in the case stud-
ies of this thesis.
Appendix A
Elevator System Case Study: CS
O3ES
This appendix presents the main results of the case study CS O3ES, which was
reported in a paper published by this author and his advisors [90]. Except for some
minor changes, the text of this appendix is unchanged from the paper. This case
study was conducted in order to ascertain if the problems observed in students’
projects also exist in much smaller domain specifications.
A.1 Case Study Hypothesis
The current trend of software development is towards iterative and use-case driven
[82, 62] processes. In such processes, most domain objects are discovered itera-
tively, and the main source for their discovery are UCs and the domain knowledge
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acquired during development of the UCs. The students’ projects were conducted
in this manner. Depending on the abstraction level of the UCs, the degree to which
sub UCs are separated out, and on how many scenarios are abstracted into a UC,
a typical SRS had anywhere between 10 and 30 UCs.
The difficulty of discovering domain concepts does not appear to be greatly
affected by the overall size of the domain, because the conceptual decomposition
was done at the level of the UCs. Since the conceptual decomposition was use-
case driven, i.e., concepts were discovered as they came up during the generation
of UCs, we have come to believe that the CID of OOA is mostly independent of
the size of the domain under consideration. In order validate the correctness of
this assumption, we have decided to perform a comparative case study of three
specifications of a much smaller domain: an elevator domain. The discussion
about these specifications serves also to illustrate concretely the difficulties of
object-oriented concept decomposition.
The hypothesis explored in this case study is that
the CID is present in both small and large domains,
i.e., the difficulties that we have observed in students’ work are due not to the size
of the domain they were specifying but rather to something else, perhaps directly
related to the object-oriented analysis paradigm.
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A.2 Research Method
In order to test our hypothesis, we decided to perform a comparative study of sev-
eral independently produced specifications of elevator domains. We chose three
different specifications found using Internet search engines.
Each of the specifications specifies the basic functionality of the elevator as
seen from a user’s perspective. This view of the elevator domain means that there
are two basic high-level UCs considered:
1. UC1: request an elevator cab to move to a particular floor, from outside the
elevator cab, and
2. UC2: request an elevator cab to move to a particular floor, from inside the
elevator cab.
The number of UCs in an elevator domain is approximately one tenth of that of
the telephone domain with which the students were dealing. At the same time, the
elevator domain is of non-trivial size, as it comprises about 40 domain concepts.
A.2.1 Choice of the Case Study
To choose the case-study subject SRSs, we were guided by several requirements
and constraints:
1. The hypothesis that the CID is independent of the size of a domain required
us to look for a domain which is considerably smaller than that of the tele-
phone domain used in the students’ projects. The elevator domain satisfies
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this criterion. It is also advantageous that many specifications of it, in a
variety of sizes and degrees of completeness, are readily available on the
Internet. The elevator domain has been used as an exemplar for years to
demonstrate specification languages and techniques.
2. The chosen specifications were published on the Internet with no restric-
tions on their use for research purposes.
3. Each specification was authored by people with formal computer science
education.
4. If we choose elevator domain specifications that were composed as peda-
gogical examples to show the strengths of object-oriented analysis and de-
sign, we expect fewer instances of the CID in the chosen specifications.
5. The elevator domain is familiar enough to most readers, allowing the dis-
cussion here to focus on modeling difficulties rather than on the details of
the domain.
6. The focus of each specification we found is different; some are general do-
main modeling exercises, some are specifications of elevator management
systems, and some are for simulation purposes. We decided to use three
with different foci for a more robust test of the hypothesis. However, we ex-
pected that, nevertheless, their complete analysis models would be similar.
7. An elevator domain should be easier to analyze than most business do-
mains, as the services, i.e., functionality, that an elevator offers are quite
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simple, and the domain itself consists mostly of tangible, physical objects.
In contrast, the typical business domain provides many complex interrelated
services, and consists of many abstract, conceptual entities.
A.3 Analysis
This section first introduces all three SRSs and then presents the results of our
analysis.
The viewpoint we took in this analysis is that of an ignoramus [8]; we inten-
tionally did not attempt to learn the domain or specify an elevator domain our-
selves before attempting this analysis. Also, we assumed each specification to be
correct until it was proved otherwise. Finally, we assumed that object-oriented
analysis is ideal for elevator domains, and we did not attempt any other kind of
analysis. This viewpoint and these assumptions were required in order to preserve
our objectivity in the case study.
A.3.1 First SRS
The first SRS [29] has the smallest specification of the three. Its main purpose
is to teach the basics of UML. Its author focused on analyzing the basic elevator
functionality from a passenger’s perspective.
The published analysis consists of
1. a problem description,
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2. a use-case diagram,
3. a description of each UC’s basic scenario,
4. a collection of sequence and collaboration diagrams, one of each for each
UC’s basic scenario, and
5. a conceptual diagram.
The author does not provide full use-case descriptions. Since a problem descrip-
tion was provided, and it was used as the main source for the concept decomposi-
tion, the lack of full use-case descriptions is not a concern.
The author does not make any attempt to distinguish among the types of con-
cepts in the conceptual diagram, and he does not clearly demarcate the domain’s
boundary. We suspect that not distinguishing among the types of concepts and not
defining the boundary impeded his efforts to discover domain concepts. Never-
theless, we believe that this impediment had less of an impact in this SRS than in
the course projects due to the smaller size of the case-study domain.
A.3.2 Second SRS
The second SRS [30] specifies an elevator control system for a three-story build-
ing. The size of this SRS is similar to that of the first SRS.
The published analysis consists of
1. a problem description,
2. a use-case diagram,
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3. a conceptual diagram, and
4. a collection of state machine diagrams, one for each object in the conceptual
diagram.
As in the first SRS, the author provides no complete UC description. The specifi-
cation is based on concept extraction from the problem description.
A helpful feature in this domain specification is the names of discovered do-
main concepts are bold faced in the problem description. What is bold faced is
a good indication that the author used a noun-extraction technique to identify the
domain concepts.
As in the first SRS, the author does not make any attempt to distinguish among
different types of concepts in the conceptual diagram, and he does not clearly
demarcate the domain boundary.
A.3.3 Third SRS
The third SRS [31] specifies a system for control of multiple elevators in a high-
rise building. The system is supposed to be able to support from one to eight
elevators, the exact number being a parameter of the specification. Each building
has its own number of floors. Each elevator serves a possibly different set of
non-adjacent floors; the set of floors served by an elevator is called a part of the
building. Each part of the building will have no more than four elevators installed
to serve it.
The published analysis consists of
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1. a problem description,
2. a use-case diagram,
3. use-case descriptions, one for each UC, and
4. a specification in the form of a collection of state machine diagrams, one for
each object mentioned in the problem description and the UC descriptions.
Unlike in the first two SRSs, this SRS has fully developed use-case descrip-
tions in addition to a problem description that is about the same size as the problem
descriptions of the first two SRSs. This SRS’s problem description is focused on
the domain’s structure rather than on the domain’s functionality and constraints.
The main component of interest for us, the conceptual diagram, is not pro-
vided. Instead, the specification is divided into different sections, one for each
concept; and for each concept, an extensive set of state diagrams is given.
A.3.4 Comparison
We performed an analysis of each of these SRSs to find all concepts present in any
SRS. Table 1 shows the union of all concepts found in the SRSs; the unification
was performed on the bases of (1) the names assigned to the concepts, i.e., the
same name appearing in two SRSs is assumed to name the same concept in both
SRSs, and (2) the meanings of concepts, i.e., two concepts in different SRSs that
mean the same thing are considered to be the same concept. Each concept has a
row in the table. For each concept and each SRS, the intersection of the concept’s
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row and the SRS’s column has an entry indicating the origin of the concept within
the SRS:
• “D” indicates that the concept was discovered by the study’s author.
• “I” indicates that the concept was not discovered or was ignored by the
study’s author, although noun extraction shows that the concept is clearly in
the domain, and
• an empty slot indicates that it was not possible to discover the concept from
any domain artifact mentioned in the SRS.
A concept labeled “D” is called a “D concept”, and a concept labeled “I” is called
an “I concept”.
The table contains also a type column indicating the types for its intersecting
concepts. Concept types help in classifying and understanding concepts. The
concept types used in the study are:
• Physical Structural Element (PSE): A PSE is an entity that has a respon-
sibility to act as a physical boundary, container, or structural element in a
physical system.
• Conceptual Structural Element (CSE): A CSE is an abstract entity that has a
responsibility to act as a concept boundary, container, or structural element
primarily in an abstract domain, e.g., a department in a company is a CSE.
• Physical Processor (PP): A PP is a physical device that performs computa-
tions within the domain.
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• Conceptual Processor (CP): A CP is an abstract entity that performs com-
putations within the domain.
• Actor (A): An A is an external entity that directly communicates with the
domain.
• Intangible Concept (IC): An IC1 is an abstract entity that exists within the
domain.
The concept rows are sorted by the concepts’ types.
Physical structural elements and actors play important roles in the definition
of the domain boundary and interface. In our experience, these two types of con-
cepts are the easiest ones to discover in the domain. Physical processors are im-
portant for the domain’s interface definition. They are relatively easy to discover,
but often difficult to decompose into components. Conceptual structural elements,
conceptual processors, and intangible concepts are important for the internal de-
sign of the CBS. These concepts are the most difficult to discover primarily due
to their abstract nature and their only implicit existence within the domain.
Finally, the table contains a purpose column indicating the purposes that con-
cepts take on in the specifications in which they were indicated.
A total of 44 concepts were discovered in the three specifications. Table A.2
shows the numbers of D and I concepts in the three SRS columns of Table 1. It
shows also for each number of D or I concepts, its percentage out of all concepts
1We use the “Intangible Concept” instead of just “Concept” as the name of the type of an
abstract entity to avoid confusion with general term “concept” used to describe arbitrary concepts
that appear in the model.
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Concept SRS1 Status SRS2 Status SRS3 Status Type Purpose
elevator system I D I CSE to define the conceptual boundaries of the system
to control and move the elevator cab
passenger I I I A to use the elevator
elevator cab D D D PSE transport passengers
building I PSE physical system boundary
floor I D I PSE to provide building’s structure
to define elevator travel destinations
top floor I I PSE special floor - different user interface
to provide direction reference
bottom floor I I PSE special floor - different user interface
to provide direction reference
button panel I PSE container for buttons
elevator shaft I PSE pathway for the elevator cab
provide elevator access to the floors
button D I PP to unify all buttons
elevator button D D PP unify buttons inside the elevator cab
floor request button D D PP user interface for requesting floors
door button D PP user interface for door opening
open door button D I PP request to open the doors when the elevator is not moving
close door button D I PP request to close the doors when the doors are open
floor button D D D PP user interface for requesting elevator
stop button I PP request immediate elevator stop at the next floor
door D D D PP close the elevator cab
inner door D PP close the elevator cab
outer door D I PP close the floor access to the elevator shaft
door opening device I PP open the doors
floor number display I PP user interface for indicating travel progress
floor sensor D PP detect elevator position with respect to the floors
elevator engine D PP move the elevator cab
elevator controller D CP to delegate interface requests within the system
to delegate internal responsibilities within the system
door timer D I CP constrain door opening time periods
current floor I IC to define current location of the elevator
designated floor I IC final travel destination
request I I IC unify all the request types
requested direction D IC track user’s traveling preference
used for the elevator stopping scheduling purposes
elevator request D IC track user’s request for elevator services
used for the elevator stopping scheduling purposes
elevator-up request D IC same as for elevator request
elevator-down request D IC same as for elevator request
pending queue D IC keep track of unprocessed elevator request button
and floor request button requests
summon D IC to capture elevator request
stop request I IC capture users request for stopping at a particular floor
time period I I IC constraint time allowed for various operations
stop I IC unify different elevator stopping situations
immediate stop I IC unplanned stop initiated by the passenger
planned stop I IC stop at final travel destination
stop notification I IC user interface for indicating elevator stops
button refusal notification I IC user interface for invalid request notification
direction I IC capture current traveling direction of the elevator
light I IC user interface to indicate button status
Table A.1: All Discovered Concepts
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Case Study Discovered % Discovered Ignored % Ignored
SRS1 6 13.64 4 9.09
SRS2 19 43.18 7 15.09
SRS3 6 13.64 25 56.82
Table A.2: Numbers of Concepts
found in any SRS.
In the first SRS, the ratio of discovered to ignored concepts is 3:2, in the sec-
ond, the ratio is 2.7:1, and in the third, the ratio is 1:4.2. Clearly the ratios vary
widely over the SRSs with no particular pattern. This observation is consistent
with our experiences with the course projects, for which we could never predict
how many concepts a particular team would manage to capture.
The concept type with the lowest D-to-I ratio is IC; probably because people
generally have difficulty identifying intangible, abstract concepts. The type with
the second lowest D-to-I ratio is PSE. We surmise that the authors perceived phys-
ical structural entities as being less important than other concepts of other types,
because physical structural entities are perceived as being outside the scope of
the domain. Nevertheless, these concepts should be captured because they often
constrain the behavior of the internal domain.
A.4 Evaluation
This section’s subsections contain evaluations of one SRS relative to three specific
manifestations of the CID:
1. Misplaced Responsibilities: determining which “D” concepts were assigned
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the responsibilities that really belong to the missing “I” concepts,
2. Omitted Responsibilities: determining which responsibilities mentioned in
a problem description were entirely missed in the corresponding models,
and
3. Omitted Passive Concepts: determining which concepts, either “D” or “I”,
are consumed or produced through interactions of other concepts.
Due to space limitations, mostly only the evaluation of the second SRS is pre-
sented. Because of the focus on one SRS, unless otherwise explicitly stated each
“author” means the second SRS’s author, and each published analysis artifact,
e.g., the conceptual diagram, is that of the second SRS.
A.4.1 Misplaced Responsibilities
From our course project experience and the observations of these SRSs, it appears
that emphasizing structure over function in decomposing a domain leads to diffi-
culties assigning responsibilities to concepts. Moreover, when responsibilities are
not clearly observable in a domain description, many activities remain unidenti-
fied.
Table A.3 shows, for each D concept that appears in the conceptual diagram,
the activities assigned by the author to that concept. The table shows also the
purposes of these concepts as derived by us from all three SRSs. Five of the eight
D concepts in the conceptual diagram do not even have clear definitions of the
activities for which they are responsible.
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Concept Activity Purpose
elevator (cab) none transport passengers
elevator engine none move the elevator cab
floor button request the elevator user interface for
to come to the floor requesting elevator
elevator button none unify buttons inside the elevator cab
open door button request to open the doors user interface for
when the elevator is not moving opening door
close door button request to close user interface for
the doors immediately closing door
door none close elevator cab and shaft access
for the safety purposes
door timer none constrain door opening time periods
Table A.3: Second Case Study: Discovered Concept-Activity-Purpose Relation-
ships
The main symptom of misplaced responsibilities is the existence of many I
concepts in a conceptual diagram. When concepts are missing, an activity that
is needed to fulfill the domain’s functionality gets assigned to one of the D con-
cepts, often to a not fully appropriate concept; the overloaded concept gets this
additional activity in addition to the activities for which it should be responsible.
This misallocation of responsibilities means that each D concept has to fulfill a
number of responsibilities that really should be fulfilled by other concepts, often
not present in the conceptual diagram.
Even for the three D concepts that have their activities clearly indicated, (1)
floor button, (2) open door button, and (3) close door button, we can observe mis-
placed responsibilities. For each concept, the purpose field indicates responsibility
for only a subset of the activities that have been assigned to the concept. Accord-
ing to the author, each of these concepts is responsible for requesting the elevator
to perform a particular activity. However, the purpose of each of these concepts is
to serve as a user interface for the corresponding request. Capturing a user request
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is only a partial responsibility of the overall activity of requesting an elevator to
perform an activity.
The reader may wonder why these three concepts cannot themselves com-
pletely fulfill the responsibility of requesting the elevator to do a particular activ-
ity. It is sufficient to identify the I concept that should collaborate with these three
concepts to fulfill the responsibility. That one I concept would be request. This
concept’s purpose is to capture any request and all of its parameters and to carry
out the actual request by distributing parameters to the concepts that participate in
doing the request. This mode of thinking is important, because just discovering
the request concept leads to the discovering a request’s parameters. This analysis
propagation is necessary to achieve a complete model.
A.4.2 Omitted Responsibilities
We assume that the author was able to identify responsibilities that were men-
tioned in the problem description but were omitted from the conceptual diagram;
after all, the author wrote the problem description! Therefore, this subsection fo-
cuses on only I concepts that were neither indicated in the domain description (by
the author’s having used bold face in the problem description) nor included in the
conceptual diagram.
The first I concept to consider is time period. The concept time period is used
in the activity of constraining the amount of the time the elevator door is open.
The concept that directly depends on and uses time period is door timer. Since
time period is not explicitly captured as a concept, and since the door timer concept
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does not capture the notion of having to keep track of the amount of time for which
the door can stay open, the responsibility of keeping track of time is omitted.
The second omitted responsibility is that of opening doors. This responsibil-
ity should be be assigned to door opening device. It is possible that the author
assumed that this activity is part of a door’s functionality. However, because this
activity is captured neither in the domain description nor in the diagrams, we
assume that it was missed entirely or purposely omitted. In addition, that this re-
sponsibility must exist is clear from the existence of the open door buttons and
the close door buttons. Obviously, the author had discovered two out of three
concepts that participate in the activity of managing door movement but omitted
the concept that would have been responsible for the actual action of moving the
doors.
The light concept’s responsibility to indicate a button’s status is missing. This
responsibility might have been identified but purposely omitted if the author as-
sumed that responsibility is handled by the button’s hardware and thus does not
need to be in the software. However, even when hardware does discharge a re-
sponsibility, the responsibility needs to be specified so that the responsibility is
not lost if hardware that behaves differently is ever used in the future.
The author used elevator request button in the conceptual diagram to unify the
buttons and button requests. However, we believe that request should have been
a concept in its own right in order to unify all elevator requests. Thus, request is
considered to be a partially omitted responsibility.
Another group of obvious, but omitted, responsibilities is those of the pas-
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senger, as the user of the elevator. Since some argue that actors should not be
included in conceptual diagrams, it is possible that the author made an explicit
decision to omit the passenger’s responsibilities.
Finally, the unique responsibilities of the top floor and the bottom floor are to
deal with the different user interfaces that these floors require. Also, the responsi-
bility of these two floors to provide a direction reference for the elevator cab has
been omitted.
A.4.3 Omitted Passive Concepts
The specification has a rich set of passive concepts. The passive concepts that the
author has identified in the domain descriptions are requested direction, elevator
request, elevator-up request, and elevator-down request. Although these passive
concepts were clearly indicated in the domain descriptions, the author did not
include any of them in the conceptual diagram, probably because of their passive
nature. None of them is performing active work. Instead they are produced or
consumed by other concepts in achieving the other concept’s responsibilities. This
omission is consistent with what we have seen in students’ projects.
Note that the request concept is an abstract concept rather than a passive one,
since its purpose is to unify many concrete passive concepts. When considering
the students’ projects, we observed that abstract concepts need to be discovered
because their discovery often facilitates the discovery of other passive concepts.
This facilitation could be regarded as one purpose of identifying inheritance dur-
ing analysis. In the SRS, however, the author did manage to discover several
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related concrete passive concepts without discovering this abstract concept.
The third SRS is quite similar to the second with respect to the discovery
of passive concepts. The third SRS’s author discovered and included only one
passive concept: summon. We discovered several additional ones: notification,
direction, stop, time period, request, stop request, and stop notification. Overall,
in all three SRSs, passive concepts were largely omitted, whether from ignorance
or inability to discover them.
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CS N3TS — Remaining Diagrams






































Starting with Transition Diagram 2, with all activities decomposed to the appropriate abstraction levels, we shell specify 
state diagram for each concept. On this diagram, for each concept, we have a summary of activities it is responsible for, 
important states, and different transitions. This information is a good starting point for development of concept state 
diagrams. Note, for the purposes of this example we assume that all activities are already decomposed to the lowest 
decomposition level.



























Partial Collaboration Diagram 
While developing state diagram, we have 
two actions and a new method call, 
indicated in red. For each of these actions, 
we should define a method call. These 
method calls should be used to update 
partial collaboration diagram, as depicted 
below. We are substituting events and 
signals with corresponding method calls.
Figure B.1: State diagram for Payment Processor
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State diagram for Barrier Controller
barrier locked
barrier unlocked
unlockBarrier()/unlocking barrier, Visitor Notifier.notifyVisitorToGo()
rotate barrier/tracking barrier rotation


























We have 3 actions and 2 new method calls. One of these actions, unlocking barrier, already has a method call 
defined, so we have to define method calls for other two. We updated partial collaboration diagram. We have also 
found that Visit Tracker and Visitor Notifier have trivial state, and that there are no messages sent back to Barrier 
Controller, so we remove the redundant transitions. We have also found that Barrier Controller does not send any 
messages to Payment Processor, so another redundant transition is removed from the partial collaboration diagram.
Finally, we have realized that System Status Controller and Turnstile Controller share common trivial state machine, 
which consists of “on” and “off” states, and we have judged that making state diagrams for them would just add 
unnecessary noise and volume to the specification. So we have decided not to include them. Going through state 
diagram specification gave us additional insight into operation of the system, so we realized that we can do some 
additional refinement of the partial collaboration diagram and conceptual diagram.















































Figure B.3: State Diagram for System Status Controller
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Figure B.4: Unified System Collaboration Diagram


















Now, convert collaboration diagram into sequence diagram (left as an exercise)...




CID Concept Identification Difficulty
DM Domain Model
IMS Information Management System
OO Object-Oriented
OOA Object-Oriented Analysis
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SDL Specification and Description Language
SDP Semantic Dissimilarity Problem
SRS Software Requirements Specification
TA Teaching Assistant
UC Use Case
UCUM Use Case Unification Method
UML Unified Modeling Language
VoIP Voice-over-IP
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